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Foreword

. I. o ,

Thits research represents a stoilaboTative effort over an eighteen
. e ,

,
. . J.

month period. While the chapters were written by -separate authors, the

theory, concepts, methods, and data collect ion were a cooperative effort.
* 7,

For example, the questionnaire used in Chapter III contains items deved

by each member of the team. Professor Michael Kirst, (SU) was project

director and coordinator. °Professor Arnold Meltsner (UC) was the prime

overall conceptual leader. The chapter authors (Wilson, Batdach, Bella

vita) bear, responsibility for their written work, but acknoWriedge the

advice of Kirst 'and Meltsner;

0
The various chapters can stand alone, but draw insights froMeach

other. We plan to distribute the various chapters to different audiences.

0
But we urge readers t follow Bardach's.theoretical base throughout the

several chapters.

.

While fhe report includes an extensive literature review, we found

much of the literature inadequate and unduly pessimistic about the connec

tion between policy research sn'd state education policymakfng. We hope

.

this study sttmulate's some new ways ofi thinking about this vital area.'

A

4
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INTRODUCTION
41

Disseminating social science research to educational policy-

/
makers is a hly.uncertain undertaking. Little in the way of

theory exists to guide its practice (Dunn, 1980). Scholars have

posited models to'explain research-policy tie; (Weiss, 1979; Walker,

101;.kirst, 1980; Kirst, Peterson, and Encarnation, 1981), but none

have been tested. Empirical studies havbeen undertaken to pinpoint

the factors that enhance or impede the use of scholarly research.in

public affairs
1

. However, such research is relatively new, and Many

of the findings are contradictory or inconclusive, particujarly when

applied to discrete policy issue4 or audience groups. Very few studies,

for example, have focused exclusively on the dissemination of educational

policy, research p) statelevel audiences.

This lack of information on dissemination Astate policy-makefs

is of spedial.concern in education. :here, the policy-making apparatus

has 4ndergone larked changes in the past decade (Kirst and Germs, 1980).

The numbers and types of professionals involved in setting and monitor-

ing educational policies have burgeoned (Heclo, 1978). The financing

of education is in a state of flux (Odftn, 1980). Even the b./lic premise

4

of schooling as a public goOd under question (Tyack, Kirst andHansot*,

1979). Moreover, the Current administration's efforts to reduce the

federal role in education may precipitate unprecedented policy debates
/1.

in.the states. Seldom fiaxe policy-makers there so needed the guidance

that information, methodically collected and object y analyzed,

might give:

5



At the same time, never has so much research of potential use

to educational decision-makers been available. Yederal.investments

.
in social science research currently exceed $2 billion per year, triple

1real terms the amoudt spent in 1960 (National Research Council, 1978).

The fiel-d-of educational research,. 80% of which is federally funded, has

undg4one similar growth (Raizen, 1980). An entire system-of federally

funded educational research labs and centers and intermediary technical

1

assistance agencies has evolved in the past decade. Quasi- public organi-

4

zations such as the Education Commissiori of the States and the Institpte

for Educational Leadership produce and disseminatVresearth for educational

policy-makers. So do universities, folations, yrivate research firmp,

professional associations and a large number of special,initerest groups

directly or indirectly concerned about public education. It would seem

that no-educational policy-maker would lack for reseachtinformation to

guide dec'is'ion- making.

Yet, pervasive among policy-makers and researchers alike is the

-t
-feeling'that social science is not Psed,effectively to inform educational

policy decisions.
3 Most commentators pinpoint dissemination as the problem,

but they differ in opinion about sol4tions. Some aver that dissemini-

ti-on cannot work. They claim that policy-makers and researchers live

indifferent worlds ;kith conflicting values, language and rewards (Rein

and White, 1976). They lack,contact,with and do not trust one another.

Iecatise the two groups differ in the way they ask questions, solve

problebs and use information, the products of the former are unlikely

, 6

to be used in the work of tftiklatter Adherents of this view suggest
$

that educational policy evolves Out of developments "quite unrelated

to sbcia1l science" and possibly "unrelated to reason'! (Schorr, 1978).



Not all analysts of policy communication agree that improved,

. exchanges between tesearchers and policy-makers ate impossible. This

group posits three arguments as to Why dissemination might be able to

bridge the presumed gap. First, evidence does exist in the cahaUnica-

tions literature that information. can be made more usable for target

audiences (Zahman, et.al., 1979). This would suggest that research

formats could bb altered in some Way to fit the information needs of

policy- makers. Recent empirical investigations indicate that some

research does get used sometimesby some who work in policy arenas.

Apparently, under certain conditions policy-makers have a need for

research informktion. Finally, comparative studies reveal that

federal agencies sponsgring social science research' have, until very,

recently, significantly underinvested in dissemination as compared

1

to their counterparts in the private sector (Raizen,-1979). The

conclusion of aisgroup is that dissemination may be the answer to
. .

better policy communication if tried properly. The problem has,.:

been that sufficient resources and talent have not been earmarked

for research dissemination for policy use.
,

To these two views o policy communication problems a thiud

has been added. Recently, a number'of analysts have pointed out

.

that, while there probably is a need for,improvements'in the policy
4

communication processes; Nt policy-makers do have. Access to a-

considerable amount of research infatmation (Weiss, 1980; WAlkri
sp

.1984 Kirat, 1980). The problem is not that disseminati6n does not

work, but that we doLpot know how to recognize it when it doe We

tend to look for direct, instrumental uses of research ,in"educational '

policy. In doing so, we overlook the myriad of °indirect by

whichsocial science impacts on policy formulation.

4
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ThePolicy Communication Project of the Institute for Research

on Educational Finance and Governance tends to support this third

view. A number of empirical studies seem to indicate that research

gets used by policy-makers
5

. But, research is only one of 'a complex

mix of facts, conventional, wisdom and political accommodation .that

' go into decisions about how to define policy Sroblems and design

legislative-sqlutions (Cohen and Lindblom, 1980; Weiss, 1978). Seldom

will discrete bits of reseah information surface in the language of

legislation or in the memories of legislators as the driving force

in social problem solving. In education, certainly, an.array df

-individuals aid organizations both generate and synthesize extant

research for reports to client groups and for use by their governmental ?c,,

liaso?. More than likely, research' information re-packaged as a

panel presentation, Workshops, catchy news items, or lobbilsts' argu-

ments is not associated with the university environment from which it

might have originated. Nevertheless, research may play a crucial role
\

adtt backdrop for policy deliberations (Heclo, 1978). I% the early

stages of theipolicy'cycle, research helps to shape the debate and

provides a common language for policy discussions (Weiss, 197$).

Although conflicting or inconclusive findings of many soq.ial science

reports may precludLtheir direct use fox policy design, that same

inconclusiveness can servd to point out alternative nsequences for

a particular policy plan. It has also proven invaluable for spurring

public debate social!. problems.
6

Thus, although research's impact

Amy is not direct might be a primary force for determining the policy

agenda. Similarly, evaluation)and impact studies that assess the

effects of legislative decisioni can determine, in part, which issues

return to the pUblic debating circle.

r.
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Allegations that po).icy- makers and researchers. do not talk to

one another are also easily disproved. Increasingly, public off.cials

are actually trained academicians. It is common for academicians to

be, tapped for government service or fbr government servants to leave

public policy for academic posts (Hqclo, 1978). Moreover, while some

researchers scorn contact with policy-makers, others cultivate it and

are quite effective in interpreting social science research for use

on policy problems (Sundquist, 1978). In short, research-policy ties

are stronger thanmuch of the current commentary would suggest.

Unfortunately, gut support for this positive view that dissemina-

tion is probably, working does not leave the Policy Communication

Research Project much in the way ofAspecific answers about why this
4

is so. It is difficult to deny reports by chose observers of the

. educational policy arena that research is of little apparent use

and researchers without lines of communication to key policy actors

(Florio, 1980). Nor it it easy to explain why, even in the policy

areas in which research seemed to be used, complaints' about, research

and dissemination are .common
7

. Information on dissemination to.state

level policy makers is also in short supply. In sum, there are no

thepries to guide a newly developing program, and conventional wisdom-

target, start a newsletter, hold conferences - seems to make sense,

but for unclear reasons.

To answer these questions, the Policy Communication Research

Project has undertaken a series of studies of policy communication

processes. Our Aim is to clarify just what takes plAe., in policy

communities in which research seems to be used but is not particularly

liked. Specifically, we are interested in state educational policy

ediences who in light of recent policy trends are prime cndidates

for research help.
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Four overarching questions have guided the first phase of our

research:

)
1) What direction does the literature give use to understand

the complexities of policy communication?

2) Is theri a theory that,might explain research dissemina-

tion to policy-makers?

3) Do the uses o information by state policy- makers suggest,

._
"patterns of information use that might inform research disseminatbr

111
.

. f

4) What can we learn from information producing organizations

outside the educational research-field about disseminating resea)rch?

These questions are considered in the four chapters that follow.

Chapter I reviews the literature on research-policy ties. Chapter II

outlines a theory of dissemination which might explain the paradoi of

research use and concurrent dissatisfaction, Chapter III reports our

findings from a survey of policy-makers in school finance and special

education in three states. Chapter IV summarizes the recommendations

and cautions of information producing firms about how to dissemination

products oftresearch.

,

LI
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THE LERTAIN TECHNOLOGY OF DISSEMINATION:. TENUOUS LINKS
BETWEEN TENTATIVE TRUTHS AND TEMPORARY li(OWER

by Linda J: Nelson

$

A growing body of literature on research dissemination.to
4 V.

11.

policy-makers suggests reasons why the q.ssue, has garnered so-much

atten'tion in recent years. Commentaries also offers in§ight into the
. , 4

conditions under which policy communities might use "social science

research. In this '11.apter, we sketch the scenario which catapulteAl.

N.

dissemination into the public pcilicy limelight. We also briefly
)

review the literature that describes research policy ties.

A. Background: Di1semination - A:New Weapon in the - -Sodial Policy Wars

.

.
. a

The groundwork for the current interest in dissemination was

laid by attitudes about social. science and social problem solving

4 little lesg'than two decades ago. In the 1960's the U.S. federal

government officildliy waged war on social problems: the weapons -
/ -

dollars, legislation, and social science research newly reinforced

by sophisticated quantitive methodologies; the army - theme cutting

1,

edge of the baby boom, earger young ptofessionals, charged to 'ask.,

V

not' but 'to do' for their country and trained in the social sciences.

Social legislation burgeoned (Heclo, 478); college and university

. programs expanded to accommodate the large numlie,rs of social science

trainees (Mayhew, 1977); fede01 expenditures for social 'research

.
)

skyrocketed, as did the sheer quantity of social science repor s

available (Aaron, 1978),

c4scal'and enrollment trends of the 1960's record an escalating

r *4*

0 war. Between 1960 and 1966, federal research dollars quadrupled from

.,,

.
4

$73.1 to $324.1 million, an/increase of $213.3 million in realdoll4s

.
,

.(
.,,,, '1"!. President's Economid Report, 'nil), A spate of legis-

V . , .

1
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lative mandates shifted unprecedented-mmawnEs of federal resources to

the poor: expenditures of hdman service and In-kind transfers rose

from 613 percent of full-employment gross national product in 1961

817 percent in 1965 (Aaron, 1978). Enrklment in higher educa-

tion doubled between 1957 and 1968, with social science graduate
A ,

schools drawing,substa5tial numbers of those students (Mayhew, 1977 ).
'

Clearly, by the late 1960's the troops and weaponry for tte

social poverty wars were in place.

The belief that "War on Poverty" would bring about a Great

S6ciety gave way Eo disillusionment when improvements in socia1,

conditions did not materialize (Hanoch, 1967): Along with high

expectatibns for social progress, conviction that social: science could

or would be used to improve the quality of lif.$kwag'badly shaken by

1

the apparent failure of social legislation to produce ,beneficial

./
results. Social conditions seemed to have worsened rather than

fqS,mproved by the, early 1970's,(Fankel, 1976).

A little over a decade later, many informed observers would aver

,that the assault on social'problems of the 1960's was the first

declared war that the United States has-lost. Apparently, the

particular mix on money, know how, and determination was no match

for so thoroughly entredched'an-enemy as poverty with its battalions

of related ills.

Some of those same observers would declare that,-not only had

we
%
not won the war, some of our goldiers had defected: RatheK than

find .solutions for policy-makers, social scientists has set about

rlding to the problems! Themore answers thg policy Croups sought,,

41.

the more questions reswchers gave them. With each new legislative,
411110"

cure,- .social scientist's found a whole new set of unexpected problems...,
;

(Wildaysky, 1979). MRanwhilg, the original ones pe4sisted unscAhed,

and some' got worse-
%

r
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Education,
e-
a major Irorit in,the trar, typifies the latter.

Schooling was presumed to be an "all-powerful transforMer of economic

Potential" (Aaron, 1978,p'.65). Coll sequently, the education field

received a healthy share of the strike force: landmark legislation,

. % ESEA, was passd in 1965; federal d&llarS for schobling leaped from
.

, -,...
,

. ,

. 1-
.

. _... .

-45.0,000 in:196a to.$.4,100,00 in 1970; educational research,.by
,Ar-

, .

-
1972, had its own Institute, the National Institute-for EcTucatiA,.

whifch managed 80% of the educational research undertaken in this

country (Raizen, 1979).

Unfortunately, in spite of a few showcase victories on isolated

sites (as in the case of Head Start),, by the early 1970's schooling

wars seemed destined for defeat. Re'searchers, notAly Coleman and

Jencks, wilt corroboration from private consulting firms and the

rank and file in the Office of Equal Educational Opportunity
8

, declared

education an unwinnable war., Performance records of students targeted

for help did not improve; some.actually dropped. 'In ehe meantime,

unempLayment remained high among the por, and actually increased ,

among the ranks of the poorest(Aaron, 1978,p.39). Out of this failure

came'the recommendaton to withdraw the most transportable of the education

troop's - dollars (Airon, 1978). Y
0

Education was not unlike'other mass initiatives in the War on

Poverty. As battle after pattle became mired ;.n the complexities of.

legislation, implementation, and tegulation, disillusioned captains

came to recognize that nowhere did tactics massive

boMbardments of money, policy mandates and social science research -

seem to succeed.

13 .(
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As in every major confrontation, chroniclers of the action ori

the fronts of that social oblems,war are abundant.- Reports and

commentary on the wins and losses of the social legislation and

. .

social research'divisions' kotirisfied, particularly reports discussing
, .

. y
.

.,

the combined impact (or4ack
.

thereof) of research and policy. From
1.._

approximat4y 4Q0 liSting5.444 1966, bibliographic citations on the
,

_production and use of knowledge for social problem solving increased

. to over 201,000 currently (Ragen, 1979).

Titles of some a ,the commentaries are testimony that the 'dark

side' of the ,research- policy ties surfaced: Knowledge and Policy:

. i.

the Uncertain Confection (Lynn, 1977); The Use and Abuse Of.Social

Science (Horowitz, 1971) "Disciplined Research and Undisciplined

Problams"(Rose, 1976); "How Good Was the Answer? HoW Good Was the

4

Question? (Yarmolinsky, 1976); :'why Isn't Educational Research More

Useful?" (Levin, 197 ). Even a series of federal commission& fnd

congressional hearings-concluded,zhat existing research knowledge

was not effectively incorporated into policy (National Research

Council, 1978).

Oi of these ppst-battle analyses came new insights into the

conddct of social policy warfare. 4:1k major flaw inithe, weapons system

was discovered. Some of the heaviest artillary - legislation and

social science research had not been deployed in tandem. Social

science research was produced, but it was not being used, or used

effectively, by policy-makers. Thus, the forceS of social science

were not, in fact,% reinforcing the legielative attacks. To ensure



maximum striking power and to improve the !body count' on tenacious
k

social
1

problems, policy-makers needed to use social science more

directly. Missing in the initial strategies was a guara0ae that

social science would be systematically ava /No the front7line.

policy-makers. Dissemination was up-graded in the arSonal.

This'tale of dissemination only slightly overstates the evolution

of interest in tactics to link social science research and public

policy-makers. Legislative mandates and federal investment patterns

suggest that dissemination has, indeed, won current favor. By 1976,

over half of the 2 billion federal dollars spent for social research

was earmarked for the application of research to policy and practiCe

(Mitchell, 1980). The National Institute of Education was just one

of the fifty -four agencies with an explicit mandate for dissemination

by then. After its 1976 authorization, the Institute added a specific

unit for Dissemination and Improvement of Practices, and the dis.semina-
.

tion budget more than doubled (Raizenv 1979).

As in the case of social legislation a decade before, accompany-

ing this money and legislative language is the expectation that

improved dissemination' will occur:and that a resultant increased

use of social science will improve the conduct et public affairs.

Yet, accordin literature on research-policy ties, dissemina-
e

tion may _already be operating in Many policy areas. Yet, if Bardach's

theory (Chapter II) holds, marked improvement' in,policy=makers'

810

satisfaction with the role of research in policy affairs may not be

possible.
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B. The Unc4tain'Technology of Dissemination

Dissemination -can occur only after three conditions are met:

Asearcil informatigp useful to policy- makers must exist; a system'

7)
to transport it from researchers to policy arenas must be operating;t

and, policy-makers must be willing to use research in some way in

theirs,,work (Knott and Wildays*, 1980). The uncertainties surround-
:

ing regearch dissemination are Ohcapsulized in the disagreements

about the existence of any of these three conditions: And, there

se

is a substantial body, of literature to support any of a number of

views,

'That literature is reviewed briefly ift*Als section. The review

is organized by.the following questions:

*i. Does socia/ science research useful for policy-making

'exist?

2. What process links social science to policy coimunities?

_3. Will policy-makers use research if they can obtain it

easily'

Are there speck is dissemination strategies that will
make re.search more usable in policy arenas?

1. Does social science research useful for policy-making exist?

Some commentaries refute the notion that.social science for.

policy - makers exists. In this view the very nature of the research

Pi=bcegs as it applies to social science precludes its use by policy-

makers. Social:science investigations are 'conclusion-oriented'

Y.
(Rich, 1979 ). They seek to identify basic truths that expand the

frontiers of scientific disciplines (Riccutti, 1980). Social

scientists loolefor long-run, causal explanations of social phenomena.

6

.Inlike the 'had' sciences such as chemistry or physics, social

science is not governed by fixed laws that define certain outcomes.



Instead, it uses 'soft' data as apprOximatidns of the characteristics

of'the social world that Scientists lope to study. For example, test

scores are used t s measures of learnlng or teacher verbal scores or

yeais of experience area proxies -for teaching competence. The results

are necessarily ,tentative. They suggest possible theories and pOisit

probable conclusions about why the social world btaves.as it does.

' But, they do not provide decisions for policy purposes. :We know, for

example* only that teachers who are facile in the written language

seem to, end up good teachers. We do not know what makes for good

teaching.

Unfortunatelyfltunderstanding the whys of thesocial world does

not necessarily mean knowing how to push that World intnew ways

of operating (Weiss, 1978'). Policy.fOrmulation means knowing how to

design legislatIon'or regulations to spur desired movement;

Proponents of the view that social science is not useful for

policy deliberations'note that the time frame's, disciplinary foci,

and format ofo,scholarly research Cap prevent it from being usr,by

policy-makers:(Schorr, 1971). For structured research a scientific

design must be meticulously set out and ample tide allowed for data

collection and analyses. Research it generally conducted within the

boundaries of an acadedic discipline. Topics evolve 7om the

intrinsic interests ofscholarly researchers, who arerewarded for
.

,advancing the boundari(s of their respective fields, not for delving

into the messy, interdisciplinary problems of public affairs. More-

over a significpt ingredient of that academic'rec*rd system is

publication in scholarly journals. These haVe strict standards for

professional writing and draw technical audiences GFrank.el, 1976)

familiar with Language which to lay'audiences is jargon filled, .

17
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(Dror, 1971,,Yarmolinsky, '1971). Unlike the scientific world public .

0

officials work under-high pressure. They must make decisions under

severe time constraints and in conditions oC high uncertainty

(Steinbruner, 1 ; Heclo, 1978; Allison, 1965). They have litDle

time to process enormous amounts of information that flow across

their desks and little incentive to do so (Dreyfus, 1978). In the

eleven hour work-day of members of Congress, for example, Congress-

men had an estimated eleven minutes for reading and twelve minutes

at their desks for writing (Washington Post, 1977). Commentaries

by policy-makers throughout the government confirm that 'such

pressures are not unique to Congressmen nor to federal officials

(Lynn, 1972; Meltsner, 1979; Rehne and Rosenthal, 1980; Rosenthal

and Furhman, 1980). Under such constraints, even the best of

research information may go *noticed.

Long range planning does not often enter this world (Yarmolinsky,'

1976). Policy-makers have difficulty anticipating information needs

(Meltsner, 1979). The latest policy crisis for which public officials

need information may be the unintended, consequences of the last policy

'solution' (Wildaysky, 1979). bne commentator aptly remarked, "Policy-

makers are too busy dealing with the latest crisis that just crawled

in over the transom to worry about. what they might not know tomorrow."9

Within this work environment, voluminous, highly technical
ti

research reports are unlikely to be useful. Crises dictate informa-

tion be available in a short period of time and address the critical

economic, political, le gal and social factors surroundingilhe policy

. .

issue - in other works, it should be readily available, easily read

and interdisciplinary - not often characteristics of social science

research. Yarmolinsky obseTied aptly, "By the time government is
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r

ready to ask a specific question of scholars, it will not
,

stay for a

.0..
.

scholarly answer." (p. 260). Clearly, the literature offers consider-
\

.able support to the notion that researbh for policy purposes ddes not

exist. Recently, another view about the televance of social science

has surfaced. Empirical evidence suggests that many polick-makers

do use research in their work, but that usd is indirect (Weiss, 1978)-.

The preponderance of the empirical studies are of federal policy-

-makers.
10

They reveal that instrumental uses of research - explicit

examples of social science spawning or shapiqg legislation - are

infrequent. When direct-use dc.es,occur, the useful studies are 4

usually conducted within the agency or organization formulating policy

(Patton, et.al:, 1977). Far more preValent empirical studies is

the contribution that research seems to make to the climate of opinion

4Urr-(ZhdIng Tr\issue. Weis's sums the nature of the indirect impacts

of social science on policy:

Officials' apparently use social science ag.a >general guide
to reinforce.the; r sense of the world and make sense of
that.part of it that is sill unmapped.or confusing. A

bit of legitimation here, some ammunication for the political
wars there, but a hearty dose of conceptual use to clarify
the complexities of life...research...challenges..the status
quo...and, by redefining the problematiC, offers new perspec-
tive for Oonsidering solutions. (1977 p. 16)

Knott and Wildaysky make a distinction between knowledge for policy

/ .

and information for policy that helps to, clarify why social science

4
impacts are indirect. Scientific knowledge is certain,: factual,

irrefutable evidence. Scientific information can be theories,, accumula-

tions of tentative evidence about fdrces at work in the social world

(Knott and Wildaysky, 1980). They note that the tentativeness of

social science makes it unlikely that knowledge will be available for

policy purposed ilnediately. However, social science information
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adds to the pool of convent ional wisdom, partisan'considerations

..and hunch can be enormously helpful in formulating opinions about

what the policy problem,is and hot/it might best be resolved.

The beer volume of research' and analysis produced by public

and private research centers, technical assistance centers and

special interest groups lend credence to .the assertion that relevant

social science research does exist. For
1
example, Cohen and Lindblom

cat aloguesapproximately-twenty kinds and investigatory

aimed at social problem- solving (1979, p. 8-9). Academic research
s '

is only one on the listing. In short, on a number of indicators,,

social science research appears to be more useful than early

commentaries on policy communication would Rredict.

2. What links social science to policy communities?

Theory which might explain-how to construct communicaticin

channels between pOlicy-makers and researchers or which would help

us to understand how to identify those already in place is,sdant
6

(Dunn, 1980)% We lalow from communication research that dissemination

.involves a message, a sender, a receiver, and a mechanism that links

the three (Rogers and Kia, 1979). A time dimension in the difusion
4

*

o f innovations is-also crucial to understanding the process.
12

Until

now, however, no theory has mapped out, the prindipes which predict

how these elements interact'to link knowledge to potential users

(see BardaChehapter II).

. .
1 r'-'4

The literature reveals four possible models of the research-porIcy

ties, two of which might apply to the dissemination of educational

policy research. Weiss sketches three: the knowledge-driven model;
0

the problem-solving model; and the interactive model. -Walker (19,50,

Kirst (1980), and Kirst, Peterson and E arnation (1981) suggest a
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fourth - the policy isdae network'qr. policy commdnity (see also

r.1

Broder, 1980; Heclo, 1978),

Knowledge-driven Model

.114t4

Rriawch
APv1
Flosemth

00.014)M,Ii AOC 6C11,e

- ::ODEL

(Weis, in.Lynn, 1978)
f

In this model, the links between research and application are direct,
*

linear, and driven by"tt-ie 'momentum of new information. ) Dissemifia-

-

tion under these conditions would be unnecessary, as the 'natural'

an evitable spread of information would obviate the neeitfori

More contrived strategies.

For tentative' social scierkce information of uncertain immediate

e

value in public affairs, -this model does not obtain. It seems,
da

rather, to describe the flow .of informition from the physical science

to users. Knowledge recently discovered is certain enough to be

applied to real world activities. As noted earlier, contradict y

and inconclusive social science findings cannot, and probably ould
4

not, be automatically applied tosocial problems.

It is interesting to note that the knowledge-driven model is

the-traditionally accepted notion df,how research and policy ought

to connect (Weiss', 1978). .Many early social reformers,presumed that

increases investment in social science would inevitably result -in the

application of its findings to pressing societal problems. It is easy

to see why that model is appealing. No complicated interactions impede

the steady flow of certain knOwledge to application, and, therdby,

21
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to a "better" world. One can understand how disenchantment with the

social science research-policy ties grew. With few examples of the

successful direct appliOntion of social science research; by the

standards'set out in the knowledge-driven model, this field seemed

virtually useless.
N. I

\5I

Decision-driven Model

*me..

A.W.Ww.01
SM41
Arem/Ch-

R*141tonsrups

OsildNitkx,
et Soci0
h-otawn

1040,011

ot0:001
WMAII
Knowtorls.

Inie.petsban
fee P.0, Mn
Selo ti On

C.h04#

DttisTor-mrv:N 1CDEL
- (Weiss, in Lynn, 1978)

1,

0 r

Thi3 70dc'l of res.earch'use in policy misht dcscribc such of the

evall4tion and policy analysis produced by various agencies and

,- contract research firms. In the deCiOon driven model, the pre-

defined problem searches for acceptable solutions. The policy
;

focus is pre-determined. The process isdecision-oriented, aimed

at identifying missing-informationAthat, once found, will reveal

appropriate interpretations and policy choices. This would seem

a model of how contract research information might effect policy
4

choices. Apparently, the policy-Makers and researchers have

agreed upon the deliii$ ,9:14.. of the problem to be researched. The
4. ,

task is to identify p9licy responses. Dissemination in this

model would need onyrto highlight what would appear to be a

natural link between parties with mutuali.y agreed upon questions

'seeking,similar research outputs.

Unfortunately, ullike many forms of professional investigatory,

activities (Cohen and*Lindblom, 1979), social science research does

0

a
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not often generate policy choices. ther it helps to define the

Broad parameters of the social problem and brings to the public
.... .

.t. .

agenda issues of potential concern. COnsequently, the decisiOn-

idriven model may be mord applicable to on exilkcit type of research -

that requested by the policy-maker of his agency staff or contract firms.

(f
1

Interactive Model
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----assistance and special
1

interest agencies

*0 e how.

0...! pus.-..
.elow.wwwl

( ?cics, in Lynn, 1978)

Weiss uses this diagram to describe the multiple avenues' by which

research and policy interact. While not designed explicitly to

depict her interactive model, we believe it gives some clue as to the

complexity of potential ties between the research and policy arenas.

..',

As such, we believe it many describe with some accuracy the terrain

which social science research dissemination must cover. (Note:' the '

backdrop of intermediary agencies was added to the original schema.)

In the interactive model, links between knowledge and policy

are not linear. Rather, highly - 'interactive and possibly disorderly

interconnections channel information both toand from policy-makers

and researchers. In t;lis model, it is easy to imagine Weiss'



description of the indirect effects of social science as it 'percoLites,'

into and around the policy world '(Weiss, 1980).

A petsuasiva element in the notion that. social scie5e is not

linked in a linear way,to knowledge application ij, public affairs is

the extraordirry complexity oitthe public polnyand research arenas

(Heclo, 19/8; Walker, 1981). The interactive model seems to recognize

the potential role of a myriad of individuals and organizations that

might be involved in policy, discussions at any given time (see

Apppndix A for a more detailed listing of'potential actors.) This

model recognizes research as op of*a, complex mix of information

sources useful for policy-making.

Dissemination in this interactive environment would be hit and

miss. The amounts and types of information needed by any individual

policy-maker are virtually impossible to determine by a research

^ institute in which dissemination resources are limited. Moreover,.

the numbers of intermediary agencies and policy-oriented interest
1

groups who may be re-packaging research for use obscure the actual

impact of a dissemination program. There are so many possible

channels by which research information might reach a poliCy-maker,

that selecting exactly the appropriate one for a given issue and time

would appear to be costly and highly uncertain. Moreover, even if

icosts of tracking the issues and,audi ce needs were not pr6hibitive,

i.the technology of mapping audiences a anticipating their information

concerns-
is so rudimentary that successflirdiSsemination may remain

unnoticed.

Encouraging in this model is the recognition that the communication,

proCess is not a one-way flow from information producer to user. Feed-

back from the policy world to that of researchers would appear to be
.

tir
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AP

frequent., if haphazard. The nubder of possible intersegion points

would seem to belie the notion that the two world's never interact.

Of course, there is nothing in the model to suggeat,that potential

interaction is valuable. It does, however, seem to exist.

Policy Ipsue Networks-

The network model (Walker, 19V(; Kirst, 1980; Kirst, Peterson and

Encarnation, 1981) offers a provocative Variation on the interactive

maize which has important implications for research/ dissemination.

A diagram of the' network model would resemble that of the

interactive one with one key exception. While both recognize the

complexity of the policy audience and the multiple interconnections

among actors within and among policy communitiesAthe network model

suggests that identifiable patterns of information spread and exchange

may exist for particular policy issues.

The networking concept stems from the recognition that informal

information exchanges among colleagues have long been characteristic

in both academia (ofteri referred to as the "community of scholars"

(Haviland, 1971)) and the publicpolicy world (the iron triangle of

executive agencies', special interest groups and legislators is a
,

popular description of the elite groups that share information and

power [thst, Peterson, akl Encarnation, 1981]). Heclo (1978),

WaLker (1980) and Broder (1980) have aiso recently described what

:".
seems to be a systematic relationship of information sharing among

a
4

specific policy communities or networks.-

Within these policy communites are diverse individuals and

organIatls who are included in-the network by virtue of their

expertise in a discrete policy area. As the policy arena has grown

1
0

0 "

.

to.
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increasingly complex, policy-makers have had greater need for more

and more technical, information on any number of policy problems.

. r ,-
Issue specialists receive reward and recognition by filling that

dema-ndwith non-partisan, comprehens.ive information. These indivi-

duals or organizations are purveyors of knowledge. Their function
, .

4 ,

i

is to inform and beinfomed about the nuances of their policy
, , ...

. r ,

AI
speciality. TherefOre, they are high consumers of research. They

----e-1 -4.
......

want to )e able to answer the 'why' of policy questions as well as

the 'how', and:as such, form a relatively stable market for academic/

research. The Education Commissionof the States, with experts in

law, school finance, collective bargaining, and competency-based

teaching and learning, for example, represents such a speciality

organization able to respond to'requests for non-partisan, detailed ,

information on particular policy issues. They do so both by generat-

ing their own re earch and synthesizing that from the larger research

arena. The National Advisory Commission for Education of the Dis- ill

advantaged exemplifies a more narrowlyvfocused issue-oriented group.

They mould 'prov,ide information soley on Title I provisions. and

related concerns.

Individuals also pla.the issue specialist role. These are people
P

whose career success is determined not by political affiliation or

electoral clout, but by mastery of knowledge about the politics,

econom legalities, technology, and sociology of their issue

spec lity.
1

They'are rewarded for objectivity and comprehensiveness,

not loyality to the organization. They are often promoted in and

r

around the policy world among positions relevant to theii policy

concern. 'They may also return to the private sector without the

onerous tag of politician.
.

It
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Because they trade in information, both organizations and individuals

. who are. specialists operate within a broad network of policy experts
/ .4

interested in their specific, or related policy areap. Since policy

problems overlap, so do networks of specialists trading in relevant

information. Consequently, issue-networks link policy-makers both within

,. a policy community and among communities of related concerns. They also

link.variods branches of government with private sector firms and

special interest constituencies:. These issue networks operate in other

policy areas with particular effectiveness.in medicine (Davidson, 1980).

The concept of networking holds special currency_for research

dissem.inatioii) The key characteristic whit distinguishes it from

Weiss' interactive model of research dissemination is the presence of

what may be a systematic information flow. In this model of research

dissemination, research floWs to numerous/policy groups. However;

,

the synthesizing that the specialists do to make information compre-

hensible for busy,policy-makers may obscure the conscious recognition

that research is,of use Co policy-makers., Rather than trf to anticipate

the specific information needs of individual policy-makers in a number

of.issde areas, disseminators could identify the key specialty agencies

and individuals who.ore in the business of providing infOrmation for

policy-makers. ThAp,iinstead of the hit and miss formula.needed ?or

the interactive model, networking suggests a specific strategy for

1;lissemination:- , .identify gatekeeper specialist organizations

"and let them funnel research to policy-makers. Itis a strategy based

on the assumption that policy-makers will use'information once they

'have access A it. It also suggests a trade -off between credit given

to research and actual effectiveness of research in-contributing to

social problem solving. That is a'trade-off that not.all research
4



producers and disseminators will like.

, C. Will Policy-makers Use Research If They Can Obtain It Easily?

The popular notion of failing dissemination is that policy- makers

will not use the
aft

best of information available (see discussion.in

section A). However, empirical data belie the accuracy of this remark.

Policy - makers, surveyed by a number of researchers do use social science

in their work (Weiss, 1978). There sr g. also, some indicators

laracteristics of research that make it useful to policylakers 4

(Mitchell, 1980).

Before discussing the facts of use, it may be important to record

Knott and Wildaysky's reservation about the 'more is better' syndrome

. of research dissemination (1980). We have no way of knowing whether

or not sheer volume of research used is a measure of efficacy of
.4

research in social lblem.soIVing. When-Weiss reports that 76 percent

Z/r>C%c
of the 155 people, surveyed in mental health agencies, (1977) reported

some type of use of research, we do not know whether-to cheer the

efficency of social science or bemoan the loss of the 11%. who stated

definitly that they never, touched the stuff. Similarly, Caplan found

74% of his 204 respondents to be verifiable ,research users and 9%

abstainers (Caplan, 1975). Should future-thinking agencies aim fork

'normal' 75% use rate, or'souid we pesume.that the growing lack of

0

satisfaction with general bureaucracies-is attributable, in_part, to

the shockinglk high research rejection rates?

These are questions which the literature leaves unanswered. What

studies do tell us is what research characteristics seem to make it

4

useful for policy purposes. In the studies to date,
14

research used

most often is. of high technical quality, specifit to a particular con-
.

text and releVant to, the current problems facing a policy-makeg. It is
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"targeteeto a particular population an offers specific rec endations

fr action., Reliability and validity of information sources are impor-

tant. Policy-makers seem to equate these qualities with the credibility,

trustworthiness and objectivity of iesearch. Possibly the most signifi-

cant characteristics,'at least those that surface mosObften, are timeli-

ness and ease ofconsumption.15

Predilection of the Individual POlicymaker Policymakers' value orienta2

tions can play a significant role in determining information use. They

trust the validity and reliability of research fromsame'sodial sciened

disciplines more than others. Caplan (1975) reports a heirarchy with

economics at the top followed by sociology, political science and so on. 4

Cognitive ahility and analytical skills of the policy-maker (Weiss, 1975),
.

may ease the consumption costs of research use and, thereby, encourage

use '(See discussion of consumption costs, Chapter II). A desire to
4

enhance status and credibility among peeri and constituents (Mitchell,

19805 can lead policymakers to seek research. Policymakers who helped

decide what information should be collected tended to use research more

(Rich, 1975).

Environmental Characteristics'of the Information User: Variables within

'the work environment of the policymaker contribute to reseftch use.

Some of the most salient Rothman, 1980;) include:

. proximity - environments in which high informatign users work alOng-

side those who tend not to seek out research information are conductive-to

increased research use by the latter group (corrobbrated by Walker's state

study of innovation). Organizations whidh structure regular meetings

between research and non-research staff reptsent a variation on proximity.

The ties among issuelspecialists do, 'too.

23
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slack - organizations in which there are slack resources (time,

money,.personnel, and so forth) are more able to seek out new information,

some of which, is social science research; when available, research will

', be used to conceptualizaproblems.fadllo the organization (Rich; 1978),

. incentives/rewards for research-use - a workplace which rewards

to finical expertise, or 'know -how', is one in which-research use tends

tp occur;,conversly, one which withdraws approval for lack of compre-

hensive information, a portion of which would be research information,

tends to be a high research user; again, in organizations with research'

readily available, learning seems to occur about how to use it to

concdptualize problems and alternative solutions (Rich, 1978). The

,professional rewards to issue specialists fot.-dIsseminating knowledge

r)

are key to-the effective working of policy issue networks.

. regular.commuhiCation - both formal and informal communication

among sub-units in an organization or among, members of policy communi-

ties are crucial-factors in the use of research. Regular communica=

tion,,here, may mean exchanges of staff within agencies, movement

abdut the polity community by issue specialists, of simply systematic
%

,written memos, newsletters and other reporting mechanisms (RothMan, 198k).

In sum,"in spite of the popular notion that the policy-world is

snot structured to use research, research is used there. Moreover, there

are -some tentative indica5prs that research; translated to forms, more

similar to the information needs Of poliay-niakers available from

sources close at hand, will increase the probably of research use.

4. Ire there,specific dissemination strategies that will make research

more useful?

One rdading of the'literaiure might suggest that used car salesmen

and research 4 sseminators have a lot in common. Neither one is entirely

certain that the products they are selling will work. The external

. 30
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trappings of the' goods of both, look appealing, yet the 'internal

.workings are at best uncertain. In fact, people who sell used

pars have an edge over disseminators: a car that breaks down

can be hauled away. The mechanical difficulties of social science

information are less easily repaired. Consequently, the sales job

for research must be handled with great delicacy. Promises that, a

scienfific solution will work for any given policy question are

best riot made.t-

Suggestions about how to disseminate research seem to have

p--
taken into account the delicacy of the operation. No mention is

made of strategies that will promise of research more than it is

capable of giving. Rather, they suggest ways of bringing research

information into the consciousness of policy-makers who then may ,

4

use or reject the information as appropriate.

Three overall approaches to disSeminatio rface: change'

the products of researci.A.o mesh with the information preferences

of policy-makers; change the people involved in linking .research

to policy-makers - that is, look for'non-re archers to help bridge

b

the communi,:ation gap; and, change expectations about how research

will be used. These.three strategies are discussed briefly below.

Change Products: The preponderance of dissemination recommenda-

%
tions suggest that research translation is ireceSsari (Weiss, 1978,;

Lynn, 1976 Caplan, 1975). Disseminators should re-write research

so thatit is free of jargon, short and formated so that main ideas

an conclusions are highllghted, and placed in a context, so that

it is not simply a broadgeneralization about the social world, but

a specific comment,on a salient policy issue. Newsletters, specialized

magazines, influential newspapers TV news magazines, computerized

t
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referral systems,ald conferences, panels, and speeches are tides

which might be.appropriate for this `translated research.

Change People: Information brokers have became aTh.riable

alternative to bringing researchers and 'policy-makers in direct

contact. iSince in most stddiest in spite of research use, the.

two - communities metaphor (researchers and policy-makers live in

such differen,t, worlds that communication among them is unlikely -

Dror, 1971; Caplan,'1975; Dunn, 1980) seems to hold true, the

notion of an intermediary makessense (Sundquist; 1978). These

would be individuals expert in bot. policy and research who were
1

. able to translate the relatively abstruse language of research

into conversational English. They would also be able to explain

how to apply general research findings to specIfic policy contexts.

Brokers couldbeteither individuals or organizations and

resemble the issue specialists discussed in B3. They could absorb

many of the costs of information translation that the research

institute must bear (see Bardach, Chapter II). Their incentive to

do so ,would be the recognition within their issue speciality*that

AB

information brokerage could-confer" (Walker, 1980; Heclo, 1978).

In short, placement of key brokers housed either within a research

institute or with close ties to research communities from the

Policy world may be a viable, low-cost/high yield dissemination?

tactic to be considered.

Change Expectations: Weiss i perhaps most eloqpent here in

challenging the conventional norms that dictate research must be

proven- 'usef4/' in an arbitrary, instrumental way in ordet to be.

considered valuable (1980). She identifies the myriad ways in which
C
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social science may permeate the consciousness of policy-makeri and

may effect the outcome of policy decisions without any direct reference
"""oi

to a particular research study - and, if Bardach's analysis holds, in

environment which overtly feels frustrated with research (see

Chapter II). Knott and Wildaysky.(1979) and 'Cohen and Lindblom (1980)

among others join Weiss'in cautioning proponents of direct research

use. The:field is simply too new to proclaim an appropriate aaount

. or time for search dissemination to occur. More is not necessarily

better, these, scholars note, and; we may very well already have more

dissemination than we know4 to recognize.

Conclusion: For some scholars

science research and public po

Jake Barnes and Lady Brett apt

match. Jake Barnes was impotent;'Lady Brett, a nymphomaniac. They

studying the relationship between social

licy-making, the Hemingway characters of

ly characterize the research/policy mis-

were in love emingway, 1929). This unlikely couple lived in a post-

war world of intense needs, unrea

fumbling accommodation. It is a

in the United States in the 1980'

that theJake-Lady Brett affair

academia and politics: in this

for knowledge that will satisfy

just social legislation; social

unable to supply that knowledge.

would be questioned.

lized expectains, 'frustrations and

world not unlike that of public policy

s. And some observers would agree

accurately depicts the ties between

scenario, Lady Brett politicians lust

their need to produce popular, feasible,

scientist Jakes, though eager, are

In some scripts, Jake's eagerness

This ill-matched couple in Hemingway's story Ei nally'does develop

aworkable relationship. The literature on the ties between research

and policy-making suggest that a similar accommodation is also possible

there. The literature suggests that the hyperbole surrounding the use,
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or misuse, or research, in policy- making is extreme and unlikely as

that of the Jake/Lady Brett affair. While a number of authors declare

the relationship between policy and research to be very limited and

unproductive, more studies suggest that that is not the case. Research

is used in policy-making in a number of important, albeit indirect, ways.

There are also, strategies that arch institutes can adopt to take

research more useful. Most notable, they might identify entry points

into existing policy networks,and focus outreach on those organizations

and individuals most likely to disseminate the information within and

beyond their immedi.ale\y-gteth communities. Translation efforts -

'Making research more timely, readable and available - also help to

increase research use.

A number of questions still remain regarding t'he research

dissemination process. Translation efforts are'recommended by a number

of studies, yet specific information on exactly what kinds of tactics

are appropriate for which audiences remain unclear. The studies of

research use tend to focus on federal policy-makers. Little specific

information is availableto direct dissemination activit es for state

policy-makers, particularly those in education. Moreove , the models

of dissemination, whether Welss's interactive scheme or the networking

concept of Walker, Kirst and others, have not been tested. We do not

have empirical evidence to suggest that anything more than chance

operates to disseminate research into and around policy communities.

In an attempt to answer these questions, Bardach has posited a

theory to help guide research on research dissemination; Nelson and

Kirst have surveyed state education policy-makers to find out exactly

what kinds of information that,policy group likes to use; and, Bellevita

his asked information producing organizations to reveal their most
r

effectivedissemination strategies. The results of these studies are

reported in the following chapters.
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APPENDIX A: WHO ARE POLICY- MAKERS?

yi

A catalogue of work roles potentially included in education policy

communities follows. A glance at the numbers of individuals possibly

involved gives some indication of the enormity of the job of targeting

research to appropriate audiences. It also reveals the possible size

of a social research market. The following six groupings incliide both

issue specialists and the policy experts who support their ark: Both

'would be targets for dissemination programs. Unknown is whether or

not the same types of research would be.appropriate for both. .Indicators

of differences between the work responsibilities of political leaders

and those issue specialists (discussed in the following- section) suggest

that different strategies would/he necessary.

Legislative Actors:' Elected officials and their personal staffs;

committee and sub - committee staff and consultants; research and infor-

mation bureau personnel such as those in the Congressional Research
0

Service, CBO or a Senate Research Committee at the state level,

Executive Actors: Top level, bureaucrats and their staff,'parti-

cularly in the Departments of Education, Labor, Health and Human Service;

Agriculture State; and Interiors whose programs includerbducation and

training components. Specific positions include SecretarieS, .Assistant

' and Dep4ty Assistant Secreearies, Directori or Policy Planning and

C

Evaluation Offices or Bureaus, and Directors of Program Offices, and

any number of assistants and consultants for these offices at national,

regional, state and local levels. Advisory councils associated with

specific programs must also be included.
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Executive OffAce'§taff including Domestic Advisorg" and their

program and research staff, issue consultants. Comparable staff

and advisory committees are found in the offices of governors, as

well.

Special Interest Groups: (including professional associations,

unions and citizen's interest and the advocacy groups ranging from

tax liytations associations, to text book committees and parent-
,.

school organizations, ..g. Coalition for Fair School Finance or the
Ts.

Citizens, Committee of Ohio, as well as taxpayers). Target positions

include: Presidents, Executive Directors, Governmental Liasons,

Directors of Research; Dissemination and Publications, Special Committee

and Sub-committee members and committee staff, Programinvectors, Issue
4

Specialists and Legal -Advisors, Advisory Panels, ConsultantS (all

replicated at the national, regional state and often, local levels).

Technical Assistance Organizations: (including privately funded

committees commissions, foundations, contract research and consulting

firms, university-based development and disseMination programs, and

publically funded commissions such as the Education Commission of the

States or the Western-Center for Law and Poverty) titles of policy

actors in these organizations would generally replicate those of the

special interest groups Include,in this audience grouping are the

intermediary organize,tions or subunits of the federal and state

governments set up to_assist regions, states or localities in policy

and program implementation or evaluation (Heclo, 1978). .

Academicians: experts from academia who, through their publications

teaching consultipg work and expert testimony, help to formulate and

clarify issues relevant to educational policy.
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Journalists: Reporters for newspapers, popular professional

journals, radio and magazines, television, who, through coverage

of education related features play an increasing important role in

raising issues to the public agenda.
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FOOTNOTES )

.

1. For compendia for empirical studies see Weiss, 1977; Frankel,
1976; Abt, Inc. ;976; als6 Mitchell, 1980; Florio, 1979;
Donnison, 1972. taplan, 1975; Alkin, Daillak et. al. and
White, 1980; Bozeman, 1979; Hood and Blackwell, 1978; Cohen, 1970;
Hood and Blackwell, 1978.

2. See discussions' in Walker, 1969; Gray, 1973; Hood and Blackwell,
1976; Lehne and Rosenthal, 1980; Rosenthal sand Fuhrman, 1980,

.3. See Schorr;1.1971;* Levin, 1971; Dror, 1971; YaTmolinsky, 1971;

Rose, 1977.

4. See studies as listed in footnote 1.

5. In virtually all empirical studies, subjects_ report that research

gets used in some way. Indirect, rather than direct uses predominate.

6. See Jencks, 1972; Clark, 1966; Averch, 1972; Coleman, 1966.

7. NIE memos on dissemination to the Institute for Research on Educational

Finance and Governance. 1979-80.

8.' See footnote 6.

9. Michael W. Kirst. "Proposition 9 and its Impact on California
Schools" presented to the California Coalition for Fair School

Finansp: 1980.
A

' 10. Empirical studies focused on federal level policy - makers (Rich, 1977)

or grouped federal, state and local respondents (such as Weiss and
Bucuvalis, 1977).

11. See footnote 9.

12. **Time in relation to the adoption of innovation can mean the
shifts from awareness_of information to use and beliif in it,
or it can refer to the relative time one individual or firm
adopts a new idea as compared to other individuals or firms.
Time can also mean the rate of adoption of ideas by a user.
(Rogers and Kim, 1979) str

c.

13. For a complete description of the role of issues specialists
see Heclo, 1978.

14. See footndtl. J

15, Afew of the characteristics found imporpht in some studies
were found insignificant in others. VOT example, several
studies found quality and timeliness importan't use determinants,
while Patton, et. al. found minimal effects for either characteristic.
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II. THE DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY RESEARCH FOR POLICY (!RS

By Eugene Bardach
I

%
I take as my starting poiet,the fact that much educational policy

research actually does reach a great many educational policy makers in

some form, and it reaches them in time for them to do something useful

with it (Knott and Wildaysky, 1979). The question I attempt to

answer in this paper is, How does this process work? I also try to

suggest, at various points in the analysis, what makes the process

work relatively well. Implicitly, therefore, it contains recommendations

as to how to improve it.

My model of how the dissemination process works begins with an

assumption of individual ration research,'Or its derivatives

like "policy arguments," researches t persons for whom the utility

of having it exceeds the disutility of obta g it. My next step 1;

to model the situations in which potential "consumers" find themselves

that affect these utilitarian calculations. At this point I.stress the

overwhelming importance of the organizational anCpolitical context of

policy-makers. Myjlext step is to model the cooperative relationship

that grows up between consumers and producers when producers, try to

reduce the costs to consumers of obtaining information. On this point

I stress the significance of a variety of "storage-and- retrieval" systems.

The author is a professor at the Graduate School of Public Pdlicy,

University of California, Berkeley.
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I then discuss the question of who compensates whom for the costs that

are in fact incurred, and suggest certain problems in thinking about

the overall allocation of costs to different parties. Finally, I turn

to the way in which bureaucratic and professional influences might

interfere with the optimal dissemination and u%e of research, but gpec late

that in fact they are not too important. r-

The Overwhelming Importance of Context

When Watson and Crick finally figured out how DNA molecules were

constructed, it took no more than a few weeks for most of the leading ,

Lt

scientists in the field to learn of their discovery. Word-of-mouth and

speedy publication in a prestigious and widely disseminated scientific

journal did the job. While it is unlikely that manysocial scientistel

especially in the education field, .fancy that they have come up with

anything like the double helix, the rapid dissemination of information

seemingly characteristic of the natural sciences stands, in the eyes

of many observers, as the implicit model of bow things' ughtto be in

social and Policy research as well (Garvey, Lin, and Nelson, 1970;

Havelock, 1971). The natural sciences model of rapid dissemination

assumes that:

- - there is reliable and illuminating "knowledge" to be transmitted;

- - there is a real "demand," on the part of other membdrs of, the

scientific community at least, for this knowledge;

-- communication is and ought to occur in self-contained and

essentially one-way presentations, like newsletters, journal

articles, or formally presented papers.
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This model is inappropriate, however, to the social sciences in

general and to educational research inpaqicular. It is also inapprop-

riate for. the professionals who are thencraftsmen" analogues to natural

scientists or social scientists, that is, engineers,in the case of the

former and social program managers'in the case of the latter. Table 1

displays the two dimensions of difference(N Across the columns we see

that the "penetration" of the social sciences,is shallower than that of

the natural sciences; down the rows we see that the relevant knowledge

flke4
of the practicing "craftsMan" is much more context-dependent than it

is fir the more "basic" researcher. Both sets of differences imgipy

that the rapid dissemination model borrowed from the natural sciences

must be used with extreme care in searching',for ways to improve the

dissemination process in educational policy research.

40 (Insert Table 1 here)

rBy "shallow penetration" I mean that the social sciences manage

onlyjth difficulty to get much below the surface'of the phenomena

they study. For theamst part, good theory,in the social sciences.

merely (!) looks like an elaborate and insightful rendering of "common

sense," and good empirical generalizations look like confirmations of

conventional beliefs about the way-things are. Many'practitionerstin

the world of policy-ma,king,and program - management correctly believe

that the (useable) knowledge gap between themselves and social scientifie

researchers is not 'particularly large and that it does not necessarily

always favor the social scientists anyway. It is not surprising, there:-

414

fore, that the "demand" for the latest social scientific "knowledge"

on the part of educationists is no.t particularly brisk.

4
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ly even more important is the matter optontext-d4endency.

Policyma15.ing is a "craft," and like ill crafts it depends simultaneously

1

on the knowledge of g eneral principles and on the feeling for parti-
"

culer materials and circumstances, that is,. the "context." To,over-

.

simglify somewhat, in the case of edudation policy-makers cpnfront4g

an education finance problem, to_take a concrete example, general

principles can .be reli upon to analyze th6relationship.between

revenues an corginations of tax rates, tax bases, and grant-
, f

in-aid formulas; but contextual knowledge is necessary to estimate which

dp are the two or three combinations that make economic sense, are

politically feasible in the present political environment, and al4e

administratively workable-given the present relations between various

4

levels of government and given the
4
perssnnel' and equipment in place.

I do not, of course, mean by this example to limit the idea of

contextual knowledge to the few variables indicated here. The list

is much longer. At any rate, the importancp of the contextual com-

ponent of the policy-making craft generally, far exceeds tat of the.

general principles component -- at least in the day-to-day experience

of policy practitioners. No doubt there are particular moments and

o particular decisions, often of great significance, when contextual

7

variables recede and ,general principles do, or perhaps should, take

over. But these occasions, representing major redirections of policy

programming, are-few and far between. And even they require a pretty

fair sensitivity .to contextual issues if intelligent policies are to

be fasWoned. I

1,
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Impressive evidence of the importancd of contextual variables to

the "craftsmen" of the,physical sciences comes from studies of engineers

by T.J. Allen and his associates at MIT over a period of years (Allen,

1977). 2jiey found that very few worlcing enginners read the journals

of the professional englneerinisocieties, which were so heavily maeb:

as to be "utterly imcomprehensible to the average engineer."

Nor did they use the company library frequently -- and those who did

use it did so because it. was physically proximate to their own work spices:
A

On the contrary, the staff of life that supported the average( working

engineer in his search for relevant task information was consultation

with other engineers within, his company. Communications tended to be

informal and to center largely on personnel who were "proximate" in

some organizational as well as physical sense, like first-line super-

,
visors and peers in 'the same laboratory. .The principal vehicle for

4 d:'/.
., .

transmitting information in written form was the'Unpublished report,"

which usually originated within the organiia,tlon where the engineer

was employed. The common communication channels were the normal documents

routing procedures of the organization and'the informal network of

, t

consultative contacts, e.g.,,"when the recipient inadvertently Saw it

in a colleague's possession . . .In this way, a single report very.likel?

reaches a fairly, large audience in a very :short period of time." In

short, the information environment Of the workiht. engineer is dominated

by the Particular organization in which he .participates.

- .

Why this should be so is open to cons able interpretation.

I doubt it is becaude engineers are disposed by personality to narrow ''44k6,_

o'

their horizons or stick close to their workbenChes.' ,Perhaps it has

V
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more to do with the .proprietary nature of much of their work: there

are many legal and normative barriers to ,transmitting information to

. . .
.-

"outsi ers," and engineers 'who work on similar problems but for dif-

ferent' companies . do not circulate their own ideas and data freely to'

one another. I Wou1d speculate that it also has a lot to do with

the kinds of problems" engineers, work on in .large organizations (7on

Hippel, 1976). They work on problems that their .particular organization

is likely both to be able to solve and to Profit from solving. These

parameters are 'contextual," in the sense, in which used the word,

above.

The behavior of working engineers contrasts sharply with that of

research scientists, who are much freer of contextual parameters.

According to a "study by Rosenbloom and Wolek (190) of 1 0 scientists

. ,

and engineers in 13 establishments of four large corporation d 1200
-

members of thetprofessional society,of electrical and electronics

A

engineers, scientists were much more likely than engineers to read.

journals and to go Outside of:their organizations'for information,. The

deferencei were very large and emerged in every subsample:alkalyzed,
.

Within the education ffeld, it appears that the diffusion of class-
-

. ,
room-levet and school-level innovations f011ows the craft pattern'rather

a . : 4

than the scientific patterns, as-we 'indeed ought to expect. The

well-known RAND Corporation study by Berman and Mctaughlin (1977)
k..

emphasized aboye all 'the ''adaptation" of the cpncept or technique orI e ,

idea being "diffused" to local needs by local teachers. In many cases

I local people even "reinvented" the concept in order to deepen their

sense of "ownership." The history of attempts by USOE and 'subsequently

A

NIE, to diffuse new "R and D" has been characterized by a drift away

I.
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from the natural sciences model to a more "naturalistic" model, one

in'which the context of user needs and perception is given more

spalykical weight' in the design of the diffusion program and therefore
1.S

moreV-of a role.in its operation. The National Diffusion Network kNDN),

for example, represented a sort of grass roots effort to reclaim

"innovation" as something towards which local interests were not only

sympathetiC-but wei-1 talented at promoting. the YDN has been charac-

terized as an alternative to "the engineering approach" of the

education Labs and Centers,jn which approach the creative impulse

supposedly Omantes from a central source and, if successful, moves

Out to t..K(P iphe (Pane , 1977). (The "engineering approdch" is

somewhat of a misnomer here because engineers, as we have seen, do not

44
t

in fact approach their work in the sort of deductive way that this

simple-minded diffusion model seems to postulate.)

The SRI evaluation study of the NDg found that interpersonal

communication-was cuitical in getting the success of the program --

(Stanford Research Institute', 1977) Although theSRI analysts do not

4
say so directly, it appears from their account that the MI5 operatives,

-J

particularly the sot-called lilinkers", who specialized-in brining together

the developers of innovations and the ultimate users, expended enormous

energy on "conteitualizing" the innovations, that is, helping potential

users to understand how an idea developed elsewhere could be made to

Work effectively in theirown setting.

A final point about the contextualizin& of information pertains

to the special character of information relevant to policy-makers.

The craft element of policy - making is even more pronounced than it is

in classroom teaching. A policy problem shows up with many diverse

facets,and,arealistic approach to it must be similarly multi-faceted.



The design of such an approach entails specific attention toeach of

the component elements so that they form a coherent whole; and this

design problem is complicated4-by the fact that "eccentric" or "odd"

solutions to any specific element of the problem can spill over into

solutions to the other elements. For example, a district-wide plan

to target custodial services .to the- schools most plagued by vandalism

might run afoul of any one of (at least) the following problems: (1)

increased vandalism in at least some of the schools in which 'services

were decreased, (2) labor contracts restricting the reassignment of

c

custodial personnel, (3) a particularly strong and vocal prinCipal

mobilizing a parents' group to oppose the change, (4) a corollary

misallocation of custodial services away from sites where basic

maintenance was high priory (but vandalism was less important). The

effect ofsproblems likethese on:policy-formulation might be to force

a seemingly ad hoe arrangement that would take care of some serious

.

vandalism problems but not others, an arrangement for which most admin-

istrators would be unable to offer a simple and clear -cut policy rationale.

By implication, no social scientifically grounded journal article

that had recommended a consistent policy of resource allocation based

on rational principles could have furnished more th4n,a bac*k=drop

against which deciltn-makers could illuminate the departures from

sound principles that they were forced to make.

The value of social scientific "knowledge" as a backdrop to what

a craft - connected "appreciation".of context ultimately requires shbuId

20t be underestimated. It is gradually beedbing understood that

social scientific "knowledge" does not usually penetrate the mind of

another social scientist in the same direct 'way as new knowledge about

GO
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the structure of_DNA might enter the mind of a natural scientist, and

that movement of such knowledge through the community of policy

practitioners is. even more indirect. Carol Weiss has written persua-

sively about "knowledge creep" and the "enlightenment" value of social

scientific research in this connection (1979; 1980). No doubt there

are many ways for such "enlightenment" to occur, but I would speculate

that an extremely important way involves the tension between the

principles that govern a concrete decision and theprinciples which

have their source in "knowledge" as well as in personality and
_

T

experience that the decision-maker thinks are valid in general.

Enlightenment is not necessarily a one-way street, therefoie, for the

tension moves one's understanding in two directions: "knowledge" is

a useful backdrop for illuminating the good and the bad facets of

the concrete situation, but conceTZZ-,441ations are useful_ for

clarifying the contours and shadows on the backdrop of "knowledge."

ci.As a Gestalt psychologist might put it, there is no figure without

ground and no ground without figure.

Just as policy- making is dependent on political and organizational

context,so is policy learnink, whether of the "enlightenment" or of

any other type. The releVant context is what Bayesian decision analysts

call the "prior distribution" of expectations about what actions are

likely to have what effects and of attitudes about what outcomes are

more (or less) desirable. Normally we would imagine that the alter-
.

ations in this mental set produced by a specific piece of inforMation

would be relatively minor, given the remarkable stability Of most

people's mental sets an the exceptional stability of such mental sets

policy-leve indivt uals whose occupation virtually requires high

attitudinal and cognitive stability. At any rate, once one understands



that new "knowledge" serves mainly to shift a policy-maker's disposition

or "bias" in a certain way, one enriches one's idea of the relevant

context in' which decisioni are "made": the context includes the

decision - maker's own "prior" attitudes and beliefs. How new "knowledge"

is received and extrapolated into policy depends, therefore, to an

important extent on how well (or badly) old knowledge has been perform-
,

ing the same'functions.

Having said all this, it perhaps ought to be emphasized that the

usual error made by social scientists is to overstate the potential

importance oflknowledge!,' whether creeping Or'otherwise. Not even the'

deepest and truest knowledge can be of value, if there is no freedom to

use it. But typically the policymaker is more of ,a "shapeethan a

"decider." Actions are taken that §ha pe and' .reshape an ongoing flow
0*

of events, but only infrequently'lare they Vficiently large and

fundamental so that we may a-propriately think of them as "decisions."

To put the matter a little differently, the policy-maker typically

attempts to modify conditions that are for the most part outside of

his or her control; for the policy-maker the imperatives represented

by these conditions are the basic "decision" within which his or

her own actions take place and therefore their critically important

context. But social scientific research that is potentiallyrelevant

to policy typically addresses questions that call for basic decisions

rather than'for merely incremental changes. To be of use in most

policy:-making, therefore, such research needs to be extrapolated or

interpolated. (It is often saidthat the process of moving from the

conclusions of basicresearch to policy is one of drawing out "implications:"
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But the word "implication" is inappropriate to the extent that it

suggests that all the pertinent empirical information is embedded in

the original research and that the relationship to policy applications

is merely one of logical deduction. Actually, however, new, contextual,

information is arWays required in combination with social scientific

information or "knowledge" in order to arrive at a reasonable policy

conclusion. Hence I prefer to speak of extrapolating and interpolating,

as opposed to "implying.") An illuminating account of self-confessed

naivete on this point*is that by Howard R. Davis and Susan E. Salasim

--
(1978) concerning their rebuff at the hands of a county commissioner

of welfare whom they had urged to adopt a policy of preparing aftercare,

plans for state hospital patients being released to community care.

The advocates were fully equipped With studies purporting to show

that aftercare planning could substantially reduce rehospitalization

rates. The commissioner, however, was not impressed. Perhaps the

rates could be reduced, he allowed, but there were also eight/ good

reasons, ranging from personnel constraints to inter-organizational

diplomatic relations, why the policy could not be adopted. Having

acknowledged their own naivete about these difficulties of policy

design and implemen tion ai,the emerge in real political and organ-

,.

izational%settings, Davis and Salasim caution other social researchers

a

not to make the same error.

If the value of knowledge depends in large part on the freedom to

use it, it is also true that the boundaries of the realm of freedom

depend in some measure on the poyer of knowledge to push them outward

Knowledge I a political context 1g-rarely treated with deference to

its intrinsic worth but is often treated, with the respect due to an

C3



instrument of power and tfluence. In a political context knowledge

is nothing more nor less than an argument. And arguments can be used

to open the way to policy change. The commissioner of welfare may not

have been impressed by the Davis-Salasim arguments the first time

around, but'eventually he might have been moved to pay some homage to them.

And when that would occur, no.doubt he would use the same arguments

that had moved him to try to move others in his direction. .

In this section, I have argued that social scientific research is

transformed into relevant information for the purposes of policy-

making only through a rather indirect and complicated process! (1)'

as "knowledge", it does not, illuminate any particular problems unless

it is supplemented by knowledge of the particular context-in which the

problem exists; (2) as a source of practical guidance, it is probably

more useful as a backdrop that helpsto'illuminate the many ways in

which a particular problem is a constellation of exceptions to certain

general principles as well as being exemplary of others; (3) as a

source of inspiration toa riven policy-maker, it usally acts by

means of 'slow and incremen 1 modifications in underlying sets of

attitudes and beliefs; (4 as an influence on policy-making it must

compete with influences born of interest and bureaucratic or political

momentum,. All this implies that any given bit of "pure" social

scientific knowledge, so to speak, will:

-- probably be or no value to most policy- makers.

-- probably be of some vale to,a few policy-makers.
A

-- probably acquire its valu only through the process bf context-

. \'

ualization in specific organiational settings and political

debites.

r 64
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I
- - probably come to be perceived, during the process of context-

A

ualization, not as "social science" but as a policy

argument, and will be disseminated as such.

- - be disseminated intermittently, conilaiinE-Onni ai-fiadribieht-

of situations in which political actors experience a need

either to use the argument or to defend themselves against it.

The intermittency of 'the demand for various social scientifically

grounded arguments, either on the part of specific individuals or of

policy-making communities more broadly, suggests the need for some

sort of storage-and-retrieval capability that links knowledge producers

and knowledge users both across a variety of issue areas (and sub-areas)

and across time. We now turn to examining how such a capability should

look ideally and to how it has eNolved in fact.

Storage and Retrieval

For-many purposes it is useful to think of "argumentd" as information

and to think of "information" as an economic good for which there is

a supply and demand (Hirschleifer, 1973; Spence 1974)., Having said

this, it is necessary to emphasize one (of several) oddities about

information Construed as such a. good: .consuming it entails a cost,

mainly in time. This leads to a dilemma: in advance of consuming

information one cannot know how valuable it,will prove to be, but uncer-

tainty .about its value may lead a consumer who potentially would benefit

to eschew in the first,place the certain costs of consuming it. Given

this condition, we would expect the consumption of information to be

non-optimal, with people consuming either too much or too little.



This pervasive condition is aggravated in the case of policy-

relevant arguments by the degree to which its_value is so overwhelmingly

context-dependent. We have seen how necessarily "weak" is-the relevance

of policy research in general to concrete policies in particular,

which weakness makes the value of the "average" piece of information

quite low relative to the cost of consumption. It.is hardly surprising,

therefore, that Most policy practitioners turn up their noses at

"academic" social scientific research. To be sure, there are other .

'problems with such research; but even if these were all elimina ed, the

normal benefit-cost calculation would be unfavorable from the prac

tioner's point of view.

Indeed, what is surprising is that there is as much market for

policy research among practitioners as there appears to be. I believe

this can be explained in two ways. First, a sizeable minority of

policy-makers are concerned not about the "'argument value" of "average"

/I information, which they would acknowledge is low, buf about the

unusually high value of certain occasional pieces. If once a month

or three times a year; let us say, a piece of new information turns up

that exerts a significant influence on the policy-maker's prior set of

attitudes and beliefs /_ either to reinforce or to alter certain of

its elements -- this may ju ify whatever costs,are entailed in

-A, monitoring the larger, and routinely more disappointing, flow of infor-

mation. Secondly, the costs of consuming information can vary a great

deal among different institutional positions, so that some people may

be able to reduce these costs to the point that they become quite
--r

affordable.;
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, Now, an interesting feature of these cost-reducing mechanisms is

that they are to a large degree encouraged and facilitated by the

suppliers of information (quite independently of what they do to reduce

the costs of producing the information in the first place).. This

occurs because itis in the interest of suppliers to have their product

consumed and they recognize that without the implicit subsidy-they might

furnish to potential "customer" there will be no effective demand for

their wares at all. It is certainly pertinent in this regard that

most of the concern with improving the dissemination of publicly funded

research im education as,well,as 1. other fields arises from the agencies

on'the supply side rather than on the demand side (Doctors, 1969, Kotler,

1975; Freeman and Katz, 1978).

Analogously to potential information consumers who cannot be sure

that is worth their while to absorb any given piece of information,

information producerscannot be certain tb which potential consumers

they should target their communications or otherwise manage to assist.

There are two principal reasons for this. One is that information

producers cannot easily-figure out what would be relevant to a policy-

maker who is bound, as we have said o interpret any and all information

H/Iin a particular context which even e himself cannot be entirely

conscious of. (See, for instance, Capital Systems Group, 1975,

Sections 11.3. and 11.3.2). Of course, it is entirely possible that

in many cases the producer can know about the aggregate0of particular-

istic context and can appraise the information needs of people who

function in these contexts better than they can themselves -- much as

an industrial safety consultant can know more about the characteristic
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safety problems of ,certain kinds of manufacturing processes than do

the workers and managers who have dealt w particular installation

for many years. (In fact, it is precisely this sort of practical

knowledge that makes dissemination strategies executed by producers

plausible in any degree whatsoever.) Yet t e are important limits

\ A
onthe kind of Practical knowledge that permits this, mainly the

,-ifact that contexts are always changing. The problem of equalizing

per capita pupil expenditures across districts, for instance, changes

as the main source revenues for school districts shifts more and more

to the state treasury and as shrinking enrollments make the.dynamic

aspects of the equity issue politically more salient. To take another

example, teacher union inf,luence waxes and wanes depending on many

circumstances, as does pressure, say, from community groups or'from

ideological groups (e.g., special creationists).

Secondly, there is always the problem of turnover in personnel to

underminehe most sophisticated strategy of disseminating information

to temporarily "key" decision-makers: it does nottake long for a sub-

stantial proportion of one's audience to have moved on to shaping

'different events and decisions and for newcomers to have replaced them,

newcomers who will not have benefited frouvhe education so generously

furnished by the suppliers.

One solution to the reciprocal ignorance that prevents needy

but skeptical potential consumers' and willing but floundering would-

be suppliers of information from finding each other is a clearinghouse

or related type of central storage arrangement that facilitates access

to information on the part of potential consumers. Central storage of

this kind makes it easier for consumers to retrieve information, even
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ough'it does not eliminate the search and retrieval costs.

ltogethe ; and perforce it also makes it easier for suppliers to
4

supply it Many and quite varied institutions and practices can

0

j

perform (or try to perform) the central-storage-and-easy-retrival

function, for instance:

4

--the.ERIC.data base, computer accessing of contents, decentralized

microfiche collections, and microfiche reading machines.
110,

--the "liplers" in the NDN who Are in their minds a catalogue

of potentially workable educational innovations and .who,

through 'their "outreach" efforts, make it easy for potential

adopters to gain access to this 'catalogue.

--the RDx network, and the R.and.D labs and centers that 'make it

up,.whichinthe aggregate constitute a somewhatdecentralized

(dila therefore imperfect) clearinghouse of,information aboUtAW

a great many educational products.

--staff specialists employed 4bf LEA's and 's who store in their

m in ds the practical knowledge that comes frOm an acquaintance-.
.

ship (usually somewhat indirect) not only with current
4

academic policy research,but also WIth-1 grapevine which is

constantly transmitting "lore" about merging problems and

solutions (Rich, 1977; Caplan, 1976). An important fealture

, .

ot such staff`roles is that they often reward people who

perform them for "being in the know" and engaging actiyely

in the brdkerage- of information and argument .(Bardach, 1973).

--newsletters and oter forms of instutional public rel,atiOns that

in effect makeit easier for potential information consumers

to find out what further "knowledge" is availablefrom what

sources.

0,
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--the offices and specialized contact parsons at NIE that

-.

can hel
. . _ ..

. poteneal information consumers gain access to any of the
4 . *I \

V"---....-St e-and-retrieval systems named above.
.

I

;-narrowly ssue-oriented and partisan lobby organizations and

advocacy groups, e.g. parents of Spanish-speaking children,

teacherS' unions, or civil liberties organizations.

This last category deserved special emphasis; for it- is often,oyer-
. -

looked by pertOng oncern0 with improving the dissemination of social

scientific research. It is genei1ally accepted that certailik. individuals

play a "gatekeeper" ro4 within organizations, both filtering and

facilitation contaces with the oranizational environment. Among the

engineers studied by Allen (1977, pp. 122-125), for instance, a

small minority were at the ce ter of the information networks within

their labs and these were als persons who tended to have the most

cpntact with engineers outside their labs. In the world of policy -

making, however, there ari g tecrashers as well as,"gatekeepers".' They are

advogates who "want in" and who sometimes bringVith them a lot of

research-derived baggage.

To many people, there is a'natural 3ntompatibilit7 between

research and advocacy. Frequently, however, research findings and

-

intgrpretations are the very stuff of which advocacy is made. Advocates

' employ rhetofic; rhetbric employs arguments; and arguments employ
.

. A

research results. Of course, when dissemination occurs through partisan

sources, thereis always a danger that information will be distorted

in some way, Usually; however, distortion amounts to omitting or
At

unde s ating counter - arguments and alternative interpretaEionsarather

than out ig'ht fabricagions or other sins of commission. While

troubling, these distortions can be somewhat offset, at least, by

7
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IIITartisan information from political and bureaucratiC Oppqnents 'O

4

the first partisans. At.any'ratethe role oEugatercrashinepartisan organizations

and individuals as easily accessible storehouses of.policy-relevant

)
information in speeding the dissemination 'process should not be

overlooked,, their imperfections notwithstanding.

414

Who Should Bear thetCost of Disseminating Information?

I began by-arguing thaf7tHat the particularity and variability of

4
policymaking contexts made the value of a good deal of policy-relevant

research lower.than it might seem to those who do the research or fund

it. I next argued.that the costs of consuming this type of research

were higher thgns often assumed, but that these costs coUlorbe

reduced by actions taken by organizations and individuals on the

'supply side, who ma

*kb,

..4o to speak. They

.804Aumers, but they

tre quite various and are not 'limited to financial outlays alone.

ke theMselves into accessible storage systems,

thereby reduce thJ costs to potential information

also pick up 'costs for.themselves. These costs

Since the principal opportunities for improving dissemination lie in
1 f.

it!
reducing the costs'burden and rationalizing its distribution,',rather

A

than in increasing the value of the information being disseminated
1r 4

(this value being largely determined in short- and intermediate-run

0 by the taAtit'and training ok"r'esearchersp, it is impOrtant that we.

4, understand what these costs are, what incentives are available to offset
.

... - .

thIse costs in whole or in part, and why it? is difficult to organize.

a rational distribution of the c9pts and' incentives.

7
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Financial outlays gofor publication ofmaterials, mailing,

computer and other-hardware, telephone calls, travel to conferences

or workshops or demonstrations, and the like. \'hese sorts of expenses

are often reimbursed by outside funding:organizations. There

are also time cosA to professional researchers who, for one. or another

reason, feel obliged to attend conferences, workshops, etc:, in order

r`to spread the word about thitr research rest4ts ana the possible

policy implications. Since` these professonal's often work on a

salaried basis for some organization like a research institute or

unitersity, financial compensation for this sort of work is uncommon.

90f course, the professional person receives rewards from'advincing

this,or her professional reputation through attendance at such events'

and from the possibility of promoting favorite ideas, theories, and policy

prescriptions.' If: however, the settings in which dissemination is

supposed to occur are personally unrewarding, or do not satisfy-the

professional's aspirations to daltance - either reputation or policy,

spending time on these matter demora Finally, we may, note

the inter-organi;a 1 and inter-personal friction that often occur

when organizations in t,e dissemination buzihess try to coordinate their

activities so as .to take advantage of natural economies of larger scale

operation (Capital System Group, 1975). Participants muse decide on

how to,allocate the costs, which clientele groups to focus on, and

how much policymaking autonomy must be sacrificed by each. Often, the

. I
,

very prospect of these problems is enough to discourage even the attempt

atilbordination. Hence one firids sub optimally small and/or uncoordinated

collage library Collections, mental health information-and-referall

services, professional societies and related journals, and bureau-
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cratically generated data bases desired for management purposes.,

These problems afflict technical and policy-related research in-the

education field too, of course (Sherwood, 1980; Rosenau, 1980;

Moore,, 1979).

For a variety of reasons, the financing of explicit dissemination

activities on the part of knowledge producing organizations often

a
comes from a specialized governmental source outside the organization

itself. Often this is the same source that funded the produption of the

knArledge'in.thd-first place, as the same rationale that supports the

original'funding'program carries over into the disseminat unction._

The funding organiozation would like the recipient to per well

the dissemination tasks that it is charged with undertakin , of course,

but it is usually quite difficult to assess this sort of performance.

Although the recipient'organiaation can usually point to the number of

meetings convened and newsletters distributed, there are always the

,..nagging qUestion: (1) What message did the recipients of the dissem-

ination effort. actually get? (2) Was the targeting of theaudien '00

Sufficiently (a) extensive "(b) selective? (3) How much "amplificatio "

of the informationecan be expected,from grapevines and "ripple effects"?

'As I have argued above, given the elusive nature of transactions
10.

in information as a commodity, it is virtually impossible to estimate the',

real outputs -of investments in'dissemination activities or to evaluate

them in benefit-cost or cost-effectivene6s terms. (In the private '

sector, public relations, marketing, and advertising firm's have a hard
V

time proving the worth of their dissemination efforts too.) In this

respect, such activities are similar to many other functions under-

:

taken by government for Which evaluation is also difficult though nonthe-'

less mandator? for polltial reasons if edr no other. In the caseof

P., 0
e
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dissemination activities there are added complexities as well, namely,

thatjt is very difficult to assess the inputs as well as the outputs.

Common sense does not suggest much here. To snmepeople it might seem .

obvious Chat face-to-face and custom - tailored communication is essential

to effective dissemination, whereas to others it might seem equally

obvious that a power-cost strategy of mass-produced and standardized

communication is superior. Beyond the simple homily that "more ifs better",

common'sense probably has little to contribute: Nor has social

scientific theory moved very far4, The two Assumptions about "consumer"

behavior that ve central to my analysis here -- the'costs of consuming

information are high, while the benefits are uncertain if not low- -

have not been very much thought about, and have certainly not been accepted,

by mostisociologists, political scientists; educationists, and library

and info tioltscientists who have written about the dissemination

process. _conomists have indeed 9Ltte9 about these issues, but they

have not turned their analytical attention to the problems of-disseminaing

policy research). The work of O'Hare (1979) is an important exception.

.Hence there is probably not a very clear understanding about the role of

costs in slowing the process down or of incentives in speeding the process

up. As a 5esult of this,, some measures that actually make sense and

' 7(

are necessary might appear foolish and wasteful; and, conversely,

measures that are excessive and couter-productive might sometimes appear

sensibbt and prudent. Here are some points, then, about the disseminatation

N process., that budget analysts and other eveluaters should bear in mind: it

. Potential consumers.of information usually must be compensated

rather indirectly, through-nin-cash perquisites like subsideized .travel

to attractive resorts. This indirection is required because the

individuals involved usually work for organizations that do not permit
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them to accept cash side-payments; but the side-payments are necessary

in the first place because they offset_the costs (in time, principally)

of consuming information. Apparently, the question of whether, or not

to allow potential adopters to receive subsidies to travel to

demonstrations of innovations being diffused under NDN auspices became

rather vexed at some point, and many critics charged (no doubt with

some justice) that the travel was often nothing bu't a boondoggle (SRI

1977).
I

. There is an analogue on the inforhation-supplier side too. Often,

social science researchers and other such experts are obliged to appear

at seminar aftef" conference after workshop merely in order to lend

prestige to certain dissemination activities -- perhaps because their

own organization insists on trading on their prestige or because they

are complying with demands for "More dissemination!" from organizations

that funded their research in the .first place. These demands may be

legitimate, but they dokimpose a cost on the researchers and experts.

In order to sweeten tke pill, those who finance these engagements often,

arrange for cash or non-cash 13ride-payments to these individuals in

exchange for their cooperation, Nevertheless, these side-payments

often look like (and no doubt sometimes are) unjustified largesse.

. Although it would be quite difficult prove.the point con-

clusively, the importance of contextual and political variables in

policymaking almost surely increases the value of face-to-face contacts

in dissemina4on processes.relative to more standardized and impersonal

methods that might be effective in other circumstances. Face-to-face

contact is important so that information recipients can assess the

credibility and political reliability of the source and so that they

have an opportunity to mull over the relevance of the 1.40formation
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their own circumstances with other people. In fact, given the latter

desideratum, group' settings for the conveying of such information

are probably particularly effective. (For some supporting evidence

and theory, see the SRI report_on,NDN and Holmes (1.977).)

. Intensive investment in disseminating few modest ideas that

seem to fit a large numbervf organizational contexts may be more

fruitful than investment in spreading more creative or progressive

ideas that turn out to fit a smaller numb Y!' of contexts.

. A good deal of dissatisfaction expressed' by the audiences of

dissemination efforts is to be expected. "Consumers" are likely to

be quick to .complain about the large number of messages that are

irrelevant to their concerns and about the time wasted in their becoming

exposed to them. Even though they may have received high payoffs from

some messages that in effect made it worth their while to suffer

exposure. to the rest, they will complain about the apparent "waste"

in the majority of cases. (To be sure, some of their complaints are

probably justified. Oil explorationists might sink 19 dry holes to

-egTe'up with one gusher and not consider this process "wasteful,"

but if their rate' of success dropped to 1 in 25, the operation miett'

indeed be ratherl4asteful".)

. Just as it is possible to underestimate the costs of different

parties to the dissemination process, so is it possible' to overestimate

the size of the incentives required to offset them. One can give

disseminators too strong an incentive togUisseminate their wares. As

a corollary, one can give the potential consumers too strong an

incentive to consume (or to reduce the cost barriers by too much), as

occurs when telephone users call "Information" (411) at no charge, with
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the result being an uneconomical exploitation of the service. This

can occur when an infoimation-supplying organization stages a conference

or a workshop that is so attractive that it is deluged by attendees

and the possibility 'of small-scale interactions among experts and the

members of the audience (assuming these were desirable) is destroyed.

The Problem of Motivation

In concluding, let me briefly reconsider two assumptions that have

guided the analysis throughout, namely, that knowledge producers are

interested in having their product "consumed" and that policymakers

are interested in "consuming" knowledge that would actually help them.

Although in a certain sense both assumptions are almost axiomatically

true, once we move to a more empirical level they become problematic.

Policymakers do not usually get rewarded for making "googi' decisions

but for appearing to have done so-(and not appearing to have made "bad".

ones). The consumption of policy-relevant information might or might

not help them actually to make desirable decisions,.but it certainly

does little one way or another for appearanc4-." Secondly, the criterion

of "goodness" is multi-dimensional, and the dimensions which sometimes.

get weighted very heavily are those that have to do with the maintenance

and enhancement interestes of the bureaucracy itself or of particular

bureaucrats. Although policy research does often address questions

that bear on these interests, albeit indirectly, the implications are

not always favorable to these interests. When this is the case, policy-

makers should be expected to avoid learning about policy research

rather than to seek it out.

There is not.much that can be done about these problems, except

perhaps to try to keep them in perspective. First, even if only a
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minority of policymakers were interested in being enlightened by

policy research and were willing,and able to make use of it even-

tually, Teaching out to this minority might still be °e worth-

while. Hundreds or thousands of children'are affected bya major Policy

decision in just one district, and if one could somehow put a money

value onthe difference between making a good decision instead of

a mediocre or bad one, the benefits of better information even in

the one case might be tens or hundres of thousands of dollars.

Secondly, the unmotivated or badly motivated policymaker is as much

the object of a dissemination strategy as its client.- As "objects"

they may he subjected to pressures from other policvmakers in their

environment who are better motivated, or by advocacy group with

their own specialized and important motivates. As we noted above,

many policymakers should be expected to learn about the results of

. .

policy research in a strictly defensive context. But-this does not
.

:necessarily make the research less valuable.

As for the knowledge producers, they are normally trained social

scientists, whose rewards come from the doing of the research for its

own sake and from the reputation that their work can earn for them

among other social scientists. Most of them, especaally those of

a refbrmist bent, would like to see their work somehow "applied" to

policy decisions; but they are often no better than the practitioners at

figuring out just how to extrapolate from knowledge in the abstract

to policy in the concrete. Nor are they particularly interested

Jn working out the extrapolation even if they...aie able in principal

to do so: that is regarded as the proper sphere of the practitioner,

and the distinctive research competencies of the knowledge-producer

make it inefficient and improper for him or her to spend much
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energy on the dissemination process. (Of course, researchers work

hard at disseminating their products to other researchers, but that

and usually effectively is a di Brent Tatter.) This perspective

is certainly reasonable. Despite the s ndicalist attitude that uncler-

lies.it ("Research for the Researchers! "), some division of labor

in these matters is obviously necessary and desirable. On the other

had, some researchers may have a slight comparative advantage in

working through the extrapolatiOn problems -- analogously to the

consulting safety engineers I referred to above. But it does not

take more than some few researchers to synthesize a good deal of the

research carried out in the laiger research community in order to

disseminate the result's to the practitioner community. It _does' of

matter if very few researchers Wish to play this brokerage rol so

long as there are enough to see to it that the funciton is in fact

performed. Self-selection, encouraged by tactful coaxing and the

attractions of grant or contract funding from research-sponsoring

organizations like NIE should be able to do the job.
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CACLUSION

I will conclude with some observations about the dileMmas of a

program manager whose duties include the dissemination of research --

or "information" -- such as we have been discussing. The manager

faces three unresolvable dilemmas, and one.dilemma wh ch they should

resolve but typically do not.

First, it is impossible for the manager to know how much resources

should be allocated to the dissemination function/. Because potential

consumers of the information never know whether it is worthwile to

pay the costs in time and energy of consuming any particular chunk of

information until they have actually done so, it is always possible

that an unaware and foolishy resistant potential audience is "somewhere

out there" just waiting to be enlightened by the next increment of effort

to "reach them" with a dissemination program. Since, by definition,

it is impossible to verify the existence (or nonistene) of such a
4

potential audience until that next increment of effort has in fact

been undertakEn, the manager will never know whether too many or too

few resources are being allocated to the, dissemination fdnction- And

because it is fairly easy to imagine a' quite laege'or a quite small

potential but untapped audience of this kind without fear of empirical,

contradiction, there is al hsragging prospect that the resource

commitment is way out of line ibith realistic needs for the resources.

Secondly, for much the same reasons, it is impossible to know whether

the chosen dissemination strategies and tactics are effective or are

completely missing the boat. There is always the possibility that a

S LJ

4,
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different technique, a more novel gimmick, a more appealing crew of

disseminators, etc., would do a much better job of reaching this

untapped audience.

Thirdly, it is impossible for the manager to know whether the

distribution of dissemination costs among consumers and producers is

either equitable or efficient. I have argued above that producers

generally ought to subsidize the consumption of information by parties

whom they wish to reach with their "product", but there is no sound way

of knowing whether the subsidy should be large or small. It will always
SO

be easy to challenge any particular allocation of costs as unfairly

burdensome to one or another of the parties, and to argue that a

greater (or a lesser) subsidy would accomplish much better results

(or the same results for much less money).

Finally, I wish to emphasize once again the political as toward

putting more pressure orOresearch producers to "do more about dissemination".

I have argued that.consuming research...and related types of information

is lake drilling for oil: one should expect only a small minority of

441
search efforts to be productive. Psychologica4y,,however, the impression

'remains that excessive energy has been spent on futile tasks. The

producers of.research are blamed for not having made the task more

fruitful. Dissemination is urged as the 'solution. Program managers

charged with dissemination then become too easy prey to the notion 'that

they have indeed erred on the side of inv9sting too little or-have

managed their jobs ineffectively -- though they do not necessarily

admit tothis publicly. They become too willing participants in

substaining the myth-that there is not enough good dissemination going

ori. To be sure, this belief sometimes could be correct. . The
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important fact to grasp, though, is that the myth will persist
AP

independently of the underlying reality. Program managers do not

understand their own dilemma well enough to counter this Myth, acid

they millpt even face budgetary incentives to promote the myth

clearly. Feldman and March (1980) have come to'the same conclusions

in a related context:

Information is significant symbolically because of a parti-
cular set of beliefs in a particular sA of cultures. Those
beliefs include broad commitments to reason and. rational
discourse, as well as more modern variants that are more
specifically linked to decision theory perspectives on the
nature of life....At the same time, symbolic actions discover.

more instrumental consequences. Like other behavior, symbolic

behavior explores possible alternative interpretations of,
itself and creates its own necessity. (p. 34)

I
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(7,Attempts to disseminate research to policy-makers have met with

ittle success, according to most commentators on the subject. The

high costs of research consumption (Bardach, Chapter II) and the

inherent dissonance between research and policy communities (Dunn,

1980; Schorr, 19n) seem to guarantee that he poilucts of the for

mer will be of little use'iniple7irJcof the latter,

Yet,.in two policy ar s fh education.the conventional wisdom

about disseiination does not appear to be confirmed. olit ians and

IPresearchers associated with state school finance refor an special

education have worked together successfully to b.ringabout changes in

education financing schemes and services for_ handicapped childrenat.

least some of those groups have some of the time (Kirst, 1980;-Wein-

traub, 1981).. The apparent prominence of research in the reform efforts

lends credence to Weiss' observations (1980) that sciAltific knowledge

may be used by policy-makers more than we recognize. Using Bardach's

analysis in Chapter II for education policy - makers in these two areas',

the Nk enefits of using research seem to outweigh the costs bf consliAiling

it. Or, something in the structure of the policy community operates
10

to reduce costs and increase bedelits pf research use
.

We believe that the structure of the policycommunity is a critica

variable In research disseminatiOn. The purpose of a dissemination pro-

gram is'to spre'U research to policy-makOts who need it and to establish 4

feedback channels from policy-makers to researchers to keep them formed
11111

about the most current policy problems. In order to build those ties,
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disseminators mutt know more aboue the configuration' of the policy

communities and the flow of, information within them.

ThePolicy Communication Research Project at the'Institute for

Research on Educationgl Finance and Governance has developed a

researchl.program with the aim of answering'questions about research-

.

policy links. We selected school-finance and special education for

the initial phase of our research because-these issuesseem.4o repre-

sent two different configurations of policy communities. Our inittal

. ,

assumption was that the special education community behaved as the

traditional"iron triangle'--that is, it wag an elite group of ex-

ecutive
_ ... _

bureaus, interest grpups and legislative subcommittees aligned

to determine which issues regarding handicapped lucation reached the
0

public agenda and which policy solutions gained currency within the
LP

policy community. In the school finance area, a policy issue network

at.

seemed to be operating pCirst, 1980; Kirst, Peterson, Encarnat on, 1981).

Entry and exit in the groups seemed far more fluid than that of the
/

.iron triangle. A highly diverse group of individuals spr ,Lnkled through-

V . S. .

bout governmental agencies, legislatures, technical assistance organiza-*

dons, universities and private research firms c mprised the network

Ismembership (Kirst, 1980). The group did not nec _sarily agree on all

issues. They did seem to share an interest in receivinethe Most curtent

inf-ermation on emerging school finance concerns, and, like their counter-
,

/

parts in the 'irlpn.frianglel, they seemed to use information from the net-
,

11_

work to solidify power within the states where reforms were attempted.

Three overarching questions guided our study:

1) Do,state education policy-makers use research in their work?,

That is, do they re1eive research and use it?

,of

th

f



2) What are the information preferences of state education
/

III

.

a

policy-makers? What modes of.oral, written, yisual communication do

they like.to use? When? What sources ofinformatitigdo they prefer?

. 3) Do patterns of information usc- emerge that suggest ways

to target diss emination strategies for particular. audiences, issues,

or states?
.

The results of our survey suggest that research.dissemination to

state.education policy-makers may not be in the sorry state depictAd,

in much of the literature. Policy-makers in both issue areas seem to

know how to find'research when they need it. 85% report that they use"

research at leapt occasionally in their work, and halfof that group

report that they use it often. Additionally, research retorts are

the most useful forms of written communication for the state respondents,
4

'particularly at the formulation'sta e of policy-making.

State policy-makers also re ort 'strong feelings aboutliaw research

could be made more usable. 98% dentifiecr one or more barriers which

A

impeded their use of research. Frustrations included.problems with

research formats, language, timing and availabliity. eseatchers'

political naivete and concernedoitny respondents, Over hall took,

time to answer open-endtd questions.that asked for sUggesti6ns on how
6

to make research' easier to use. One response, from a policy-maker why)

Nt

.

ior., had worked in his field for over gix ytars and used research regularly',
. .

, .

sunis the observations of ,most: "(I would, use more research if)it, were

110 ,

.. . .

accessible, timely, accUrate,'presented in & usable format, and took real .- .

consequences

An intriguing finding was ow respondents' selection of informal

wOc# as the single.76t important source of information. Most policy-

makers look, to informal networks for information.eyen before they look

S r

4
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within the organizattons.in which they work. This strongly confirms
4 41
. ,

our belief that research disseminators peed to know hOw those net-
'...-

works,operate. It also suggests that the special education and
* 0 _ , , it

schobl finance communities 4o represent different policy configurations.

'The key information sources for special education policy-makers were

primarily.representatives of the traditional 'iron triangle' membership

especially executive bureau's, interest groups. The most crucial sources

in school finance were foundation and technical assistance organizations

external to the -'iron triangle.'

N

6 Consistent with our assumpti6ns about the 0!144.1...a.1.4 that'policy

communities play in information diss ation was our finding that

respondents on the whole are actiAkinformation disseminators.

75%, are soughtlt for policy information at feast weekly, and 36% of

that group are contacted several times dilly. In shor, the respondents

of our state survey are people who are familiar with, the research in',

their fields and are active consumers and disseminators of information.
fh

Their observations about information use, we feel, are useful guide-
.

p osts for programs,aimed.at ailoringesearch for education policy-1

makers.

. A discussion of specific. questionnaire. item responses follow in

this chapter. -Inbrief, we have learned the follqwinA:

* that is mcl.t,useful is that which is available

in a short period of, time,'targeted on specific. issues or populations,lations,

K le

jargon-free, and easily accessible.

. * ,* Pr'ncipaL barriers to iesearch use are coo much-jargon;

1,maccessab4ity, political unfeasibility, and lirii ed nelevancerio 40
,

a
.74

specific policy issues.

6

O

Ci "
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* State.educatiOn policy-makers use oral-communicat-ion

to get molt of their nformaion. Telephone calls, briefings by,

Staff or experts', and informal meetinga'on specific issues are the

modes of oral communication most frequently used.
.

* statistical compilations and personal notes and files

f4low research reports as the most used forms of written communi-

St

cation .

* After informal networks, state, policy-makers prefer'' State

Departmentgrof Education,' state legislative sources and professional

associations as information providers.

* Demographics and impact studies are the types of informa-

tion which most policy-makerswill need but are not sure they will
gib

have over the next,fewyears.

* There epre d4fferences in information use among stag

policy' audience and issue subfilgs. Most pronounced are the varia-

tions in oral and visual information use between researchers and

their political and bureaucratic co leagues: Additionally, state

with greater staff capacity generally use more,research. 3cates with

fewer professional staff,have greater problems using research and

report'greaterIneed for information in general. Newer policy issues

generate needs for more,information/and haNie more r4wly hired taff
4

seeking information.
C.

* The state education ptlicy-maker.survey seems to confirm"

analy-ses,of policy communication by Bardaeh (Chapter II),Weiss (.1980),

Walker (1981), arid Kirst (1980). Research that is used is easy t!

4110

obtain by - policy - makers,' often transmitted 'orally or translated

into readable formats, of high technical quality, and timed...4z mesh,

k

with legislative deliberations. Resgarch is used lan'more regularly'
,

4

^
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in policy formulation than is apparent on instrumer)tal measures

. of use. The two - communities metaphor--that' researchers and policy-
.

makers diffgr signifiCantlY in their information uqe--applie to

;state education policy groups. But, issue networks seem to play a

crucial role in bridging the communities for state school finance

and special education policy-makers.

4

The following discussion.of the survey responses is organized.

4 ,
under the following heapngs:

Details of the survey -.who was asked and why?

What are the most useful organizational sources of
information for state education policy-makers?

What, makes information useful for state education

policy-makers?

What modes, of oral, written and visual communication
are.most used by the state respondents.'

What barriers seem to block research use 2...,

What general kinds' of information will stare scippol
finance and.special education policy-makers need over
the next five Year?

What are-the implication§ of this survey 'for dissehina-

tion?

$

A Caveat: The state pol±cy-mker survey is the first in a series

of st&ies pf the pol.icy communication proces s sponsored by IFG. It was

designed.tO'asses's thegeneral information prefarences of three state

policy groups and.to provide preliminary data'eo be Ised'at a departure

7.6 point for further research in the policy communication field.
r

The pblici-Takers' responses are personal,assesstents of. informa- .

tion needs and probIets. Certitnly, indivicls do not always behave

in thg ways that they report. Nevertheless,tfor the, pu'rpo'ses of' 'the

Policy Communication Research 4 ojeet, an initial indication of what

rl
0
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education policy-makers think that they like and want in information

sources is crucial,-for the programs' future research'agenda. So little

dap exist on-state level policy groups that the value bf asking

. 00

directly seemed to outweigh the uncertainty that residents might

s x4
not always do what. they say. Additionally, agreement among survey

respondents about perceived problems and needs for information may
4

further substantiate the existence ot policy issue networks. One

feature of networks is the presence of commonly held beliefs about

how their policy world operates (Walker, 1981; page 9).

This research has spawned two follow-up studies: one on the role

of-inter- and in'tra- state-policy issue net -marks in 'raising issues

to --the public agenda-within individualsstates; and, oneson the

informatidn systems within the California State Department of Education.

Reltultsof the latter will be reported by IFG in_ecemter, 1981: The

4 G,
Policy Issue Networks Rdsearch will be completedin Mcember, 1982.

IIIa. Details of the survey - who was asked-and why?

First, why. We designed our survey to find out what modes and

souces of information state education policy-makers liked best and why.

We chose a state focus for sevekal reasons. First,"most dissemination

research has lookedat federal policy-makers or has combined federal,

state and local samp4s. We felt that a state level survey could Ofovide

"empirical data directly applicable to problems of organizations which

produce and disseminate information.to state policy audiences. It could

also suggest points6f intersection or vacation with studies of research..
*

C>

use by federal policy-makers. In education, in particular, we felt the

t,

state fFtus crucial in lighto*f recent trends to cOncent;te legislative,
A

regulatory and fiscal controls there. If states are fahere'the action is,

Q

or,
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then, there, too, is where the best of research information should

flow. Welhoped to locate the 'floodgates' and learn how to avOid,the

)communication log jams'notorious in research dissemination:

We also hoped to learn more about recommendations' to tailor

research for target audiences. Without specific inliicators about who

likes wh'at, when and how, proclamations to 'tailor' and 'target'

research mean little. We surveyed audiences that would represent

different issues, different audience types, different states, and

different stages in the policy cycle.

Who? We mailed a six page questibnnaire
1
to 493 policy-makers

-repfeseivt-ing-three types of policy audiences: political actors,

bureaucrats and researchers. We selected these groups from two

%

issue areas - school finance and special education, and in three

states - Californiai-Virginia and Maryland. We Included an inter-

state group of special education policy- makers after informed con-
,

sultants pointed out the'key role the interstate network played in

the three states surveyed. We also felt that data comparing pure

state groups to an interstate network could be instructive for dis-
.

seirdnation programs Deeding to reach both state and interstate audiences.

A breakdown of the 266 Policy-makers who_respondedto our survey

questionnaire is reported in'Table 1, page

1
Seelppendlx A

9 -4-
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TABLE 1: A SAMPLE BREAKDOWN OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS

.

- Subfile Type .

Total
Mailed

Total

Returned

Response
Rate*

Response as
% of Subfile

Audience Subfile

Political Actors1
Bureaucrat
Researchers

TOTAL

--,

State Subfile

California 4
Virginia
Maryland
Interstate

TOTAL .,

.

f4;

IssueSubfile
' '

School ,Finance .

Special Education

TOTAL

270
160
63

493

)

.250

90

54

199

493

239
254

493

122

97

P
266°

162

'37

16

51

2.66

137
129

'26'6

45%
61%

. 75%

54%

65%

41%

30%
52%

54%

57%

51%
4'

a4%

:

.

"-

46%

3`6%

18%

100%

O.% ..

14%

6%

19%'

100%
.

a

5 2%

48%

.00%

*Olounded at .05):
1

The po)icy-maker survey was purposive not random. We carefully

identified individuals key to the pOlicy-making process within each

sten and for each Issue. We did so to ensure that the survey responses

4
r ,

would, in fact,-reflect the preferences ot,state policy-makers most

active in the schobl finance and special education arenas. We found

that in each policy area individuali rdentified as key.actors representef

a markedly.diverse group of-policy professionals. Also notable is the,

number'of researchers from academia, governmentalC.4gencies,profesional
, A

associations and Private firms. The relative mix of researchers,

bureaucrats and iqeividuals in legislati.ve', interest group andtechni-

'cal assistance redes was approximately the same in both policy areas.

7

Pes ,

CI ')
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In [his sample, political actors include: elected offi.Thls;

their personal staff; committee staff ,from state le.gislature; appointees

on governors' advisory committees; government liasons of professional

associations and special interest-groups; and lawyers and journalists

active in the respective iss4eareas. Bureaucrats are'employees of

State Departments of Education. Researchers are one of, three types:

university scholars; .contract researchers; or employees in offices

. -

for planning, evaluation or research in various agencies and associa-

tions. /

We used two criteria to select states,: the relative, salience

of the school finance and special education issues; and, the relative

capacity of each state to incorporate research information into policy

4 I
deliberations (as measured by the _number and type of staffig; positions

in the executive and legislative branches of government, weighted by

: . population density.) California,,by these criteria, is a' high inforba-

tlon user state, Virginia., in contrast, represents states of lower-
.

*middle level opacity. Maryland is a mid-level stpte bdKith a

newly active ,core of intfividyals moving fox change in school finance
r 0

and special e duaatidp policies. -The interstate special education
. . ,

sample was gral.in'ilp.'by'kriowledgeable consultants aTd reviewed for

accuracy by key policy- makers in eac Stare .

.1 We chose school finance and spgcial education as the pOlicy issues

l
for five reasons: (1) Both issuet eresalient to state poli4y-makers.

. _
. z., .

..011-d4, reforlm movements following several. years.of,sAiool finance'liti-

Lib

gation have kep\ these issues on the public agghda for 'several years.

..

.Federal legisbation, PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children
.

Act of'1975, has raised special education as a relatively new,'and equally ---)

, .

controversial issue inmost states; (2) The policy audiences for both

issues are highly diverse and active in advocating Particular policy

I 9v



,- directions; (3) A considerable amount of research has been produced

r.
and 4isseminated to policy7makers about both issues; (4) Both issues

are topics of research at IFG, cosponsor of this study. Specific

.
conclusions about information uses 'of the state policy professionals

will be of use for IFG's newly developing dissemination program; and,

(5) A number of characteristics of the school financegroup, and to aI .
slightly lesser degree those of the special education sample, resemble

4

issue networks or policy communities (Walker, 1981; Kirst, 1980;

Helco, 1978). Data from these policymakers could serve as a departure
' 4

point for future research in an* of policy communication.

Prdfessibnal Training: Slightly over half of the state respon

dents, 5/%, are trained in education: Bureaucrats are most heavily

represented in the'education group, more than likely because only

employees of State Departments of Education are LOcluded in this
45

A

sample.

. 4

Political Attors and researchers are more widely dispersed among the

professional traininvcAegories.. A sufttantial number of political
IA

actors are trained, In 4-aw. Economics ranks second to education for

,

researchers. . ,410

I
e
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TABLE 2: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF THE POLICY MAKERS SURVEYED

A nc'e Subfile

Political Actors
Bureaucrats
Researchers

. '

Political , Health,Psyeb?,

Education Law Science Economics Other Soc. aci.

*
35 %. 25% 13% 5% 18%

49% 2% 9% 5% 34%

42% 7% 14% 19% 19%.-

State Subfile

California 41% 12% 12% 9% , 26 %-

Virginia 40% 19% 2% 16% 23%

Maryland 19% 13% 44% 13% 6%

Interstate 53% 14% 6% -.-- 0%
IP

Issue Subfile

School Finance 34%' 15% 19% 13% 18%

SpecialEducation 52% 12% 4% 1% 30%
.

TOTAL 43% .13% 12% 7% 24%

Percentof_subfile sample rsDund_ed_to_the nearest_percent at .05;

ti
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The diyersity of professional training in both of the issue sub-

files is consistent with what cone wouldoepect to find in alpolicy

community or issue network. Active policy communities which lave'

introduced successful innovations generally include-'individuals

"trained in a,collatera1 specelty ar,who have been'trained'or socialized

in a different profesonal discipline""IWilker, 4981: page 8). The

high level of:information dissemination reported by these 'state policy -

makers seems to corroborate evidence that networks are operating within

0

* ft, these two issue areas (see oi,istdssiorf on. page

.

The greater represenatiOn of ed4cation'specialis.ts in- the special',
fta , AI....,, ,

education issue file is tO he,expeCtid. The heavier emphasis on des's-
*,( .

: ,
.

room rekatedt.activities'assocliated'witli thip issue Would predict a
-: .. -.,. -

\
, . . %

.
A . . .

greater representation of.educators in this sample. Sitalarly, the

- highly technical and political surrou state school

, finance issues predict that this isile file would_inclu8e a larger

representation of lawyers, political scientists and economists.

The large percent of political scientists in Maryland might. be

explained by two factors thatset it apart from the other state sub-

files. It is also a state in,which school'finance reforms, have only

recently been Considered-. That may account for the disproportionate

rrepresen.,tation of political scientists in contrast to Virginia wnere

such a movement isillbt currently

Years of Work Experience: The policy - makers Surveyed arehighly ,

experienced in their fields. The majority in each sample have worked

in their respective policy areas for four years or more. T1*. largest

percentage report over six years of experience. This employment pattern

holds among states and audien6e type$ and between the two issue's.
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TABLE 3: THE MAJORITY OF STATE EDUCATION4POLICY-MAKERS ARE

EXPERIENCED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE'`

AP.

Length of Time Worked

Audiene Subfile

More than
6 years

4 - 6
years

1 - 3 less than

years ` one year

Political Actors 56% 22% 19% 3%

Bureaucrats 43% 14% 9% 5%

Researchers 56%* 27% 9% .---

State Subfile

California 59% A24% 11% 4%

Virginia 57% 1.6% 26%

Maryland 63% & 'A 25%

Inteirstie 67% 't ''''.

(i/

20% 10% 4%

Issue Sub ile 1.'.

School Finance 56% 25% 16% 1%

Special Education 64%
.

1.6% 11% 6%

TOTAL 62% 17% 18% 4%

*
Percentage rounded to the nearest .05.

The least experienced workers, ,in contrast, cluster in the special

education area where 6% of the total sanIpple have worked less than one

year. The Comparable figure for schpol finance i only 1% .The new

special education policy-makers are primarily in California. There,

11% of the sample arenewly'employed compared to only 1% in school

finance. The only other-subfile in which respondents worked less than

one ye is the interstate special education one, with 4% new hirees.

The pattern o5 new employees in special education would seem to'

suggest that the arrival of new issues on the public agenda stimulates

jobs for policy-makers Special education became a critical ,state ispUe

#
more recently than school finance. ;Mote than likely, polisly-making grpups

concerned with this emerging issue_soug t specialists with expert ,

knowledge to help their organizations q ommittees frame'appropriate

policy relponses.
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The experience breakdowns'imcstates lends support to the new
--

policy/new p4ople notion., In-school finance;the small states have a

greater number of'employees who have only worked betwee one and thre

years (29 %'in Virginia and 25% in Maryland). In California, school

finance policy- makers have significantly fewer of respondents in the

one to three year range (14%). This difference may reflect the more

recent pressure on,Virgihia and Maryland to tackle problems long...

familiar in Ca.lifornia, originator of Serrano v. Priest; the 1969

landmark school finance reform litigation.

Policy makers as 6issem4nators: The state education policy-makers

who responded to the survey, are high information disseminators. 75%

are sought oat at least weekly for information about their issue

speciality. 'About half d that group are contacted several times daily.

Special education policy-makers are considerably more active than

A , ,

those in school finance, Only 19% of"the latter are,asked for informa-
1 4

tion several times daily compared to 54% of the special education sub--
A

file.

California and Virginia report. similar patterns of dissemination

among policy-makers. A large number in both states are sought out

daily and weekly. The MarylanAlsample reports lower dissemination

activity. Like the special education issue subfile, the interstate,

special education respondents are high information disseminators.

/

a

I

1 N

ri

1
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TABLE '4: STATE EDIATION POLICY-MAKERS ARE INFORMATION

.DISSEMINATORS

Daily Weekly Monthly
Less than
monthly

Audience Subfile

Politcal Actors
BureaArats
Researchers

State Subfile

California
Virginia
Maryland
Interstate

Issd6,Subfile

School Finance
Special Education

TOTAL

Several tite%
daily

32%
*

49%

17%

35%

33%

13%

46%

19%

64%

36%

i

-

4 16%

14%

10%

16%

11%

13%
12%

16%

12%

14%

21%
24%

41%

23%
31%

27%
28%

30%

20%

25%

16%

8%

26%
-1

'1.6%

8%

33%
10%

20%
9%

N15%

L6%
5%

7%

11%

17%

13%

47

167

5%

11%

Percent rounded at the .05 leveti. Percent response of each subfile total.

The high lei .)ti of dissemination activity among the state policy-,

makers seems to corroborate other indicators that the issue areas do

represent policy networks. A criterion of Walker's policy community

-
is that members "constantly exchange information about their activities

J

and ideas".

The greater act4vity on the part of special education policy-makers

also complements the idea that neger policy issues generate greater

information' needs.

On the whole, the respones' of this state policy-maker survey

seem to represent the Observations of indivitruals familiar with the

-information needs and communication'problems in the policy field.

N
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Illb., What Are the Most' Important rhformation Sources for State
Education Policy-Makers?

...,_ ,

We asked what organizational sources Of information were most

important in-the work of our'state policy-makers. That information

was of interest to us for two reasons. 1) Theoreticakly, we Vanted

. .

to know whether any of the characteristics of policy communities or

networks seemed to operate within the issue areas. Empirical data

on networking could serve as a departure point for future research;

"and, 2) Practically, in order to make recommendatiAs for a dissem-

ination program, we needed"to know more about what organizations

should be included in state level efforts.

The question was well worth asking. We reaped fn extensive

Ws"
listing of organizations and publication that seem to form the nexus

of school finance and specialeducation communities,.

The responses also lent support to the observations of

Walker (1981),,Helco (1978), Kirst-(1980) and Kirst, Peterson and

Encarnation (1981) hat network's do function as research disseminators.

AccOrding to our survey, state edUcation.policy-makers get their

.information from informal networks, State%Departments'of EdUcation

and state legislative sources (see Table 17, pagel8 ) or stats legis-

lature. Because the greatest proportion of,our respondents are from

Departments of Education or Vtate legislatures, it seems that
f

respondents lookfirst for infAmation froi-sources close by, that

...

.are easilyoaccgssible,-and trustid. If policy-makers look for intorma-
,,

a . ...

tion outside their imiediate wpIk,environment,,they go to professional

. . '

association's or the federal Department.of Education-.^ These tendencies

hold across all subfile samples.

4 14)0.
..r.
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TABLE 17: THE MOST IMPORTANT SOURCES OF INFORMAiION,

FOR STATE EDUCATION POLICYMAKERS
(All Subfiles Combined)

Informal Networks

State Department of:Ed.

State Legislative tource

Professional Association

Federal Education Dept.

NonProf,it Technical
Assistance Organization

=
Contract Research Firms

o
a Special Interest Groups

a 7) University Reseirch
x
c=.1 National Infonaation

Services

i Federal Congressional
Sources .

Press

0

Percent Response

10
2P

. 30 40
, - 1 1 .1.

...,. . .
L17.11-711111111/1.14721alL7=1

(30% n=77)

!LI/Wh1 ///////L/1///////
(25% n=64)

I( / / / / / /////1

(12% n=34)

/II/177
(6 %)n =15)

1717.7
(6% N=15)

2L-777
(5% N=13)

Z27
(5% N=12)

LIU
(4% N=f11)

777
(3% N=9)

71
(2% N=5)

(1% N=3)

I

)

(.5% N=1)

.

50

Tcital Respondents 98% N=256
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This seems to cohflrm Bardach's tteory about what determines'
,f

information's usefulness to policy-makers. They use the,easiest

available' source that. is likely to "give them.reilabje inforMation

quickly - that means, first they go to experts or friends'(probably

. by phoning them as discussed in section II1c,),:then they look with-
,'

.

in their own organization (Bardach's proximity idea),.finally they

look to professional associations or the federal Department of

Education. These latter two are also sources which are 'proximate'

in that each maintain strong ties with state level policy-makers.

Subfile Analysis: \ In the issue subfile, schclol finance policy-

makers are slightly more incliDed to use rtietworks than are those ih

speeial,education. This may reflect the strong presence of 'network-

ing' activity in the schObl finance area by groups such as the American

Educational Finance Association (AEFA), the Ford Foundation, and the

numerous tax limitation groups in the states surveyed (Kirs,t, 1980).

The proMinence of federal and state Departmentsiof Education for the

.speciai, education group suggests,the strong impact of recent. federal

Legislation and regulations in this area.

In the state subfile, informal hetworksare more frequently

used in California t,4an in either Virginia or Maryland. Thy larger

and more diverse staff in California would increase the probability

`that indiViduals active.in informal networks would be represented here.

kdditionally, the finance sainple, noted above for its networking, is

heavily repre sented in California. In Maryland, policy-makers look

to legiplative sOurces for information. Since State leg islators and
4

4

7 ',

.',.
their staffs are more widely

4represented in this state sample, the uses,

,\oX leggy sources affirms the tendency for policy-makers to look

.P III
,

,

1 1

lthin their own work environments first for information.

1 0 ()
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An audience breAdoWn (Table 18, p.21 ) suggests some interesting

dif4erences' in. they preferred sources of in'formation of each of the 's

three groupA. Apparently, the ' community of scholars' is healthy

..
for those research:1g school finance and special education,'fdr the

, researchers'

r
our sample look to their informal networks almost

,
. .

.

exclusively. They are almost indifferent about othef.sources, al-

1 '
, though those which would provide the most quantitative data seem to ,

.rank slightly hietr.
: t .

As Walker would predict, iniormal networks rank among .-

,. -,...f.,

-

//

bureaucrats who may receive a measure of recognftion and stature
.

, . : : \
4

within -them unattainable in bureaucraces where d istinction by title

or salary seldom confer status.- As discusse'd in

IIIb. Written Communication, bureaucrats'remain closely tied to their
''6 'ttof

organizational_sources of information'. However, State and federal

Departments of11.Education, contract research firms hired'to carry out -

department-defined research, and state legislatures are all sources

directly responsible for policy decisions. Out'sidets, it would appear,

have little chance of penetrating the policy communication channels

used'by bureaucrats unless they are 'network' members.

4

Although political actors worK'closely with state information sources

and.with their informal networks, they also use informatiob from outside.,
the iOrmal policy channell Predictably,vrofessional assoCiatidns'and

interest groups have greater Access=to the policy process thr&ugh'political

P"P"'4'
.

actors. The 'factual' sources valued by researchers are preclisely.those
. .

least used by political actors.
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Bureaucrats

98% (95)

State Dept o Educ.

39% (37)

Informal Network
24% (23)

Federal Dept. of Ed.
8% (8)

Contracts Research
7% (7)

State Legisli4pres
6% (6)'

Professional Assoc,
4% (4) No,

Non-Profit Tecg. Asst.

3% (3) f

Univ.Research
2% (2)

Nat.Info.Serv.
2% (2)

Press

17. (1)

-TABLE 18: STATE EDUCATIOMATCYMAKERS

ONE BEST SOURCE pr INrORMATION

TOTAL CROUP: ALL FIEFS 98% (256)

to,

Political Actors

97% (110--

Informal Networks
29% (34)

State Dept.. of Educ.

20% (g4)

State Legislatures
18% (22)

Professional Assoc.

8% (9)

Special Interests
7% (8)

Non-Profit Tech.Asst
4% (5)

Unlver. Reser. ,f'ed.. Dept. of Ed.

3% (4) 3% (4)

Contract Reser.
3% (3)

Fed. Cong. Sourc.
3% (3)

National Infor.
2% (2)

4

.0

Researchers

990043)

Informal Networks
47% (20)

Non-Profit Tech. Asst.

12% (5)

Fsed.DOE St. Doe Legis. Univerl

7% (3) 7% (3) 7% (3) 7% (3)

44.

Contract Res. Prof, Assoc,

5% (2) 5% (2)'

Nat. Info,Serp.
2% (1)

Special Int.
2% (1)
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Who Are in the State Policy networks? We asked. our respondents,

. ,

to indicate their most valued information source. Many did. Below

are listed (in no particular order) the sArces named. 1What is

. most apparent is the diye-rsity of organizations an programs that

state education polily-makers turn.to for information. The listing

substantiates Heclo's observation that lAtermediary agencies outside

'the federal government are central to the policy process today.

State Sources

Senate Office of Research
Special Legislative_ Commissions
State Board of Education
State Department, of Finance*
State Department of Education*
State Finance Committee and Staff*
State Plans*
Chief State School Offiders Key LegiSlation
Federal Sources. -

National Center for Education
Statistics*

Bureau for Education of the
Handicapped (ED)'

Congrtssional Budget Office

Publications
NASDE Liason Bulletin -

AWARE
AASA Execdlive,Educator
Sahood Board 'Journal
Press releases of Federal &

State,Agencies
Education Daily*
Finance 'Facts (ECS)*
Congressional Record
Federal Register:
U,S. Law Week
Education of the Handicapped Newsletter
General Citationf, - journals, union news-

lettdrs, national information services,
research reports

,ASPSE Liason Bulletin
AAAS Clearinghouse
Education for the Handicapped Law Report

#Unfortunately, not all comments were legible.

*Multiple citations

I j
4

1

4
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. Research Sources
Brookings Institute 1

Institute of Industrial-Relations ,
-UC Berkeley

Institute for Research on Educatibnal.Finance
4 4

and GoyeDnace
General Citations contract research*yuniversity research.;

ERIC .
4

Foundations/Associationf
Education Commission of the States*
The Ford Foundation*
The Council for Exceptional Children*.
National Association of State Directors of Special: Education*
National Center for Ilp.w and-' the Deaf

National. Assaciation]of State Boards of Education
National PTA
General Citations labor union advocacy staff. professional

associations; groups)
Schools for Sound Finance
Calt*dThia Coalition, for Fair School Finance

The TASH Network
Non profit technidil assistance organization

Local Sources
EAs*
County Officesvof Education

L Development and Disability' Council of Virginia
`California Scho81 Districts
Parents/Students/Teachers/Principals*
School Board & Suplerintendent's priorities

Miscellaneous
"my crystal ball"
Informal Networks 'of people in the know' 4P%

Graduate' Student Feedback
Ford Foundation School Finance Conference*
Ad Hoc Coalitions
Testimony
Mailing Lists
Government Relations Specialists
Personal Library

Aw ..
ta

..

4 4. 4

A.

I

#Unfortunately, not all comments were legible.

*Multiple citations

1.

e

c.

to.

. '
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What is a Network? In the questionnaire we did.not define informal

networks. Some of.our respondents did. In their words, an'informal

'network is:

. p rivate observers in various government and state roles.

. friends 411 higher education institutions
,711

. informed consultants

. professionals in the field 'and friends

A
. school finance friinds, experts and mailing lists

. people in the know where-ever th y are

. contacts.with other state and local advocacy groups
and contacts with Congress 4

. non-education personnel for perspective

c

. ad hoc coalitions of numerous consumeu and advotacy groups
including several private attorneys

.-contemporary elected officials who have and address thv, same
kinds of problems) have a.

. TASH - network of disabled scientists, science educators and
AAAS files .

1
. .-

. informal network build up over a long time of pergonal acquain-
tances for mutual protection and astistance

..calls to other states facing similar.problems

4

Expertise and empathy may be the key ingredients in these-networks.

Clearly, Ole responses are not definitive indicators of 'a systematic

activity aimed at setting policy agendag% However, responses to the

4

listing of 1Krganizational sources strongly suggest twOentry,Points for

each issue: school finance policy-makers most frequently acknowledge -

the Education' Commission of the States, explicitly the Finance Center $Df-
.

(LS and.the Ford Foundation School Finance Conferences; -special educa-
' AK

- /
tion respondents cite ,the Council for Exceptional Children and the

AO'
0 National Association of State Directors of Special Education.

.,

1 0
4

..r
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4t.
As we hypothesized, the school finance networking actiArity seems to

resemble, tie policy issue ne twork corliguration. The two most critical

informaei8n sources, are outside the parameter's of. the iron triangle.

In special,Oucaiion, h9weverboh.important sourceq are groups

tra'ditionally 'a'ssociated with iron triangle activities -- interest

, .

.

groups and professional assoCiations".

. .

, 1--
.

.
. - -
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WhA makes information useful for state edue,a1;ion policy-makers?

-4

The state,pol±ty-Makers in our survey were asked to identify the

characteristics of 'information that made it
4

most useful to them in

their work. 917, (242 respondents) named the characteristics ranked,

in Table 5. The top ,dualities -= availability,.-4pecificity,

hives~, technical 'quality, Ad.timeliness-- are precisely those which

Bafdach's theoiy of dissemination would predict (see Chapter II). All

are qualities that-lower the costs of information consumption. They

assure that policy-makers ckn get hold of the information they need

relatively easily.

U6able information, according to our respondents, is
A
focused

specifically on client group or issue bf concern-- i.e.it is

highly cont

if

xtual. Because it is of good technical quality, the

information is reliable. Therefore, policy-makers can feel confident

about using it without lengthy verification of the findings. The
41,

rime savings realized by this confidence in the quality of the-source

inereases,the probability that the new information can he interjected

into policy debates at the appropriate time.

. The high rating of tee ical quality is also congruent with tha

informAtipn needs of policy networks. If,as Walker (l9'<;) and Mitch,:.11 (1980)

hypoti sire, th e groups also:confer status and acceptance on individui4

members, the quality of information used within the networks would he

a primary concern. Presumedly, network members generating and disseminat-

ing top quality information would 'enhance their relative position among

their colleagues.

1 1

0
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Information that 4s simply compatible' with policy-iakers'-beliefs or
. .

'
k

.. .

comparative is, in the aggregate sample,. of least significance: S1r1c6 the
4

_

groups surveyed are primarily concerned with instate issues;_, the relatively

low ranking of the comparative infoation across states is not surpfising.

The report that 'challenge to beliefs' is of little importance for

information use seems tocontrast with the Weiss and Bucuvalas (1'977) study

of research use among 250 federal, state and local policy-makers (see dis-.,; 1.

cussion, Chapter 1). In their study, 'challenge to the existing order of

things' ('page 224) was posq.tively related to research use. However, dif-

ferences in the focus. of the questions in the two studies may explain the

variance in rgsponses.. Policy-makers in the Weiss andBuculialas study were

asked explicitly to relate research e to a purpose it might serve. the

state eduCation respondents in our survey were asked to identify the

,

valuable characteristics of their favored information source a choice 4 t.
. 4 .. .

,
not limited to research. :Thus, information sources, in general, are not

/

valued fork their challenge to existing beliefs by our state educatidn policy-

makers.
.

,
The notion of a network operating within these two areas might also ex*-

plain the low rating of the 'challenge' characteristic. If networks do

function to generate research in support of commonly held theories, then

t
,StUties might be undertaken to improve incrementally or suppoitt, not chal-

lenge, the beliefs of to network. This would also predict the low ranking

for 'challenge'.

Subfile Analysis: What Makes Research UsefUl",- A comparison of the

responses among issue, state and audience subfiles reveals that differences

''do exist. However, they 'seem to conform to what Chapter, the literature

search, would predict. The newness of the policy issue.
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TABI,E5: CHARACTERISTICS OF USEFUL INFORMATION

7//ed°'(All state policy- maker respondents grouped)

.
P

4e.

0 Aviilable in a Short
Period. of 'Time

Targeted ,to S edific

Issues/G,roupP

Of High Tech ical
Quality

Timed to Mesh With
Legislative Cycle

Quantitative
4

Comprehensive

Useful for Long Range
Planning,

Challemes My Beliefs

Gives Comparative Infor-
mation @Populaiion:s.

Is apatible with My

Belief's 00.

1.

SD

4

Percent Response

20 40 60 80
.

100
i !II I v I. t I t 1

.

(72% N=173)

/.2=ETZ.7==.17
(547. -N=131)

IT77.217217.12=7
(52% N=1

"It
(52% =125)

77777777717/21==.
(50% N=120)

IE:art' 77
(48% N=116)

I 7.7 17 17.1LatrIZZE.4.1.11
(41% N=100)

I I

ZZLia7.44.V
(35% N=85)

Yi/7177.77,717/77777
(34% N=82)

47.77/19=7
(31% N=75)

,,Totel Response = 91% N=242
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I

and-the basic technicalAlifferences in the nature of the two topics

4

seem to predict differences within the issue and state subfiles.

"
The'differetoes in work'styles between researchers and the other

two subfiles parallel variation in the ranking of the most useful

sources of information.

In the issue at,lbfile basic differences in the nature of the

topics selected for the survey explain much of the variance on
.

characteristics reported most useful. Sc ool finance formulas are

,highly technical, based on quantitatve data, and directly controlled

.?"'by legislative action. It makes senVse that technical qualities and
a%

legislative, timing concerns Nould be more highly rated by'respondents

in this sub file.

On ta other hand, special education acts' as*an umbrella for a

large number.of diverse groups of gifted and handicapped youth.

Targeted information to clarify specifics about any one group would

likely be more crucial to respondents`in this subfile. Comprehensive

information would also be more,important in a newer policy area in

which little current information exists. Pressure to develop Policies

in a relatively untested area predict that long range planning would

be more i9portant to newer issue groups such as those in special education.

In general e # - I

of the standards of the information used than are their counterparts

in school. finance. )uantitative concernssheer need.for information

relevant, to recent federally mandated special education decrees.--seem

to drive their choices. Conversely, the relatively longer exposure to

school finance questions seems to temper quantitative concerns with

quilitative, ones. This latter group rates quality considerably

higher than do the special education policy-
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makers (62% ,compared to 41%). They also have more problems with the

0

shortcomings of research.

State subfile differences on the quese4on of useful characteristics

of information test that greater state capacity (numbers of'pro-

fessional staff,positions) reduces timing, problems and raises the

standards by which 'useful' information is measured. California, With

the highest ranking, on state,Rrofessional capacity, reports° far less

concern with locating information in time.fOr It to be of use in the

Legislative cycle. (49% checked this d_conCern in California compared

to 66% in Virginia and 60% in Maryland.) High technical quality,

however, is the second most frequently checked characteristic.

(Although percentage responses to high technical quality, among the

state subfiles are similar, this characteristic ranks only fourth and

sixth in impovtance.in Virginkia and Maryland compared to second in

California.)

The high r ranking of the technical quality of information in

school finance and in California may bear out Caplan's observation

that more interaction between policy- makers and researchers might

not improve communication between them. Perhaps the longer exposure

to resegc by policy-makers in the 'older' school finance issue has

made them skeptical about the general body of research and more, demanding

of .that which they do decide to use. The school finance and California

subfiles also reveal greater concern about jargon and limited relevance

of research, further support for Caplan's caution. ry

ti

I

The smaller states are more Concerned that information be available

for the 1 g ative cycle and.,that it be compatible with the policy-maker's

views. These' are cleiteria to be expected in states with smaller staffs

and fewer policy-makers involved in education policy decisions. Smaller

1 4



Audience Subfiles

Political ACtor

Bureaucrat

Researcher

State Subfiles

California

Virginia

:11 Maryland

Interstate

Issue Subfiles

TABLE 6: CHARACTERISTICS OF USEFUL INFORMATION -.STATE POLICY-MAKER OURVEY
(Subfile Breakdown - Percent Reporting haracteristics Useful)-

Available :rimed/ with

in short High' Tech, Legis.

time Targeted Quality Cycle.

%(n) "%(n)%(n) %(n)

73%(82) 52%(58)

72%(65) -'63%(57)

'68%(25) 41%(15)

72 %(106) 54%(80)

71%(25) 57%(20)

47%( 7) 53%( 8)

78%(35) '51%(23)

I

52%(58) 62°2(69).

46%(41) 47%(42)

70 %(26) 35%(13)

56 %(82) , 49%(72)

-57%(20) 66%(23)'

'

Quanti-
tative
7.(n)

Ldng
Compre- Challenges Compara Range
hensive Beliefs tive Man.
%(n) %(n) %(n) %.(n)

48%(54) 53%(59) 32 %(36) 53%(59) 39%(44) A 30%?3/)'

52%(47), 49%(44) 33%(30) 49%(44) 46%(41) 37%(33)

51%(19) 32%(12) 49%(18) 32C(12) 35%(13) '16%( 6)

' 53%(78) 50%(74) 35%(51)

57%(20) 57%(20) 34%(12)

33%( 5) 33%( 5) 20%( 3)

38 %(17) 5170(24) 40%(18)

S 55%(67) 46%(56) 33%(40)

44%(53) 50%(60) 08%(45)

50%(120) 48%(116) 35%(85)

50%(74) 40'2(59)

57 %(20) 46%(16)

33%( 5) 33%( 5)

CoTpatile
with .

N;Pewsl*

.Unr

24%(35)

54%(19)

40%( 6)

38%(17) 53%(24) 36%(16)

46%(56) 35%(43) 27.,(30)

35%(.42) 48%(57) 38%(45)

34%(82) 41%(100) 31%(75)

27%( 4) 60%( 9)

42%(19)- ,47%(21)

c }ol Finance 72i(p) 54%16) 62%(76) 57%(70)

. 85) ' 54%(65)

72%(173) )54%(1S1)

Special Educe.

TOTAL SAMPLE

1 .1ki :7;

*
Response Rates: Total SampLe\91%(242); Political Actors 92%(112); Bureaucrats 93%(90); Researchers 79%(37);

California 91%(147).; Virginia 95 %.(35); Maryland 94%(15,); Interstate 88%(45); School Finance 9%(122);

41 %(49) 46 %(55)

52%(125)- 52%(125)

p

I

Special Education 99%(120).

All percentages rounded at the .05 lexel.

4,
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staff capacity mayAlnake information-gathering more difficult, and pres-
,

sured. Fewer hands to help pill together backup materials may make
0 . .

timing concerns more acute. Additiona.11y, in states with a less complex

policy.apparatus, individual policy-makers are more easily identified

with a particular decision. There might be,fewer groupd active in policy

disputes. Supportive research could eLnce a pOiicyAmaker't status and

'.buffer him from the criticism of colleagues. Hence, coMpatibifity with

views is a more important characteristic of informatilomin sm ller states.

Resi3onsestin the Maryland subfile are considerably different from
4 f

those ofCalifornia-and Virginia. We atribute some of the variance to

the newly active education finance reform groups there. Other; differences

probably reflect the absence of a research component in this 'state sample.
* 1

*For example, Maryland is the only tubfile in which availability of informa-
A

/ion in a short period of time is not thOfirst Tanked concern. Legisla-

tive timing ft. ThfrNuaiestsithe growing salience of legislative.

decisions in a newly reform-Oriented state. On the other hand, Maryland

respondents rank technical quality considerably lower than do policy-

makers
-r-,

makers in the other fate . . The absence of researchers in the Maryland

subfile may account for this. Researchers as a group rank technical
4

quality of highest importance. Their presence in the Other state samples

would raise the relative rank of technical quality there.

Audience subfile differenceskseem to reinforce proponent4 ofthe

two-communities metaphot (see also discussion of'Oral Modes, page35 ).

.

Variatibns in the work environments of researchers, political aCtors

and bureaucrats, predict their responses about what makes information

usab To no one's surprise, researchers consider the technical

quality of information 'crucial. . They also rank

!$
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quantitative information and that which challenges beliefs more highly

than their political or bureaucratic counterparts. (Note the differentia-

tion between percent responsh and relative ranking of characteristics)..

Clearly, researchers, whose livelihood and professional status depends on

the quality of the information they _nroduce, would val ose characteris-

tics which suggest high quality productsvi r

Similarly, work constraints also predict responses of the political

Itors. They want in- formation in a short period of time and to coincide

with 1 islative sessions. Corhprehegnsiveness and comparative data rank

.higher since time pressuies demand that a little information says a lot.

With specific constituencies to serve political actors consider, targeted
I

information more important than do researchers whose rewards come from col-

leagues not clients.

Bureaucrats do not differ significantly from the
\
polltical actor

sample. They are slightly more interestejrin information that allows for

long range planning. They rank targeted information higher and are sonie-

whaf more interested in information that-is compatible with their views.

All are differences that may be explained by the greater progtammatic re-
v

iponsibilities of bureaucrats (hence, a need fo'r targeted information), and

4

the tendency- within bureaucratic organizations to maintain the status quo

(Allison , 1965). Non=controversial information that which is

compatible with the dom nant be of the brganizational subunit in which
is

the respondent works-- would sustain that status quo, and, therefore, be

useful.

In sum, the responses of the three audience groups offer a few sur-

prises. Workplace constraints seem to predict variance in the reports of

what makes information useful.
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IIId. What Modes of Oral, Written and Visual Communication are
Most ,Used by State School Finance and Special Education

-Policy-Makers?

State school finance and spcial educaeflon policy-makers were

asked to identify the explicit modes of oral, written and visual

communication which they used in each of four stages in the policy-

making process. The modes were chosen from listirigs of the primary

and secondary` forms of communication most available for use by

policy groups. The stages of ,the 'policy process were idtir commonly

referred to in public policy literature: awareness; policy for-

mulation; management/oversight;, and, impact.

The following sections - Orpl Communication; Written Communi-

*cation, and Vis1A nication - discuss the aggregate responses

and subfile differenbes. In general, school finance and special

.education policy-makers indicate:

* Policy-makers use oral modes of communication more than

written or visual ories. Those used most.coniorm to the 'usable')

Characteristics dis ussed in IIIb: they are easily accessible,

most likely to provid 'contextual information, and allow informal

interaction between information seekers and information providers.
4`t, t

* Research reports, statistical compilations pd personal

notesand files are the forms of written communication most used

by state education policy-makeft. The first two suggest,vsubstantial

backdrop of research in school'finance and special education policy

tdeliberations;

* Visual communication is less widely used by,the respondents.

Ho*ever, following the pattern of oral and written communication, field

I 113
.1
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visits, ranked first in the visual category, provide highly contextual .

information;

t*.The stage in the policy cycle makes a differce in the

types of, communicationy'used by state poiicy-maker.g. They are Most

likely to seek out new inforiation in the awaraet's and policy formur

lation stakes; .
\* Differences in the work environments of political actors,,

bureaucrats and researchers explain t4,,variation in the modes of
dw.

communication used by these groups. Political actors and bureaucrats

use oral communication more thsial written. Researchers use written

slightly more than oral;

* The modes of communication most used are thoSe which would

be helpful eor maintainiq& a policy network. Policy makers xchange

information informally, orally and frequently. Research and research

relayed documents are prominent among written info-rmation modes. They _

seek information from a wide variety of sources ip the early stages

of policy making, including conferences and informal meetings that

provide face-to-face contact and contextualize information.

Oral Communication: The sourcks of 'oral communication most

used by school finance and special education policy-makers are listed in

Table 7, page 36. The forms identified most useful, as Bardach would

Ipredict (see,Chapter II), impose low colisumption costs on the user. ,

They also corroborate the survey results on the CharacteriStics of usable

information. Telephone calls, briefings and infOrmal meetings about specific

policy issues are all easily accessible, likely to provide contextual informa-

tion, and allow informal, face-to-face interaction between information pro-

viders and information users. They are styles of communication routine

in policy-makers' work worlds.,

, 1 2



TABLE 7: MODES OF ORAL COMMUNICATION MOST USQ.BY_STAT'E SCRQ91,
'FINANCE AND SPECIAL EDUCATION POLICY-MAKERS (All sub-
;lies combined)

I

,

Percent Response
,

.

20 40 60 SO

Telephone calls'to
friends/knowledgcAle
'colleagues-

Briefings by staff or
experts

Informal meetings to
discuss specific state
client, or policy

Formal meetings to'discuss
soedific state, client,
or policy

<

. Informal meetingsv
2 tQ discuss general

principles of the
8 policy issue

o Formal meetings Co- discuss

general principles of the
a policy issue

Formal testimony/
hearings

Lectures /speeches /-

workshops on specific
state, client,, or policy

Meetings discussing
interrelated policy issues

Conferences

Lectures/speeches/work- 4
shops on general principles
of he policy issue

1
Percent of oval reporting use for oral communhation:

Average of the percentage r'espcnps in each of the four stages

policy making (see Appendix F).

' , .
( 81:0

7-"777777777777777777777771.

f /T777717717 fill' I 777-7777777
(77%)

WI RI rm 1-777-77-

(77%)

W. /1 1117 1.4 LZETZ1=17=
(72%)

7/!%7ILLa1.11,1LIJILLLLIIIIi17
(6

17/4LE1/77L/MLL/ifj//0/id
(59%)

TEI=CCE=Tr-7-77-7--L-1
(56%) *

77777777-77777 i 117 0r 11,

(55%)

547

! rt

I

(45%)

Response Rate=94% (N-248)

or

121

100



Telephones, availyable in every office,impbse some of the lowest

consumption costs. They provide one-to-one communication between
E

thaerhlormation'seeker and Provider,. kixtual'assurance that the poly cy-

7
maker can ask.specific questions concerning the particular policy

question at hand. Wi-th relative'ease, the caller can contact one

or several sources to 'locate the exact information needed. Briefings

with stafe,Or experts and informal meetings on slc.ific issues'

provide opportunities for participants to ask questions in interactive

group settings. These1ersonal exchanges contextualize information./"

Face-te-face communication has an added advantage of allowing individuals

to pickup the myriad of non-verbal communication cues that help assess

the credibility of,'the information source.

The importance of the informality of the modes of communication

chosen should not be overlooked. Informal exchanges allow 'off-the-

r4cord' comments, important not only for the-background information

a
they -may yield, but for the implied trust and respect among colleagues

that they symbolize. They are alsoqffeCtive mechanisms for breaking

down some of the barriers to research use (discussed in MO-

In informal discussions with colleagues, policy-makers can 'relatively quickly

translate politically unfeasible or abstruse research int& terms more

relevant for a specific policy context.

The lowest ranked modes of oral communication for the aggregate

samplj are t ose which furnish general information_ bout Iplicy in
w!,

.

, formally stru tured environments. Lectures and speeches, for example,

* connote primarily one -wa communication in which pplicy-makers receive

information from others. .0pOrtunities for interaction among colleagues.

are'limited to formal question periods after presentatibns, a format

1 r)
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_ .

which limits oth the number and specificity of policy-makers' ques-

4ons. -Conferences provide considerable information interaction

among participants and are of ten' highly topical and context-specific.

.-----EMTJTe7-,qhey also require cardlul juggling of time and travel schedules.

Consequently, for regular information exchanges they are impractical.

Testimony, though structured to elicitsdialogue between information

providers and committee questioners, is limited to formally scheduled

times and discourages informal, 'off-the-cuff comments that often pro-

vide texture to a dialogue. Essentially, all of the lowest ranked
to,

modes of oral communication la0k.the most important characteristic of

4

usable informg#on. None are readily available in a short period of

time and they are relatively expensive.

Subfile Analysis: What Oral Modes of Communication are Most

Useful - A breakdown of the total sample into-issue and state subfiles

b

surfaces few differences in the use of oral modes of communication

(see Appendix B).' Only.in the use of telephones is there noticeable

4

. variance. The interstate special education subfile reports much lower .

ruSe-oftelephOne§,timn do the state files. Briefings and meetings about

specifi-c Olicy topics are rated high. This difference might be ex-

plained by the recent and intense.push to implement federal special

education legislation and regulations. Special education encompasses a

.

S

0 number of quite different handicapping conditions:__Sredi-ctably, policy-

Makers id this ar6rneed the most detailed information possible 'ca the

nuances of educational policy decisions as they rte' to to the diverse

*

handicapped groups to be served. Testimony and briefings can provide

that specificity. The interstate subfile contains a large percentage

of issue specialists who -would be called upon to testify on various,

issues well as those who wisb-to flear testimony.
.---...

0. 4
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There are differefices in the way political actors, bureaucrats and research=
A

ers use oral communication. In general, political actors and bureaucrats

use oral Modes more often than researchers do. Researchers also use it

differently. On tc non-parametric tests for statistical significance,

researchers systematically differ from the other two audience groups in the

way they use oral communication (see Tables 8 and 9, pag, 40 ) Our survey,

findings reiterate those of Caplan (1975) who found that the largest pro-

poetion of variance in the ways that research is used can be
y
xplaineo(by

ea
differences in the work styles and rewards systems of the two-communities

of policy-makers acid researchers. Apparently, when researchers complain

that policy-makers do not listen, and policy - makers, retort that researchers

do not say anything worth listening to, both are right. They simply 'talk'

to colleagues differently. a

1g

An example of the difference in oral communication use is in the ranking

of conferences. Approximately half of each audience subfile checked con-

ferences, as useful sources of information (48% of political actors, 50% of

bureaucrats and 58% of researchers). However, political actors and bureau-
,

crats are heavy users of moat forms of oral communication. Consequently, in

comparison to other forms from which they also-'use, conferences rank ninth

for political actors and eighth for bureaucrats. On the other hand, researchers'

overall use of oral communication is lower than that reported by the political

and buteaucratic groups: Their 53% response on conferences makes that forM

0- 4
of 'communicatidOthe third most useful for researchers. It would appear that

they are one of the key points of fav-to-face contact between reseaers

and other policy- makers. More than likely, conferences bring about a 'rubbing

of shoulders' between tesearchers and state policy-makers that is crucial for

information exchange. Consequently, although the work pressures of political

#
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TABLE 8 ORAL MODES OF COAMUNICATION THOSE MOST USED BY
STATE POLICY-MAKERS

Mean__Ranks-4'

4ritten VisualOral

ALL 2.46 2.26
,

1.28

AtibENCE

Political Act. 2.49 2.20 1.32
Cureaucrat 2.46 2.26 1.28
Researcher 2.37 2.43 1.20

STATE
California 2.45 2.2'5 1.30
Virginia 2.57 2,15 1.28
Maryland 2.53 2.40 1.07 .

Interstate 2.38 2.31 1.10

ISSUE -
1

School Fir, 2.54 2.30 1.15
_ Special Ed. 2.37 2.21 1.42

TABLE 9 :

Fricir.Can Chi-Square Test for S:.stistical .significance
is .000 fon all meau ranks. Tests are significant at
the .05 level.

POLITICAL ACTORS AND Bl3REtAUCPATS DIFFER FROM RESEARCHERS
-IN TiiE WAYS THAT THEY USE ORAL 7.\ND VISUAL COMMUNICATION

MEDIAN TEST - ',(:tst for Significant Difference

CcOari4p ui Oral it,en

Polit.A,toc/Bure,-,uccat

?olit.Ac:or/ReLea;chcr

Bureauc:atiRearchars

44

.336 .09 '.001

.00; .4C& '( .468'

.007 .176 '07

,signft,:ant at .rs 'leve.1)(

1_25



actors and buretaucrats predict that conferences would not be used often,

it would appear tha they would be an effective dissemination activity.

They create the pretise conditions kr ft -cost information consumption that

our_respondents value: informal, face-to-face exchanges and expert briefings

to impart research information in highly contextualized form. Conferences

would also provide researchers with the most current information on political

4014.
problems.

Sundquist's call for research brokers (1978) (see also Florio, 1980) '

and the success of linking agents for dissemination to educational practi-.
/

tione'rs -(Butler and Paisley, 1976) make sense for state education policy-
,

makers'. If researchers do not use oral communietlon much but, policy-

kers do, then individuals able to bridge that information gap are needed.

these brokers would be people saavy about.political considerations and

knowledgeable about research. Moie than likely, they Would have high

."visibility within the policy community, attained either by excellent re-

search,, skillful policy-making, or both. Sundquist defines them as "men,

or yoffien within a discipline who have a flair for interpreting, in non-
,

/technical or at. least Semitechnical language, the technical findingi of

their colleagues? and who make it their business to do so. They do their

0 1

owp research as well, probably, but the findings of their own irect

investigations form a small tart of the information they as emble and

present to the world at large." In short, research ers are peo le

who know how to Xranslate the 50C words of researchers into they-and .

..

10c variety that held greater currency in the non-research world. They

., are accessible by telephone and have the flexibility to consult and at- ,

tend conferenceslat which research and policy
(

information is exchanged.

1261
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In our sample., for example, the Director of the Finance Center at the

Education Comthissionof the States, Allen Odden, and the Executive

.°
.
:Director of the Council for Exceptional Children, Fred Weintraub, would '

qualify. Their organfiations were named frequently as critical infortha-
,

. tion sources and they-received several individual citations as well.

fact,_ the state education policy groups surveyed would appear to

have a number.of these informatfft.-.brokers. Many respondents are frequent

Al, .

- users of research, age sought, out daily for policy information, and
r

through something called an informal network to get and give information.

These characteristics are pre'cisely those of the gateReeper or idea entre-

preneur,(Kirst, 1980) of the issue network who channel informarion into and

around the policy community. More research is necessary to determine whether,

in fact, school finance and special education policy networks are functioning

to disseminate information to policy professionals in them.

, ,

4
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Written Communication: Four of the first five forms oto

written communication reported most useful by the state respondents,

A

are research repo'rts and research related materlls, that is,

Statistical compilations and draft documents. Apparently, scientific

knowledge i-elevant to state educational policy problems is avail-

able and u_

7
d by policy-makers.

Accor Tnvto the criteria for useful information set out "by our

respondents, we assume that the written information used is easily

available, reliable and factual (see Useful Information, III b .

4

To ascribe these characteristics to research seems to refute earlier

chapters of this report which declaim the general nature of social

science research and its unavailability to policy-makers. Evidently,

something in the nature of the school finance and special education state

policy communities operates to reduce barriers to research use.

A clue may be found in the reports of most useful information. sou Ces

(see IIId ),

. ,

. Both school finance and special dducation policy-

makers identify informal networks, State Departments of Educatioi and

legislative information services as valued,conduit*s of information. All

'are likely to provide quick access to current researchSeate legislative

. /
1

and Department sources work on issues engaging the attention ofstate policy-
,

makers and could furnish research to'them with a relatively high degree of

issue specificity. Similarly, a phone call or meeting with colleagues in

the informal network could yield references to research accessible within

the policy community. Bardach would, note that most useful written communi-

cation sources ate also proximate eo the policy-makers.' Regular mailingi

and other routing' information channfls,

P

4.
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TABLE 10: MODES OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATION MOST USED BY STATE

SCHOOL FINANCE AND SPECIAL EDUCATION POLICY-MAKERS

4 Research Reports"

Statistical Compila-
tions

Personal Notes/Files

z
0 Draft Documents

Ed. Newsletters

Office/Dept. Files

(Letters from Oistside

Expert
Le.

Professional Journal's

Libraries

Books

Abstracts/Indices

Summaries of Books
+.7

Monographs

a

(All subfiles combined)

0

Percent. Response

40 60 80 100
1 1. gg . e

Iff[1.11-11.1, 1171 jilt 7,...7:47
(75%)

Lialiliarri..77:
(73%)

(71%)

(70%)

(67%)

(65%)

trirtzrirm-P / 7 7 /C=7
(60%)

7
77771,111r17111.7771777774
(56%)

;(5W //,"/I/q
(40%)

(39%)

or 127)727277/T-LUVUll

(38%)

Response Rate = 93% (N=244)

Percent of the total reporting use c.( written ;-,o4 -s of communication.

2
Average cf the percentage 3f responses ii, each of the four st.gcs in

the policy process.
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keep policy-makers alert to research relevant to their concerns. Issue

specialists within informal networks may regularly. route new research to

professional colleagues. The high use of dra

category suggests that this may be so. Unfortun

ocuments in the written

ely, without more'concrete

information about communication processes within policy communities; we can

only conjecture as to why research appears so important to the school fi-

nance and special education policy-makers in our sample. The fact is) how-

ever, that they do report.it to,be the most useful written mode.

The high ranking of personal notes and files suggest an intersection

AP -

between the oral modes of communication and written ones. Records...,of

phone. calls and meetings ae kept in forms that 'are accessible and specific.

They are .also sources of information that policy-makers trust.

An unexpected response in this section is the low rating of summaries.

This may simply mean that books on school finance and special education

policy issues are few and summaries

were available, they may omit the f

of readily available. If summaries

tual and quantitative data important

to policy-makers, offering instead very general overviews of the book's

contents. On the other hand, executive summaries: are notoriously popular

among policy-makers. The low summary rating, therefore, may be a case

where policy -maker perceptions of use and actual behavior differ.

0



Subfile Analysis: What Modes of Written Communication Do State

Education Policy-Makers Use? There are no surprising differences among

the state, issue or audience subfiles in regard to written communication

(see Appendix B). The school finance and special education policy-

,
makers reportvry similar patterns of written information use. ,Educa-

tion newsletters are slightly more useful to special education respondents

than to those in school finance. The limite umber of newsletters that

r ,

focus on financing concerns make it probable that ,1-4ifferench would

4 U.

appear.

California respondents are slightly higher users of research than

are .those from smaller states. The larger numbers of researchers in

California (a reflection of the greater differentiation of professional
3

staff roles in that state) make it likely that research would be used

more there. Additionally, California has had a slightly lbnger exposure

to school finance reform pressures. The smaller states might not have

had to call out research reserves quite as often. Instead, they rely more

on the State Departments of Education's office files.

Audience differences in the use of written communication ate slightly

more pronounced. Yet, here, as in oral communication, variance seems 50

reflect workplace constraints.- Political actors' response are congruent

with those of the aggregate rating. They use research, ytatistical

compilations, memos and news bulletins.



1

Weiss (1980),'Mitchell (1980), and Walker (1981) would'all predict

'. that these political actors would use research as often as the other

types of policy - makers would. It helps them to gain professional stature

among colleagues as well as to bolster iartisan arguments. It furnishes

them with a backdrop'ol scientific knowledge as a counterpoint to conven-

tional wisdom. Most importantly, policy-makers probably,want to use re-

search as much as is feasible. As Walker notes (page 30-31):

Political scientists...have too often erred...by

assuming that policy was determined almost exclusively

by the clash o vested interests. All public policies

eventually must,pe justifiable, both in moral and

purely intellectual terms, if they are to be regarded

as legitimate by the citizenry. The great significance

of the growing role of experts in democratic systems

is not, as is often feared, their abilityto manipulate

elected representatives... but rather their ability to

provide the intellectual underpinnings of public policy.

n a separate uestion on the surve we corroborated the strop:'
,

showing of research use. 84% of the respondents reported that they use

research 'often' or 'occasionally' in their work. Half of that group

selected 'often'. Moreover, tiy far the majority within each of the

three audience groups.claimed research useful at least occasionally

(see Table 11, page .1-48).

Bureaucrats are"the audience group who selected 'often' least.

This matches their responses on the rating of written forms of com-

.munication most useful to them. They look first to sources within their

organizations--memos,'offiee and department files and personal notes.

Research and statistical compilations follow internal sources. Organiza

tional theorists would expect this response. When informatiop needs arise,

bureaucrats satisfite and move sequentially from internal, safe sources
411,

to external ones until they find the information needed (Allison, 1965).

13'2
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TABLE 11: RESEARCH IS USED BY SCHOOL FINANCE AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
POLICY- MAKERS IN THEIR WORK

(Subfile breakdown)

Often

Research is used in work:

0ecasionallv Rarely

ALL RESPONDENTS 41% (103) 43% (107) 16% (39)

:

Audience Subfile
Political Actor 39% (45) 42% (48) 19% (22)

Bureaucrat 31% (29) 52% (49c 17% (16)

Researcher. 73% (29) 25% (10) 3%-"(,../)

State Subfile
California 43% (64) 43% (65) 14% (21)

Virginia 31%.(11) 54% (190 14% ( 5)

Maryland 29% ( 4) 50% ( 7) 21% ( 3)

Interstate 48% (24) 32% (16) 20% (10)

Issue Subfile
School Finance 45% (58) 42% (54) 13% (10)

Special Education 37% (45) 44% (53) 19% (23)

Total Response: 94% (n=249)

I
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To imply that the research bureaucrats use is an 'outside' source .

is misleading. In their questionnaire answers bureaucrats say they use r,/-

research primar4y produced by their own organizations. The small par-
e

-

cent of research/produce utside is contracted to private firms.
4

Workplace characteristics are also prqminent in/the researchers' responses

srf to written communication uses. The most useful source of written information

for them -is research. Professional journals are the second most critical

source: As noted earlier, there are the typical communication channels of

academic schirri17;for scholars' research, generally reported in journals,

keeps them abreast of the latest devel6pments in their field. The work of.

colleagues extends the research frontrers for scholars. Both are information

sources arszadily available and reliable for researchers as office documents

might be for the bureaucrats. The higher rating of libraries and books are

ailso predictabl .for individuals who trade in written forms of communication.

Visual Commu t n: Only 68% of the state respondents reported use of

visual communication, in contrast to responses of 94% for oral and 93% for

written modes (see Table 12, p. 51 ). These lower figures4suggest that visual

modes are more costly to use with lower benefits. Even here, the most con-,

textual source -- field visits-- rank highest. They could provi4rimportant
.

links between policy-makers and cemstituents and are also central to case'

study research. Tertheless, the costs in time, travel inconveniences, and,

---:,for policy-makers, partisan considerations-1- Who'-to visit4 when, for how long
";°

added to the
.
literal expense of travel, outweip the benefits that field visits

might offer.

1 3 4
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Charts and slides arelfamiliar pools for conveying quick information

in meetings. They are relatively easy to construct and inexpensive. Their

4 second '' e r plc probably reflects his eatse and familiarity.

,..
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TABLE12 MODES OF VISUAL CO:11UNICATION MOST .USED BY STATE
SCHOOL FINANCE AND SPECIAL, EDUCATION POLICY-MAKERS

41)

(All subfiles °combined)

Field Visits

Charts/Slides

'Videotapes

0 20

Percent Response

40 60 80 100t t I .t..1....t....1....1....1....t.,..1

(6

rot

33%)

rrman:5:57
(25%)

(21%)

/

Response RatPe_= b8% (N=178)

or.

4

Percent of the total reporting use of visual commvei.cation modes:

Average of the percentage of responses in each of the fair stages ofthe policy-making piocess.

.



The low videotape ranking is probably; not a qualitative judgment

about As usefulness as much as it is acknowledgment that apes are

costly and have not been developed-as policy cbmmunicaion

They would,seeM to hol;lithe potential for providing the specificity

Of field visits without the time ancftavel costs to policy-maigers.

Howeve4 they.are expensive to produce and not generally- available

46-

on educational policypopics. (A notable exception is a videotape

4k.41,

directed by Ira Eisenberg entitled, "Should Public Schools Compete."

The film has won awards from the Public Broadcasting Network and has

been aired teveral times in the Bay Area ialifornia. The success of

this tape would suggest a need for' mor41110estigation into this mode '

r,

of communication before rejectirit it of of hand;)

In contrast to Caplan's finding that TV news programs such as

.
"60 Minutes" play an important role in information dissemination, the

state education policy- makers find it orlittle use. YWo po5sible:ex-
.

planations come,to mind: the.best known ed most popular TV news

programs are nationally syndicated. They may contain information about
o

NEP

,policyP.issues of primary interest to federal policy-makers. Certainly,

education topics are not prominent features of most news programs.

Second*, the low-marks for TV may be a case of our respondents

not'perceiving how often it does influence- their attitudesb0Wpolicy

issues. Mitchell's claim (1980) that status is an important f or i

information use might be, instructive here. Even if policy-Ah rs d).d

report it, asuse TV as an Important information source, they might no

it does not connote car f 1 search ind.reseerch aboutpolicy,issues.

44,

211
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Subfile Analysis: What Modes of Visual Communication Do State

tion Policy - Makers. Use ? - -En the issue subfile special educatiOn

licy-makers use visueJ/eymmunicatioli cOnsideritfly more than do school

finance respondents. Since the special educationsubfile has a sub-
._
stantial representation of technical assistance groups, this difference I
is not unexpected. Usual modes, -especially field visits and charts an0

slides, are integal-to technical assistance programs whichinstruct and
se

encourage innovation.

'School finance policy-makers report TV farimore useful as an

informatfCn source than their special education counterparts. This may

reflect.the heavy TV coverage of .the tax limitation measures. and the

voucher initiative coverage over the past few years. Moreover, general

fiscal ihfOrmAtion,reportedregularly on news programs, has greater

turrency for this group than for policy-makers concerned with management

and teachiilg questions of handicapped education.

Svtes.report minimal differences in use of visual modes of com-

munication. The interstate subfile is an exception. Responses there

parallelthose of the special education s

'In the audience subfiles, political actors a 'burlaucrats use

visual modes far more than d9 researchers. Tests o statistical

significlnce also'report systematic difference in the way these groups

use visual communication. Again, workplace constraints probably account

for this. political actors and bureaucrats need current information

on specific client and programmatic needs, and, until recently,thad

.travel budgets that could support occasia6.1 trips. These gr ps also
. 4

regularly attend btiefings and testimony in which'

net



charts and slides are routinely featured. Researchers, on the other

hand, rely on information sources which furnish scientifically kierifi-

able data--sources most likely to be found in journals or case studies,'

researchvsCounterpart to the field visit.

Stage in the Policy Cycle- -Does it Make a Difference?

School finance and special education policy- makers use modes of oral

and written communication differentlx at the various stages of policy-

making. Visual modes are the exception. Their use is relatively un-

changed over the awareness, policy formulation, tanagement/oversight

and impact states.

The awareness stage is the best time to inject new information

'into policy deliberations, especially if the information comes from

'outside the normal policy channels. Noticeable at this stage is the"

emphasis on informal meetings, conferences, and general policy dig-

\
cussions, exchanges which offer the greatest opportunity for face-

to-face contact with individuals outside the policy-makers' immediate

work environment. Bardach's 'gatecrashers' can most easily enter

at this stage (see Chapte r II). Written modes favpred here also

include outside sources. Policy-makers use news bulletins and pro-

%

fessional journals mosthat the awareness stage. Draft documents also

are important in the first two stages of policy7making.

The enlightenment function of research is very much in Widence

at the awareness stage. State respondents learn the latest policy

. news from informal, general meetings, conferences, newsletters, and

journals. More than likely, they also keep abt'east of the most /

4
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TABLE 13

WHAT ORAL MODES OF COMMUNICATION DO STATE
EDUCTION POLICY-MAKERS USE?

(All Subfiles Combined)

Stages in the POlicy Cycle
(Modes of Communication)

4ENESS,

(256)*

r. Telephone calls

2. Informal general'

3. .Infarmal specific'

Briefings

95%

79%

77%

74%

'5. Other meetings on 72%
Several issties

ds Connrences.* 64%

Specific'. 59%

Lectures - general 59%

r101 'Formal ggieral' 57%

)
tiur e s- sp cific 55%

'

111. :Tgstymony
?'

52%

MANAGEMENT/OVERSIGHT

(242)

(202)

(197)

(189)

(183)

/

(16J)

(152)

(151)

(147)

(141).

(133)

POLICY FORMULATION
98% (262) .

1. Telephone calls 83% (210),

2. Informal specific' 82( (206)

3. Briefings 80% (201)

4. Formal specific' 78% (19))

5. Formal general' 69% (173)

6._ Informal general' 69% (173)

7 Lectures specific 58% (146)

8. Testimony 57% (144)

9. Other meetings on 52% (130)
Sever4I issues.

10. Lectures - specific' 48% (121)

11. Testimony 37% (94)

8V% (226)

fings,- in (175)

S. F *1 specific' 76%'(171)

73%.(164)

, 67% (152,)

53% (119)

InforMal,specific'

Telephone icalls

Formal general'

Lectures specific

7. Testimony

,8, Conferences

Informal genral'

10 Other meetings
Several issuep

11. Lect general

52% (117)

52g. (117)

46%

45%

'43%

3a%

IMPACT 4

94% (249)

1. Telephone ,calls* .77% (192);

2. Briefings 77% 1112)

3. Informal specific' 76% (188)

4. Fo'rmal specific' 74% (185)

5 TeStimony 62% (154)

6. Formal general' 57% (143)'

7. Conferences 57%1'141)

f(103). ' 8. Lectures speciffc' 55% "(138)

,(102) 9. Informal general` 55% (136)

(96) ;JO. Other meetingp 54% (135)
Several issues

(7.8) Lectures general 4'39% (97)

*,
All percentages rounded at the %05 levpl.

meetings"

14,9

,
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TABLE 14

WHAT WRITTEN MODES OF COMMUNICATION DO STATE
EDUCATION POLICY-MAKERS USE?

(All SubfilesCombined)

Stages in the Policy Cycle
(Modes of Communication)

`AWARENESS

96% (255)*

:1. Educaaon news- 89% (182)

letters/bulletins

1

2. Research reports 83% (212) 2.

3. Draft documents 75% (192) 3.

4. Personal notes K% (1924
files 1/4

4.

5. Naos 74% (188) 5.

6. Professional 71% (182)

journals

6.

7. Statistical com- 69% (177)'

pilations

7.

8. Office/department 62% (159)

file

44 8.

9. Outside expert 62% (157)

letters 4
9.

10. Library resource 58% (149)

cipenter

10.

-11. Books 54% (137 11.

12. Summary 53% (136) 12:

13. Abstract index 49% (124) 13.

MANAGEMENT/OVERSIGHT
85% (226)

1. Memos 72% (162) 1.

2. Statistical com- 68%(154)
pilations

2.

3. Personal notes/ 68% (154)

files

3.

4. Office files dept 62% (139) 4.

5. Draft documents ,62% (140) 5.

6. Research reports, 61% (138) 6..

7. Outside letters' 56% (126) 7.

POLICY FORMULATION
93% (248)

Research repOrts

Statistical com-
pilation

Draft documents

Memos

Personal notes/
files1

Office/department

Education news-
letters/bulletins

PrOfessional.
journals

Outside expert
letters

Libraries

Books

Abstracts

Summary

IMPACT

92% (245),

Statistibal com-
pilations

Research ports

4Jemos internal

Personal notes

Office/dep.tfiles

Draft documents

Education news-
letter/bulletin

83% (205)

79.7. (195)

77% (1,,P5)

77% (191)

73% (180)

70% (173)

69% (170)

61% (152)

61% (152)

56% (139)

43% (106)

44 (106)

41% (101)

75% (184)

73% (178)

71% (175)

67;,(163)

65% (158)

641(156)

60% (148)
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TABLE 14 (cont'd)

MANAGtMEKT/OVERSIGHT
, 85% (226)

IMPACT

92% (245)
4

8. Education-news-
letter/bulletins

h
51%' (115) 8. Letter outside 59% (145)

9., Libraries ....-.1 "-39% (89) 9. Professional
journals

51% (126)

10. Professional
journals

39% (89) 10. Libraries 45% (109)

11. Abst.ract index 28% (63) 11.. Books 36% (88)

12. Books 28% (63) 12. Abstract index 36% (87)

13. Summaries 24% (53) 13. Summaries 33% (81)

All percentages are rounded at the .05 level.

142
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TALE 15

WHAT VISUAL MODES OF COMMUNICATION DO STATE
EDUCATION POLICYMAKERS USE?

(All Subfiles Combined)

(Modes of Communication)

t AWARENESS

;74% (198)*

POLICY FORMULATION
64% (171),

,.(...
.

1. Field visits 81%."(160) 1. Field visits 78% (134)

2. Charts/slides 50% (99) 2% Charts/slides 52% (88)

3. TV 36% (71) , 3. Video tapes 21% (36)

4. Videotapes 28%(56) 4. TV 15% (25)

MANAGEMENT /OVERSIGHT IMPACT

61% (161) 68% (181)

.1. Field visits 83% (134) 1. Field visits 80% (144)

2. Charts /slides 52% (83) 2. Charts/slides 567 (101)

3. Videotapes (40) 3. Videotapes 25% (45)

4. TV 15% (25), 4. TV 20% (36)

*
All percentages rounded at the .05 level.

0
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current research through the exchange of draft documents, which are used

by over three-quarters of the respondents in the awareness and policy'

fOrmulation stages.

In contrast'to the emphasis on information sources outside the formal

policy communication channels in the awareness stage, -later stages find

respondents relying most on research, statistical compilations and the

formal, routine information channels associated with day-to-day policy work:

personal and,departmental files; briefings and meetings on specific topics.

These are information sources that are factual rather than speculative. They

also furnish information that is more directly related to a specific policy

context.

The high rating of research in the awareness and policy formulation

stage's lends credence to Walker's hypothesis that the ties between-knowledge

and power are stronger and more complex than political scientists often

recognize. It would,akpear that policy-makers in both issue areas exchange

ideas and attempt to build consensus on appropriate policy.direction before

mandates are set into law. This behavior is consistent with that of an

issue network (Kirst, Peterson 19'80). Policy-makers within the network

1

generate and disseminate information crucial for determining which issues

arise on the public agenda. The state education respondents exhibit these

networking characteristics. They report considerable.interaction with

colleagues and use oL newsletters, journals and draft reports early in the

policy process. In later stages of the policy cycle processes take over:

briefings and memos are important in the impact stage--possibly to assess

the effectiveness of policy and lay the groundwork fipr the next policy

issue to be tackled within the network.

a
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Hid. What Barriers Block Research Use?
. .

....

902: (2.35) of.14 state-policyzmakers.sueyed identified one 'or -morev
v

barrier to research use (see Table 19). Too much jargon is the biggest

sblocker. Unavailability is also a problem, although.even that which is avail-
.

able is often politically unfeasible--and, therefore, unusable. Of less
.

concern on this question is the methodology or superficiality of research.

However,' those who chose to answer an open-ended question about what would

motivate them to use more research often cited distrust of researchers'

view of 'real world' activities.

Reports of barriers complement the responses on what makes infor4tion

usable, and furtik* substantiate Bardach's observations about what raises

the costs of research consumption: :Good information is available: 'bad'

tVearch is not, or it is so unreadable as to be virtually unavailable to

those uninitiated in research jargon. Similarly,,JgoOd' information is of

specific,- high technical quality and timed for legislative cycles. Unusable

research is politically unfeasible or irrelevant to the immediate issue,

and, therefore, of no use in the immediate legislative cycle,

Subfile differences also parallel differences that appeared in the

subfile analysis of the characteristics of usable information. The special

education respondents are primarily concerned with the availability of

research; particularly that-which is jargon-free, and, therefore, more

easily used. School finance Ipolicy-makers do not appreciate jargon-laden-'

research, either, but their second greatest concern is feasibility rather

than simple access. They also have problems with the limited relevance

of research that is available. The difference between 'newT -and. 'old'

issues surfaces here, as it did in t e iiscussionof useful characteristics.

Special education, the 'new' issuC'has greater need for infoYmation

1
11



TABLE 19:

I.

MAJOR BARRAS TO RESEARCH USE: All

Respondents
Percent Response

0 20 40 60 80 100

1 1 ! 1
1. se,

Too Much Jargon
(43% ,=101)

tesearch Not Available I rrirr=r1 .

(36% N=84)

lesearch Politically 17 I Urrril
Unfeasible (34% N=80)

lesearch of Limited ZUME22Z2
. Relevance (23% N=55)

Research Too Neutral fi7T777711!
(23% N=55) !

door Methodology I IlikLIET
(20% N=47)

Research Too Superficial MILLIS,
(13% N=31)

Total Response=90% N=235 .
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in general. The 'old' school finance group, exposed to research slightly

longer, gave higher standardj for the research that they use., Bardach's

comment that research consumption is inevitably non-optimal may apply here.

School finance researchers have, presumably, used research more. Even

though they have used'a number of studies, the sheer volume that they have

encountered over time may p mpt negative comments about relevance and

raise their expectations about standards of quality.

In the state subfile% California's responses resemble those of

school finance group Bardach's discussion of the problems, associated

with the costs of research consumption may apply here as.Tgell. California

is a state with greater staffing differentiation than others in our'sample.

It is also a place where educational crises have hit hard in the past ten

years. It is likely that such problem's would havemotivated policy-makers

to seek research help. Those policy-makers might well have found help

from research, but, they also entailed the costs of sifting through to finel---.

the reports most directly of use. Hence, they report Concern that research

is irrelevant and superficial in larger percentages than do smaller states

where the crises are later in arriving and staff to search out research

fewer in number.

Virginia,-a state with fewer staff and, therefore, lower capacity to

integrate research into the policy process, rankeh hest concern about

jargon. Small staff Working under pressure would p obably be even more

frustrated by this needless block to access than would their counterparts

in states with more people available to search out and synthesize research.

Virginia's concern about methodology fits our assumptions about state

capacity. If small departments cannot afford or find research staff,they

need to be certain that the little they recefve is usable
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ACCORDING TO STATE POLICYMAKERS, RESEARCH I
r

S HARD TO USE BECAUSE...

TOO MUCH
JARGON

.RES NOT

AVAILABLE

,RESEARCH

POLITICALLY OF LIMITED

UNFEASIBLE RELEVANCE

TOO
NEUTRAL

r

POOR

METHODS

ITS TOO

SUPERFICIAL

t

ALL 90% (235)
43%(101) 36%

t
31%

41%

36%

22%

29%

48%

_1

(84).

(37)

(47)

(52)

(7)'

(4)

(22)

34%

x

41%

26%

36%

38%

43%

22%

(80)

(50)

(30)

(51)*

(12)

(6)

(10) \

.

23% (55)

31% 38)

15% (17)

29% (41)

16%'(5)

21% (3)

13% (6)

23%

28%

17%

25%

19%

43%

13%

(53)

(34)

(19)

(35)

(6)

(6)

(6) 4

20% (47)

19% (23)
.

21% (24)

19% (27)

25% (8)

'7% (17

24%.(11)

I

(

..

13% (31)

17% (20),

10% (11)

15%,(21)

6% (2)

7% (1)

. 23% (11)

.....

FINANCE
88% (121)

48% (58

38% (43)

42% (60)

53% (17)

36% (5)

41% (19)

SPECTAL ED

887, (114)

CALIFORNIA

_ 86R (32)

VIRGINIA
88% (14)

,
.

MARYLAND .

88% (14)

INTERSTATE
SPECIAL ED

1,.__ 901 (46)

TOO MUCH
JARGON

_RES NOT
AVAILABLE

RESARCH

POLITICALLY
UNFEASIBLE

OF LIMITED
RELEVANCE

TOO."

NEUTRAL

POOR ITS TOO

METHODS SUPERFICIAL

POLITICAL'
ACTOR 44% (47) 29% (31) 34.06) 25% (27) 25% (27) 21% (22) 14% (15)

BUREAUCRATSi.

95% (92)
40% (37) 45% (41) 37% (34) 23% (21) 22% (20) 12% (11) 7Z (16)

RESEAkCHERS
77% '(36) .47% (17) 33% (12) 28% (10) 19% (7)1 177. (6) 7

.

3Y% (14) 29% MI
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/ Si!milarly, problems with le political unfeasibility,and neutrality

of research might be expected in Maryland in the politically chargq4

atmosphere that accompanies attempts aespolicy change, such as are cur-

rently underway in that state, poliical considerations would weigh heavily

in judgments about information use:

-1)

r

1
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Interstate special education respondents feel that the limited amount

of research available-is often full of jargon. Groups responsible for .

ng assistance to others, a larger number of whom are represented in
.

to bfile, would likely value easy access to immediately usable re-

,

search--not that which required time-consuming; cost7 translation. More-

'fiver, special education has different pupil handicaps that all have

different jargon.

In the',audience subfile, res chers are the most critical

search language and quality; a table response from a group who make

their living prodlicing'research and are in a position to jUdge the quality

of.the research product. Political actors also dislike the jargon in,re-

search, but they do not appreciate the political naivete or neutrality

of the studies. It is interesting to note that bureaucrats ate mast 0

3
concerned about political considerations. This may be because they are

often the ones to present and defend their organizations' research findings
t--

.before legislators.

-

II" .04Policy -makers' Iomments About Research's Limitations: 153 ir ppondents A

(58 %)answered the question: Lwould use tore research in * work if.?.. .

. ) .. ,

Their comments.corroborate.the conc rns about harriers discus"Sed above.

0
They also' reveal two problems. with research use that our question. tom"

,

barriers did not include: diStrust,of research and/or of researches;

sand, work pressure. Table 20 summarizes the-coded responses (pa 52).

ve)

*It
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. _
if. comments about why research is not usedOmore often

a

include:
.'.

I

Access Problems.

"Academit communication circles do not reach out very well."

.
"(Research) is difficult to locate ,in a-short pe'riod of tim."

"Good stuff is ,often fugitive r or made less useful by

publications lag time."

"There is so ch, one musst sort it out before.using

"If the process were interactive (I would use it) - if I were in contact with

people in the know more often."

,

"I need easier remote terminal access to NCES data!"

Distrust of Research or of Researchers

"If it were competent and honest, I would use it."

"Authors of (research) papers rarely have fiTst hand information

and experience. (Their work)consists of fantisized guestimates of

little pragmatic value. (They) consistently fail to consider

humanizing factors.

qle

W
"(Research) is often accomplished by unknowledgable perso - it's

ttansaction not a labor of life-long professio 1 associa-a bus

tion. Also, it's too often biased to fit expected conelu ons." 4,

"Most researchers are unqualified to draw policy implications

at the level of generalization necessary to develop nationar policies."

"I would use,ta- work if researchers were less naive."
4114

40

"I would use it if it were removed from vested interests."

"Much of i; is delibeiately deceptive. (It's reported) in an artfully obfuscating

Problems with Jargon, Format, Timing, Generality of Research
manner."

"Most journal articles and research reports are not geared to

..answering specific, practical questions."

"0 would use researchl.if it were better synthesized, presented

in clearAEnglish, and gave attention to the broad policy implications

of the findings and conclusions."
v.

"Researchers - even when they 'have findings of broad publiC interest -

often do not report those findings clearly and concisely, in

language the pubric can understand.
4'4



4 "(I would useit) If it were written a clear fashion and reached

specific conclusions.

"(I would use it) if it_we4t written in English and were policy relevant."

"If jargon were diminished." or "too much jargon" or "available

on a timely basis" Or "...related to the real world and more current"

"up to date" or "more understandable","customized to my needs",

'."more readable","relevant","specific","up-to-date and related

to specific issues" .

Problem5with Methodology

"School finance research j.s frequently based on biased assumptions-

usuallAsocially motivated."

.....1.61tMr71Dryh writing about school finance blithely accepts assumptions

about measures of wealth, effort and inputs that need tc conStantly

be revisted rather than regurgitated.

"Conclusions drawn are based upon sovrce data. which is far too often

taken for granted as being correct. Poor record keeping abounds and

studies which use those records are suspect."

"I would use research if 1 could believe the facts upon which

conclusions are drawn were more accurate.",

"I would use it if I.felt more confidence in the methodology and/or

presentations,and if I felt that political consequences of results

had not exerted a proactive effect on the research..",

"I would use it if it were descriptive, anecdotal and statistical."

"Data bases used for research many times vary from data used in-t

formulae. It is almost impossible to secure'the specific cqmputer

programs used to allocate funds. A conflict of interest exists

between those who can reveal the strange. finance structures and

politically contracted support.

Time Pressures

"I would use 'research if I'had time to .'sit clOwn and read it."'

"If I had a different job. Running an agency doesn't _leave time

for research."

"I would use it,if other duties didn!t'cut,inco,my time."

and, most equently, 'ono time"

153
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= IIIe. What GeneralKinds of Information Will State Education Policy-

Makers Need griyer the Next Five Years? tiV

InO
P

ur survey we asked policy-makers to tell us what kinds of informa-

.
4

tion they would needover the next fiye years that they did not have.
.--

Their responses indicated that demographic data and impact studies of the

effectsof the myriad of laws, legislation and regylatiqn are most critical.

// TABLE 22: INFORMATION NEEDED OVER THE NEXT FIVE

YEARS: All subfiles combined

Demographics

Impact Studies
0

t
0
z

0

a.0
E-4

Finance Information

Govipernan'6e'Informatidn'

Legal Information

Evaluation,

Long itudinal Studies
0

Percent Response

10 20 30 40 504.
=EraTZE/TE=717:13=7:-D

(32% n=47)

ELM 171111fLITIMI11.1141
(26% n=38)

111111111_11LIIIII
(15% n=22)

EEL777=Ill
(10"2 n=15)

1_111
(6% n=8)

iliffra r
(6% n=8)

,12222D --=

(5% n=7)

Total Respondents 55% n=145
0

All percentiges rounded`; at the .05 level.
64
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In order to report quickly on the needs of these policy

audiences; we coded the written responses into seven very

general categories. Unfortunately, these aggregate groupings

cannot accurately reflect the detail of the respondents'

answers to this question. Below are listed examples of the

comments typical of each category. Staff at IFG are now working

on a more detailed reporting of the information cu led from

this question.

Sample Comments:

Demographics - "How many handicapped children are underserved? How

many personhelare needed to serve the handicapped? I need child-

change data t tr atment and /or education."

"Who ar in private sc ools? Who in public?"

"Ppulation data - trends by school district; private school 'informa-

tion by state, special pupils, costs; voc-ed data by school district

and state" :

"I need an accurate means of enrollment..projections."

"How many,autisic children are being served?"

"In special education, themajor problem is. that there is not accurate

count of the childrert which we serve. If the recipients are unknown

to planners, how can any reasonable planning be done? There are

200,000 children in the U.5.-whose needs are lost on the yreparing

of programs!!"

Impact,Studies - "I need to know the utility consequences of ulany'of

the'new practices required or suggested in legislation lhd regulations.

"Effects 'on the states of federal legislation."

"Impact-of state funds on-categorical programs - or black vs. categorical

funding . "
"Effects of the tax revolt on the educational base."

"How implementation of PL94-14 and federal funds coy ected with it

are affecting eduction of handicapped children."

Finance "- Index of the cost of educating students'in various

special education porgrams, assigning the value 1.00 to the cost

of educatioil students in the regular program."

i. Financial data on transportation, integration, facilities construction

1#, and maintenance

153

sAg



Finance (cont'd) - "inter-district information, intei--state (with

a'comparabl data base), meaningful per pupil expenditures data

by area districts; private schodl datat'

"Exact cost of individual school program offerings"

"Costs of students( by grade level, type of program school building,

adjusted for quality of the education and capability of the sr<lents."-

"'Information on tax burdens pertaining to school finance reforms."

Governance - "Management reforms which should accompany the

school finance changes."

"Interrelationships of municipal, school district, state and
federal finance programs and implications for management"

Legal Information: "legal rujOgs concerning federal and state

laws and regulation trends of the nation-s." -

"Legal information relating to special education"

"Effects of court controls on schools."

Evaluation - "Best program rdels for gifted children based on degrees

of giftedness"

"Guidelineg for effective integrated schools"

"successful strategies for improving higher education to handicapped

youth"
4

Longitudinal Studies - "Long-term, longitudinal studies of equity

in several states done on an annual basise not. simply two or

three points in time."

"Changes over time in quality of education matched to funding changes"

4o.

Note: Not all respondents felt that there was a need for research.

A.few were represented by the following comment: "There is, too

. much noise ip the system already. One must work hard to filter

Aistjong, material,but we need to =otherWise, we get garbage.

Less cryptic, but also typicd.1 iS: "I can hardly keep up with my

sources now.", '
.4

1 .7, -1t./
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DEMO-

'Wig GENERAL KINDS OF INFORMATION DO POLICYMAKERS NEED?

IMPACT FINANCE GOVERNANCE LAW
.

EVALUATION

LONGITUDAL
*STUDIES

t

ALL , 32% (47) 26% (38) . 15% (22) 10% (15) 6% (8) 6% (81 5% (7)

55% (145) .,

...
FINANCE 30% (22) -w--. 36% (26) 22% (16) 8% (6) 1% (1) 3% (2)

, 1

SPECIAL ED 35% (25) 17% (12) 18% (6) 13% (9) 11% (8) 10% (7) 7% (5)

-

CALIFORNIA 33% (30) 29% (26) 16% (14) Eit' (7) 6% (5) . 4% (4) 4% (4)

.

Ph .

VIRONIA -2'5% Or 13% (2) 25% (4)c 6% (1): , 13% (2). , 19'1)(3) .

MARYLAND 13% (1) 63% (5) 25 %, (2) A
INTERSTATE .

SPECIAL ED .

TOTAL RESPONSE: 55% (145)

DEMO-
GOVERNANCE LAW - EVALUATION

LONGITUDAL
STUDIES

153

POLITICAL
ACTORS

,

.

30% (19) 27% (I) 17% (11) 8% (5) 5%

-

(3) 6% (4) 8% (5)

BUREAUCRATS 27% (16) 24% (14) 19% (11) 14% (8) 9%1 (5) 5% (3) 3% (2)

RESEARCHERS 5.5% (12) 32% (7) % 9% (2) '
- .5% (1). 1.
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CONCLUSION: We began our study by asking three questions about the

ties between research and policy at the state level in educational policy

arenas. Our answers are as follows:

1) Do state education policy-makers use research in their work?

By far the majority of our state school finance and special education

respondents reported that they do use research. They found it most,use-

fUl in defining-the parameters of-tssues-newly-emerging on the public

agenda. It also helps to shape policies aimed at resolving those issues.

At the final stages of policy formulation, research is used to assess

impact of legislative mandates on client populations and programs.

. It is important to note that the definition of research in this survey

was.,,pot explicitly defined. Respondents may not agree on their definition,

of what soad research actually is.. In fact, survey findings suggest that

researchers would differ from political actors arid bureaucrats in their

definition of research. The former would, more than likely, require higher

standards of methodological rigor and more controlled, systematic data

collection than would the latter two groups. However, the identification
S

by our respondents of multiple intermediary organizations as crucial informa-

tion sources suggest that policy-makers in school finance and special

education do have acce .
o top -'quality academic research. But it is

,

\
generally translated y those intermediaries into more usable, context-

4

Specific forms.

2) ,

What are the information preferences of state education policy-makers?

Across all subfiles, policy-makers liked information that was avail-

able in.a short period of time, jargon-free, high quality, targeted on

specific popmiations ovAproblems, pJitically feasible, and easy to consume--

that is short or reported orally.
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All respondents also like informal networks above all organizational

sources of information. Ndxt, they sought information from the nearest

sources of information. They sought information from the nearest organiza-

tional sources. The most prominent outside providers of usable information

were professional associations.

The modes 6f information that the school finance and special education

respondents used were primarily oral ones. They like informal, highly inter-

active exchanges which can provide quick, context specific information.

Telephones, predictably, are the most important forms of communication;

They-are ubiquituous and ensure direct one-on-one dialogue between patties.

Research reports and research related documents are the most important

written modes of communication. All written modes favored seemed to be

those which provided factual, quantitative information. Education newsletters

and professional journals were particularly.important in the early stages of

policy formulation--lending credence to Weiss' hypothesis that research plays

an important role in enlightenment.

Visual modes of commun ation were less used than the other two

They are also those which ent- 1 heavy costs (travel, videotapes, and TV

coverage are all expensive; the r two also require the availability

of technical expertise).

Respondents in both issue areas named specific organizational

sources of information most important to them. In school finance

the Education Commission of the States and school finance conferences

Were cited most crucial; in special education, the Council for Exceptional

Children and the National Association of State Directors of Education rated

most useful.. The responses provided supporting evicaTce to hypotheses that
17

1G0
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that the school finance policy area represented a policy issue network,

and the special education community resembled the traditional iron

triangle policy configuration.

All groups indicated that they were experienced in their respective

policy field and were high information disseminators. Their responses

seemed to support the notion that policy communities are relatively

stable, and once entry points to the networks are established, dissemlna-(

,tion efforts may be quite productive.

2**
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IIIf. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STATE POLICY-MAKER

-SURVEY FOR RESEARCH DISSEMINATION

As part of our research objectives, we committed ourselves to moving

beyond the survey findings by deriving implicationsbfor research dissemina-

tion. In order to complete this task we ld a series of seminar type

discussions with a number of policy-makers and practitioners. Participants

included legislators, administrators, State Superintendents, lobbyists,

newspaper reporters and deans of education schools. Some of the e individuals

were concerned particularly with special education or school financb Some,

such as our IFG Advisory Council members, are practitioners, or scholars whose

interests span several_ education policy arenas. This enabled us to explore

whether our dissemination strategies need to be specifically tailored to

specific policy areas such as special education.

These seminar participants stressed tha4,they receive more information

And dissemination than their busy schedules permit them to cope with. ThiS

./4 information disAemination overload is often handled by the structuring of

interpersonal network links with other individuals. "Know-who" thus re-

places "know-how" as a, way of information retrieval. The practitioners
t..

repoTted.that they do not innovate primarily on the basis of the formal

evaluation reports or technical qualities. They depend on the subjective

judgements of peer networks who have some experience with the idea.

Policy4akers tend to have the closest ties with people quite similar to

themselves, but did reach out for information beyond the people with the

. same job.

From the two surveys (Nelson/Kirst and Bellavita), literature search,
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seminars, and theoretical paper by Bardach, we have reached the following

implications for research dissemination in school finance and education of

handicapped children. We believe also that these implications can be

applied to other education policy arenas.

a

i
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ita

FINDING: Policy-makers in both school Atlace and special
.

education are highly experienced and acti information

disseminators within their respective poll communities.

-'-'\---)IMPLICATION: Policy-makers represent a relatively stable

population. With the exception of elected state officials
who have high turnover, policy experts tend to remain active
in their specific policy community for a longoperiod Of time.
consequently, once key individuals and organizations are

.rdentified, disseminators can build linkages that will remain

:viableviable over time. Eventually, a dissemination protram could.
establish a reasonably impressive network across several policy

issues. (i.e.---find-the-gatekeepers and you'-re-4n.)

FINDING: Within each policy area two or three organizations
surface as primary information disseminators-- notably the
Finance Center of the Education Commission of the States and
legislative budget committees for school finance; and the
Council for Exceptional Children and the National Association
of State Directors of Special Education for special education.

IMPLICATION: The key to dissemination is finding the appropriate
intermediary conduit of information into discrete policy communities.
For networks, entry points are often with issue-specific technical
assistance organizations like ECS. Prominent interest groups like

CEC are likely to be central disseminators for the classic iron

triangle policy systems.

FINDING: Research that is used entails low consumptions costs

(see Bardach's paper). That means information most useful to policy-

makers is easy to obtain, easy to read, highly contextual, timely, and

reliable.
The biggest barriers to research use are jargon, political constraints,

unavailability at appropriate times.

IMPLICATION: Reduced co umption costs of research by synthesizing,

targeting information toAparticular audiences, keeping abreast of

policy issues so researa products are available in the policy
formulation stage (stage at which research is the most used form

of written communication).

FINDING: is used and arl tliree audience groups report

that they value high quality research. However, survey indicates

that the definition of quality changes with each policy group.
Researdhers value rigorous methodology and written products that

conform to the standards of academic discipline. Political actofs

and bureaucrats define high quality information as that which synthesizes

information and relates to issues currently on the policy agenda. They

like high quality oral presentations with very specificinformation.
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MPLICATI-ON: ResearcAnstitdies might provide,high quality
oral presentatiOns of their research for select, target audiences
in addition .to top quality research. '

A

FINDING:411iueffirlialion strategies vary by two structural
variables: ,state professional capacity and audience type
(political actor and bureaucrat vs. researcher).

r." IMPLICATION: Targeting information along all of the dimensions
necessary for the highly diverse policy world-is necessary t

expensive. Research institutes might, instead, work throw h
the key intermediaries who re-package and re7formulater earch

se,

0

VA

' _for their particular client audiences. (CEC, ECS, AAS are

.examples ofthese o'rgani'zations) These are groups expe t in
adding'cruciar contextual information to basic research and:
who have'exipsive links to the policy community.

FINDING: 'Small states have lower capacity to use research by
virtue of their small staff size.

IMPLICATION: Dissemination for these states takes a more ,aggressive

program. Most likely, direct communication with State Departments
of Education are key hdre since these are states not generally tied
either to networks or the professional,associations tied into
the t ditional iron triangle policy systems.

a

FINDING: Bureaucrats are hard to reach. They represent a relatively.
closed group.

. .

IMPLICATIONNeltsner's research is quite important. We need to
know far. more about how bUreSticrat. get their inf rmation. If

47114they do not reach, out; how do they reach in and d their
-organization fOr information? Also, best targets fo dissemination
are not bureaucrats but policy staff on the legislative and interest,
group action. -

FINDING:- Stage in the Policy Cycle makes a difference. Our survey
confirms Doug. Mitchell's finding that policy-makrs vary'their

f4nformation u*e at'different-stages in the policy cycle. In our
survey-policy-makers tend to use research most in the awareness
and.policy formulation stages.

0

, er
. IMPLICATION% Research institutes like IFG that work at policy

.

awareness and policy generation need to tailor informatibn for
use:in the early stages of'polioy making for use in agenda setting

4 and formulating approaches tb policy.' Newsletters and draft document's.
are useful at these stages as well. ,e) 4

.*

FINDING: Conferences are about equally valued by all three policy
audiences.

IMPLICATION: Conference attendees should be",pbliey-makers that
are key information prokers in the intermediary agencies like ECS
and CEC that translate information for others. -

si

4'
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The-Use of Special Education Informatil

A Survey

The purpose o: this survey is to identify the types of information Rotentiall-

L.i'`, uz,cfl:1 to you in your curren'e work in the field of special educatioh. Ve r:.,pe to

p;n7oln,0: i:rohlem
J

areas in which special ec,untisn research information, in 'particular,

Sf.

Letter serve your needs. Please anr..wer all the questions cn the follow;n2

,pplv to your needs for special education information.

T:!ank vou for your help with this research'prbject. All r.;ponses will,he

4
.14
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We have identifiei four hrold staces in the 1,p:.cial education polirymnkir,;-, rocess for which sperif

At Jach stage, you may receive inform.Itien fromja variety of sources. A-.r.r.me. t.lat infornation jou

special e4;cation issw! i; available from each source of information listed, i,elo (fir, the columns on

et

information 1, oftc : n,aded.

for a particullr
the left marka crai, n,

Please
Please

ClIFC,1 the sources of inror7-Aion that you use for etch particul-.1- stage in the special education policymaking process.
read through all of the choic._sluickly before responding. -

-SSPr A-%P'-.NFSS

issucs or

trends e*ntrging

that pia-

point possible
cduction

prootems)

IN N 1' C 100,C, c'z'

POLICY/lr0CPAY. F(,Wt.,,\I)N

(options or techn:que6 to 4

help draw up special education
policy - e.g. deviging
coL-based funding formulas)

(lid in policy i-Iplg&
cation b monitorfrg .

e. . of
children

6

Cl

(s-rmary or
evaluation of
overtil effccts
or unirtended
conseqc-c,:s, e:c.

of a polici)

.1 At the Is -ale

Awareness Stage,
use this source:

1'. OM co:.Nme%T:oN

a. lele?hone.calls to
friendsrenowledgeable
colle 4t1c,

b,. IntrIar :meetings

totalk aD-ut t re
Lyneral
of the spe::al education
issue at 1,11,

c. -,etings

at isiie is,

,d_ 5 in r,I,`_ion

to so,.:ific state,

curet, or pnlicy
ccr.t, A

d. ,t1,-s at
ich the

prin-I; 1

Lt or 10

the issue are discussed

P.3.)

-reetin-s a,

%I.: .1 the

in relation

to a -:,ecifir state,

client, or policy

contcxt

f. Con'el.nces on
Jpeci.1 .:ducat ion

At the Policy/Program
Formulatio-o Stage, i use

this source:

-1

I

1. 1* 1 )

no

) I )

)

At the MInagcment/
Oversight Stage, I use

this source.

yes no

)

t'q,c Impact

a I rJse

this source:

:CS

) I )

) 1' )



(Question A Continued)

OPAL CO:CIUNIC4T ION

g. Other Rrofessional
meutinzs at which the
special education topic

is one o; sewral
interrelated issues

h.. Lectures/speeches/
woi-shops'on the

neral special
issue

1. Le,:tures/speeches

%,rks-ops at which

this is related

to a specific state,
client, or policy
cc text

j. Briefings by staff
or experts

1. 'or'al testimony/
hearin;s

1. Other

*RITTEN

a. ttter from outside
ux eft

b ::emo from internal

staff

c. personal notes and
files

d. Office/department
files

e. Lralt documents

Fesearch reports'

g. Professional

n. Abstracts/in2eAes/

N bibliographies
.(Continued p.4.)

STAGES IN THE POLICYMAKINC PROCESS

ISSUE AWARhNESS

At the Issue .

Awareness Stage,
I use this source:

yes no

POLICY/PROGAM FORMULATION

At the Policy/Prpgram
Formulation Stage, I use

this source:

yes no

f ] 1 1

]

MINA( E"TiT/07:1PS T

It.pact

I 1.1c.e

no

At the Managcment/
Oversight Stage, I.

use this source:

yes no

Ac

Sta6,
this source:

yes

I 1
;

] I ,

1 I 1 f
4

I 1 I I I ]

I I ;

I 1 4 ] E

p.

I 3

] I )

( l I ] I
I -(9

(

I

l t ]

r

r 4

r

J

1 I l I

. 1 I 1 E 1



(Quasticlip - Continued).

WRITTeN CO>PAUNICATION

F,Iacatica newsletter3/

.bzIletins/announcemens

31=ary of book/
monoraph

k. Book

1. 3taticstical co-pilotions

n. 1,:braries/resot7:rce

centers or information
services

n. Other

CIS

a. Videotapes

b. Charts /si=des /files

L. Field-visits
la_

e. Other

B. F.o. often.do people come to

1. Several ties daily

z. At least daily,

3. At 1ea,,t4 we,kly

4. At least mcnchly

5. Less often than above

VOU

-4-

STAGES IN THE POIWKING PROCESS

ISSUE AWAFENESS POLICY/PRO(1RAM FORMULATION MWE'lENT/OVERSIC:ri

I use

no

:::e Issue

Awareness Stage,
I use this'source:

yes no

At the Policy/Program
Formulation Stage, I use

this source:

yes no

At the Yan:c.ement/
Oversight Stage, I use

this source:

yes no

At t:.?

Stage,

this ,ounce:

yes

E 2 f 1 ( l ( f I
I 1 i

) ) (
I l ( 1

(

]

f

r

f I. I

I

l

)

f 1

f' 1

f 1 f
l

f )

1 f l I 1 f

I l - I ) f 1 1 I I

f

1

2

(

f 1 f

1,

I f

)

I

1

l I

1 I l I

f 3 i ( 1 t ) f 1 'I 1

f l f 1 f 1 f I 1 1

for sp,cial education information? (Check one) C. Wl'at information about ,,p(,ci1 Li_c c;.(

expect to need overethe neYt few vear but do not

now have - or have access, co/



C

D. Assume:that information on a state 'specie education issue about which

you'are concerned is available from all of the following sources.

,Please check the ohe source you consider most important to you and
the one source you consider least important to you for your work.

Please scan all possible choices before answering.

MOST MPORTANT LEAST IM:AORTANT_

. (check one) (peck one)

'I...Federal Department of
Ed,_catian (prc;ram reports,
cotrecte4 studies, key
personnel)

2. State ,Department of

ErLzateln (program reports,
stud;es, key

p,irsc,nnel)
, 4
.3. Other Federal or State
A-,er.ey reports, personnel,

et:. (non-cd.ucation pnspec-
ti7e on tfe n-ld(cipped)

4.. Feder,_
Sources (cc,i,ressonil

Rcp)rts, Congressional
Eodget Office, Congressional
Research Service, etc.)

5. ''t-.

a
te Sources

hc:,arts, stiff
oo...tacts, etc.).

6. -University-based resear:h
institutes (reports, researcher
csntacts, etc.)

7. contract Research Orgzniza-

.12. National information Services
(Education Daily, ERIC, et )

13. Foundation Reports

14. Press and Popular Media Reports

15. Other

MOST 1M'fnTANT LEAST

......

E. The list of- possible sources of infor-ation in cc:ta:-. dz"ennot

include the wiLe variety of sources potentially availble ,o you.

Please name the one sPecIfic source that you feel provides the

best information for you in your work?

F. There a many reasons why a particilar in for tion s,-urce _s

useful.f Please check th cem-,onses listed

to the source named in 04C,S on K. Feel free to Ldd to this

list of rea,lns why a source is useful.

Lion; - Rand, tot, SRI, etc.
(re2dPts,contacts, etc.)

The

1.

information source'nayeo in,question E s useful hec.u-c:

it gives me information in a, snort period of ti. -c-.

A. Informal %etworks of special 2. it is comprehensive.

,s_Ju- Lion e.:perts/frionds .

3, it is of high technical quality.
4. is is comp.,tible with the of organizot:f,,n.

9. Profescional Associations 5. it is tare.:ed on a'specific state i.7.sue or au.iienze.
,retorts, personnel, n,wsletters) 6. it provides qua-ititati.ve inform.tqon.

10. Special Interest/Advocacy
7. it provides information useful for the immediate

Groaps (reports, contacts,-etA
legislative cycle.

8. it provides information for lon,; range pi:inning.

Technical) Assistance 9. it challenges existing assumptions or arrange-rents.

Cronizatiens (Education Commission
of the States, Ccnt,r for

10. it provides Comparatilie inrormation about ny state

.nd other ;rates /clients. '

L th, 0:--) special 11. Other

reports, contacts, newsletters

(Contineedin next column)

I
t



relPar./G. to you use research 3 that provide special education information often occasionally -, rarely 1
)

H. Existing special education research information is not alvays used by policym kers. In yo.:?-experience, what are the r,-.jor

barriers to your use of special education research information? (CHECK all of the following statements that apply to your

information needs.)

1*

1.special education is of limited relevance to my clients, employees, constituents, etc.

2.Special education reflects poor scholarship, inadequate mchdtology, etc.

3.Specialeducation is poorly presented - that is, full of social science jargon, long-winded, stuffy.

4Special education is too superticial and brief for such a complex subjeCt..

5.Special education is too neutral and factual: the policy implications are unclear or missing.

6.Specicl education have conclusions that are politically unfeasible or unrealistic.

7.Special education information is not available when I need it.

Other:

1. Please complete the following statement:

I would Ilse' special education, research information more often if

J. The following quescio4 ask you to tell us about your position A the
sp_tciS1 eCti:ction policy arena. Please check the response to each

stater,-nt th-c :-ost, accurately describes you. Choose one response for
-

each statemcnt.

1. My priT.-ry professional training is:

1. e,:ucation

2. 1:-.w

3r pulitical
s.:Qrze

4., psycnology

5. economics

6. other social,
science

7. health related
fie4t

8. other

K. ny primary involvemcnt in special education llikicy is at the:

Federal- State Lo,a1 level.

. I r:vr- worked in the area of special education for:

1. less than 1 year

2. 1 - 3 years
3. 4 - 6 years

. more 'than 6 years

L. Check the ONE statcim_nr that best describds

your r,le:

1: I am ,1(2(_te,! officl,1 of r:ie Le.hr.1

2. I am an vlc.teo ,f

3. I am a ( on.-) 1- ;t. 1 I e:
o; the :_ude_:

4. I am a cc' v I r 0C the 1(...'es1,1*.i.%kr

brakh of the' ,.,t
5. 1 qtr on ito 0 ,c a:: J: tne ev,

branch of ti , d, ral nt

6 . I am on th p l - f p - 01_ 0 : 1,e

branch of rift _, o'ern.

7. ! an a reset; (11,r for a (2 rsean L firm.

8. I am an , air." ,r

9. 1 r, a ,,,art_ I I;
10. 1 ari a pros:r4m fir of .. u(al7pr,

issi!4:11(.. firm (foeadation, ,te)

11. I ..1 on the of

12. .1,r1 on the miff of an'ad!o,z:v
a%,,ociatton

13. ( ptactice 1.)4 .or a n(r:u mtfit fir.

14. ptactic : :w tor a priv-r,,

15. t am a jouruali,t.

16. Other

t , 67.6'7
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IDES INrOWIATTON MOST USED BY STATE EDUCATION

POLICY-MAKERS

ISSUE SUBF1LE
(Ranked by Pctrcent. lesponse)

.
A

.
SPECIAL ENC:),TTnN

ORAL nonEs.

Telephone calls to
frien,3s/kno;:ledgeable

colleagues

Briefings by staff. or

experts

Percent
1

SCHOOL FINANCE

"ORAL ::ODES
-

80% Telephone calls to
friends/knowledgeable
opollAvies

80% Informal meetings to,
-discuss Specific state,
..client, or policy

Briefings by staff or
experts

"Nfov2.I1 :aeeti s

discuss specific state,
clie(4, or policy

Incormal meeLi.ngs to

discuss specific
state, client, or
policy

_Formal me,etings to .75i

discuss speciric
state, client, or
policy

.
Informal meetings 63%

to discuss general
princiPIds of the
pall _:y issue

-

Fermal tleetings

to discuss cenern1

policy issue

Felmnl 'testimony/

hearings

Lectures/speeches/
workshops on spePific
stat.m. client, or

discussing;
interrelated
issues 6

ConferprIPes

Iccturyispt:eches/
4..orksl!ops on swneal

prin,:iples of the

policy:issue

-Percent

82%

75%

74%

69%

Iliformmeetings to 61%

djscuss generp:.1,principler

pf pii.cy issue

Formal meetings to 58%

discuss general principle!:
of policy issue.

O%
Formnl testimony/hearings 54%

-on specific st:Itiy, clic!nt,

5S%
policy

Conferences r
s'S'

53%

5S% Meetings discussing inter- 52%

reilated policy issues

, Lectures/spee6ws/work'shop6 147%

- 'on gener.al\principles of
58% polio issIlle

0

11, 54%

43%

1Avers, of the. ti r;rtnLnIe rcrIpon,-;es in each of tbo four s Lire': of

lhc, j'2t)) ic y



Nt,

MODES Oi!' INFORmATION :LOST UFED B'L' STATE EDUCATION

POLICY MAKI:RS

4 ISSUE S1lBF1LE

a
(Ranked by Percent Response)

SPECIAL EXCATTON

WRIITN :ACMES

Research Report's

Stst;stical Compilltiosg

Yo;..' s from internal staff

nr2tters/
bulletins/anc,)ulce:',cuts

notos'files

110 d.)cumonts

_pfjce/deparr:aent files

Letter fror outside
export

Professional journals

Libraries s-

Abstracts/indexcs/
Libliognapliies

St): aribs of books/
monographs

Books I

,uDES

Fiel# visi is

Charts/slides/

TV.

\t,

Avor.rge of the perocutago
policy process.

Percent
1

7 5%

737

73%

70%

69%.

68%

67%

63%

0

58%

42%

41%-

407.

69%

53%

7:27.

15%

SCHOOL FINANCE

WRITTEN MOM'S

'Research reports

Statistical compilation

\Tomos from interu\l staff

Draft documi;nts

Personal notes/files

Education _newsletters/
bulletins/announcer,.cnt

Office/department filPs

Professional Journals

Letter froli outside eypeft

Libraries

Books

Summaries or bcoks/
monographs

Abstracts/indexes/

VISUAL moors

Field visits

ACharts slides
s._

Videop.0

TV

response; in each of Cat: four staes of `the

4,

Percent

75%

73%

727

.71%

71%
,

61%

4g1%

55%

55%

42%

35%

89%

52%

447'

27%

.10



".-tA

At

ORAL

tele

briefings
informal mtg general
informal mtg specific
other mtg sev issues

°testimony
lectures general
conference
formal mtg spec
formal mtg gen ,

lectures specif

WRITTEN

' Ed news bulletins 2.

research reports
personal notes
draft docs
memo .

stat comp

letter outside .expert

A Proj journal
office/dept files
Libraries
summaries
6poi?`s

abst/ndex
A

VISUAL .

INFORMATION PREFERENCES BY

AUDIENCE TYPE

POLITICIANS BUREAUCRATS RESEARCHERS

77% 72% 74%

767._ 77% 47%

58% 62% 46%

68% 78% 64%

51% 53% 47%.

62% 46% 36%

48% 40%
p
28%

48% 50% 53%

.
64%* 4 77% 49%

53%. 63% 41%

51% 54% 47%

POLITItANS BUREAUCRATS

65%; 58%

69% 70%

63% 70%

64% 65%

67% 78%

68% 69%

.57% 54%

e 49% 32%

56% 71%

45% 42%

37% 30%

37% 34%

34% 37%

POLITICIANS
.

RESEARCHkS

55%

67%

57%

61%
38%

59%

-45%

62%

41%
;L.

58%

41%
46%.

397
'

BUREAUCRATS RESEARCHERS

A,
17.7.

8%,

4%

3% ;)

.
field visits 50% '49%. "

charts/slides
A

, 36%

videotapes

.31%
19% rs%

TV 14% 11%

.,- TOTAL GROQP: ALL FILES

1

Itt

1

. ,



ID.
T--;162

California 91%

0 PREFERENCES BY STATE

BANKED

QRAL
4

T=53

VA/MD 93%

T=51

Interstate 96%

TeleptIone

Informal spic if

brief ings

fornal 'spec .

informal gen
for gen

conf. . other

mtg
lectures
testimony

' Lecgure gen

6

T=162

California 90%

.607,

78%
74%

-73%

62%

= 61%

.55%

55%

55%

54%

41%

Research rpts 777.

memo 75%

stat comp .72%

pers notes/files 71%

draft does 70%

Ed newsLEull 63%

letter out 61%

office dept/files 61%
ptof journal 57%

libraries 49%

boOks 42%

abst/index 39%

summaries * 39%

4.

Telephones 82%

briefings' =78%

inf spec if is 70%

form spec if is 69%

inf . general 62%

form general 61%
57%other. mtg .,

test imon!.7 57% *
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WHAT DO INFORMATION PRODUCERS DO TO DISSEMINATE THEIR PRODUCTS?.

SECTION I: DISSEMINATION FROM AN ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE--AN INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper is a natural question to ask in light of the in-

creased attention,dissemination has received from government and'scholars.

The simple answer to the question is that most producers transmit most of

their information most Of the" time in some written form. But simple answers

typically give rise t moreore questions. Why the strong emphasis on written

dissemination> Why aren't oral or visual methods used more frequently? ;ow

many different types of written and other dissemination techniques are used

by producersr-lor are some specific techniques pieLerzed over others? What

impact dnNihe different techniques have, and under what conditions? But here

we are getting ahead of the story, a story that raises more questions than it

answers,.

Practically all of the public policy disseminftion and utilization

.literature has apprjached the topic from the perspecti!ve,of potentfa). users

of informaxidn. The main theme in much of this work has been theeimplicit/

belief thadr policy research ought to benefit society, public policy or policy-

makers, and thus the degree to which these'clients Were
*
benefited is the main

, h 4
measure of the effectiveness of disseminatiAon efforts.

Researchers hay.e paid agreat deal less attention to looking at dis-

semination from the point of view of information produclitg organizations.

. ,

glementary organisational theory suggest that what an organization does is

shaped as much' by internal dynamics and goals as it, is by client or environ-'

. mental demands: FroM thit perspective, the effectiveness of dissemination

is a, function largely of what an organization aims tctio and hollg it goes about

.doing ft.
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matically described what 4nformation producers want to do with the info

In our search through the literature, we found very little that syste-

they generate or what specific techniques they,use to dissem* I te that in-

tiou

formation. A first step to take before suggesting what organizations cado

to improve their dissemination capabilities and effectiveness is to find out

what they are presently doing and why. This,paper is a preliminary effort im

that direction.

With these general ideas in mind, we surveyed a number of informatiOn

producing organiiations to find out what were their dissemination goals, what

they thought constituted,ari effective dissemination program,and to identify

the specific dissemination techniques they used. We were especia_ ,interested

. in techniques that,producers thought were usually successful or innovative,

W.e fold th.at "effective dissemination"..means different things in di.fferent

organizations. For most organizations, effectiveness'i tied.to.an ability

to make an audience aware tHat information exists, or to make sure tit the'%
4

rt

audience understands what. the information means. Other organizations be4rieved

that effective dissemination' occurs when someone acts on the basis of the in-

. formation, or when ptiblic policy is actually affected by,the information: The

primary implication of this finding is that most. producers are sufficiently

sophisticated (or perhaps cynical) not to expect_that their information

result in specific action Or changes In public'policy". These limited expec
4

tations no doubt are an important reason why policyltesearcb is not more directly,

r'el'evant to policy making.'

# 4.

Our survey respondents identified a number of well-known and documentedM
c,

faCtors that, act as, barriers to "rective'dissemination," no matter hoc., that

phrase is operatioualized. .4

Sometimes the way information'is presented is itself a barrier. Reports,

45,
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for example, frequently are full of jargon, unclear, of poor quality, or

are simply too long and detailed to be read or understood by policy officials.

,Since researchers are not policymakers, the two are oftet separated from

1--

8the concerns of each other. As one res ondent characteriz the separation,

"Researchers are interested in problem and policymakers are interested in

solutions . . . ." The differences between these two worlds make it difficult
a

for information producers to know who is the appropriate audience for their

products, and in what format and when the information shOuld be transmitted.

Research' units, such as,legislative analysis and planning organizations,

tied relat4 e1y-closely to poliCymakers tend to have a better understanding

of how the context of policy affects audience, format, and ttming,consideration.

rut proxirity itill does not guarantee impacthon policylsince information is

only one ingredient in the public' pOlicymakitig process. Political, budget,

time and other constraints restrict a policy actor's. freedbm and willingness
c

to act on the basis of informatiOn provided by producers., Our survey re-

vealed little explicit recognition by producers that the costs policymakers

incur in getting and using information may also be a dissemination barrier.

'Dissemination management, the procees that links information to the

audience that could use it, can be a barrier to,dissemination, particularly

when that link is weak or Kissing. An organization that aims ,for effective

dissemination has to be willing tb plan and be able to pay for it.

. Based on what our respondents told us, an effective dissemination program

consist§ of at= least five major elements: A
L.

1. Audience knowledge - understanding who are-the potential users of

the information.

2. Communication knowledge - understanding the appr ways ko

co

1

1111 nicate 141.th particular audiences.



3. Timing. -'kriowing when best to communicate.

4. An intelligible message- having a clear and understandable message

to transmit.

'5. Dissemination management - a program ofplanning for and monitoring

a
dissemination, with the appropriate supporting resources.

The more important dissemination is to an information producer, and the more

ambitious the dissemination goals, the grater the attention and resources

the producer needs to devote to these `five elements.

In the organizations we surveyed, dissemination was primarily a written

activity. Writteh dissemination techniques included:

- Books'

- Journals

- Other Scholarly Publications,

7Repofts
- Memorandum

-Abstracts
- Newsletters

- Feedback Sheets A

-PerSonal letter
-InformationiTransaction Banks
- Press Release
-News Clippings
-Loose Deck AdVerti.V..ng

-The oRecommendation announcement

- Guidebooks

-Table of Content?. Journals
-Issue Papers .

- Summaries

-Synoptics
earch Reports

-New t quiz
- Maili g Lists

-Computer Data Banks
-Newspaper and Magazine Articles
- Letter to the.Editor .

=The Envelope Announcement,
Delphi

4 i I

Dissemination as a "human" activity - involving direct persoh-to-person

interaction.- was the:sedond major category. Human dissemination techniques

included:

- Lobbying

- Briefings

- Networks

-Issue seminars
-Workshops and Training Seminars

-Speaker's,Bureau

, -Media Liaison
-Advisdry Board Participation

- Testimony

- 'Consulting /Advising

-Teaching
-Policy Conferences
-Orientation Seminars
- Press Conferences
- Conference Participation

.

,
. y .

'
Audio-visual And other electonic techniques Made up the third general,

. 4 1 y /v-

category of disseminatiqn.ectivities. These methods included:-
-r-

Qi

° 4y,



- Telephone ,

- Toll-Free Telephone
-Amplified Telephone
%--References and Referral Services

-Voice Mail
- Video Tapes

- TV and Radio EditOrial Responses

- Slides

-Conference Displays
-Other Graphic Devices

-Follow-up Phone Call
-Conference Call
-Picture Phone
- The Information Contact'

:Cassette Tapes
-Public SerVice Announcements
-TelevisiOn Visuals
-FliP.Charts
=Computer Graphics
- Public Affairs Shows

-Television Film and. Documentaries -Cbuiputers and Computer Networks

Most organizations use multiple techniques when they are disgemipting

a single information product. For example, an organization might use an

oral briefing, complete with overhead slides an'd flip chart graphics;, to

present a final written report to a funding agency. In this report, however, 46

we have,. treated such dissemination technilques separately.

The respondents in our study did not identify a great many techniques
t.
%t hat presently are being used which could be called innovative opr especially

Icredtive. Alnumber of respondents had some interesting ideas about what

could .be-done*hey are described in the report); but for the most part,

creativity in the dissemination of public policy information appears to be
.

rater. We did At, directly inyebtigate the reasons for this; however

r 4

ability to,esoape frot'habitual Dissemination- routines, ,lack of discontent

s_

with existing.'routinesp- 1,W
T.

c of support or time for experiments, and

Alt

a general laCkof,concern for disseminatisf are among tl)e factors that con -
. (

tribute the dearth of creativity. I

The remainder of this report is'divided Into five Jections. Section IX

presents some more information about how we'condlitted this study, Section III
4 ia

describes the factors, that faCilitate and inhiblt.sffective.di'ssetination.

Section IV is a catalog of disseminailomtechniquts. For each_generwrdis-

t

semination-methodL(w0ritfen, human; and udio-visual-eleitronic) we first

discuss when.it is sppropriate to ,use the techniques, the major advantages
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:1410 and disadvantages, and the likely impact on the four dissepination goals

(awareness, understanding, action, mpact). Then we list and briefly

desribe each technique. Section,V summarizes bur main findings Ad con -
,

ti

cldsions. Section VI is a checklist for information disseminators.

i SECTION II: SOME INFORMATION ABOUT THE SURVEY

In the summer of 1980 we mailed questionnaires fo 320 organisations that

prdduce or disseminate information. We selected organizations that were

4

itairlved1;rimarilS7 with public policy-related research, from basic thfough."

apQ1i d. The survey included organizations, from government,' university,

profit and non-profit. sectors. We asked t e respondents to tell us about the

goals of their dissemination activities, their views about What facilitated

apd hampered an effective program, and their opinions about which organi-

zations were doing outstanding dissemination work.
(1) Roughly one-third of

those who returned,quetiodnairs were later contacted by telephOne to get

more information about their answer's. .

. .

TABLE I

ORGANIZAPON'S THAT RECEIVED
AND RETURNED THE QUESTIONNAIRE

(1, -Sent i. Returned,
,

Government 42

University 64 22

Non-Profits '96' 17

For Profit

Total

29 , 7

320 88

Table I describes whO received and who returned th survey. Almost

half of the returns were from government (e.g., state add federal legislative

I DJ
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analysts, planning units)fOland 'one- quarter were from university ,based policy
,

and other research units. The sample was not randomly *awn and the return

rate was very low. The responses. are nevertheless useful. A major aim

of the survey was to tap the collective dissemination experiences of in-
*

formation producers to get a sense of the range and types of techniques

used to transmit information to policymakers, to their staffs, or to.others

who.infltence the course of public policy. The eighty-eight responses

probably represent those who are especially interested in dissemination,

and that was sufficient for our exploratory purpose.

bb

SECTION III: AN EFFECTIVE DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

In this section describe what the respondents told us about the

goals .of their dissemination programs, about the key barriers to achieVing

those goals, and about the elements that contribute to an effective dislp a.

semi tion program.

their

Dissemination Goals

We asked the organizations in our survey what the major goals were of

dissemination activities. 41o,sterganizations_want an "audience" (the

people, who receive their product) to be aware that certain information

exists\and to understand what that information means (see Table 2). Aware-

ness indicates that one perceives or knows about information that was not

evident before. Understanding means that one knows the significance of the

information. Awareness denotes perception, understanding implies meaning.

ti

4 .4
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TABLE 2

MOST ORGANIZATIONS WANT THEIR AUDIENCO BE AWARE
. e

THAT INFORMATION EXISTS AND TO UNDERSTAND THAT INFORMATION
1

Dissemination Goal

Awareness

Understanding,
.,

4.,

% Responding*

66

60

'5
Action 30°

Policy Impact y 23

40.
'-No Goals

.9

Other

*Multiple responies,permitied'

e

4

. ; ,c)
.

A producer'who Fishes an audiance,.to beeware of the-information is. e,

. . b ,

fated with the task of injecting the inforMatiod into Elle audienc Jielod
. .

.

of perception. When undeiStandingqs the aim, the producer additionally
. ..

, . S; _ ..

must present the so that the .audiencejs able, to -recognize its`information

t .

-significance to something that the audience cares about. Awareness is usually

easier (but not necessarileasy).to stimulate than landerstanding.

Thirty percent of our respondents, also°want an audience to act onthe---.--

basis of the information they provide. They want the audience to 8o more

than appreciate significance; they want appreciation to become manifegt as

'behavior: e.g. discussing the information' with otheis, initiating additional

information.request, proposing new legislation; or'otherwise intervening in

tie policy process. 'A producer withthis
,

disemination goal has to present
I

1

the,message so that.it triggers one or more of,the facitors that motivate an
1

1
. 1

audience to take action. :

41.

A little more thsp_2acifliformil.zalions aim for specific action.

111 ,
They want.public policy to be affected in a particular way as a result of the

19 i4)



in, ormation they provide. Since public,polic is formulated and carried tout

c

. by numerous actors, the information roducei with this

nust present, the message to a variety of audiences and

tap specific motivation factors of each actor.

_

In general, the more directly involved with public

zation is (primarily special interest lobby groups)

want its dissemihation program to trigger action or

The more removed from policy (like universities and,

will be satisfiedsl,diSseminatethe more likely

standing.

dissemination goal

in ways that will

policy an organi-

the more likely it will

to affect public policy.

some planning agencies),

for awareness and under-

Interestingly, a sizable number of legislative analysis units--organi-

zations quite cl6se to the policy firing linereported that they were uh-

interested in directly influencing public policy ("Thaf's the legislator's

4
job," said one respondent). As we mentioned in the introduction, the majority

of respondents do mot intend, and thus do not expect, that their information

-11

rf this outcome is not thewill affect public pblicy or policy actors.

result of our sampling (which we thin not, for reasons given in Section II),

.

then these.limited expectations may be one reason why research plays such a

.:"!

',relatively small role in policymakin.g. On the,,other hand, it may simply

k/1
reflect a re alistic appraisal of what research can contribute to policy-

.

making or a strong commitment to a service-oriented organizational mission.

The information producer is not the only element in thg dissemination
a

process. The message itself, the means used to communicate, the intended

audience and its characterise Cs, and the overall environmentaN.c 4tixt of

%'"
the communications process aff t the impact of dissemination.' The producer

cannot control all of these elements, but he an identify what interferes with

:effective dissemination".(however that phrase is operationalized) and Mlich

-1

4-

-4
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of the research are missing, unclear or wrong, and when the quality of the

research is poor.

.
The policy researcher arid the policymaker often do not live in the Same

(4)
worldo 'As one respondent phrased it, 41Researchers are interested in

problems, and poli akers are interested in solutions and possible solutions'"

The-gap between4these two worlds interfres with dissemination Almost a

third of the respondents indicated that researchers are a major dissemination

barrier when they are overly concerned with the values of their'own discipline,

when they do not share the:same substantive, concerns as policy makers, and

when they are largely unconcerned with what happens to the information they

produce (see Table 4).

Table 4

RESEARCHERS TENT) NOT TO HAVE IRE
SAME CONCERNS AS POLICYMAKERS

How Researchers Are a Barrier

0

.,

Uninformed about p licy issues

Concerned with professional discipline
I

No concern for dissemination
r

Uncommitted to policy relevanc'e of work

Uninformed About policy process

Number Responding*

27

27

21

18

Unrealistis conclusions/recommendations 16
a

Conservative conclusions-4.recommvdatidns, 13

Coficlusionsirecommendatilans too innovative 10,

OA

Ot

*Mult ple responges permitted

. I

Some.researchers'are simply. Uninterested in- the public, policy relevance'of

their work; they toil bar different puposes. -Often recommendations they

4
1.0 'J
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come up with-are incompatible with whatl!the policy sector can or wants to

accept.

The policy erocess can be a barrier. Public policy emerges hesitantly

or aggressively from.a sometimes routine, sometimes unexpected procAs of

conviction, hunch, conflict, compromise, and fataue. Information producers,

who are baffled by the policy process may not knoW when or to whom to dis-

seminaue (see Tabre-16). Information is only one element in the calculus that

generates policy. Tradition, precedent, law,and political factors can and

often do outweigh the importance of research, Thus it is not always, evident

1to thj producers hot, information contributes to policymaking, either in the
t

short or the long term.

TABLE 5

DYSSEMINATORS DO NOT ALWAYS KNOW WHO SHOULD
RECEIVE THEIR INFORMATION, ANt, INFORMATION MAY NOT BE

' AS PAPORTANT AS OTHER ELEMENTS IN THE POLICY PROCESS

How Public Policy Process \is a Barrier Number Responding*

Don't know who key policy actors are 31

Information outweighed by other concerns 31

Don't. know best time to disseminate 25

Don't know immediate information needs 25

Don't know long range information needs 23

'Don't know how information contributes to policy 23

Don't understand policy process 20

Other 4

*Multiple responses permitted

The character of particular policy issues, such as schoolfinance or

special educaeion, may also make dissemination difficult. According to a

majority of the respondents, political. feasibility (what "can" be done) and
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value 'preference (what "ought" to be done) clearly can be more signficant

determinants*ofe,policy decision than research(see Table 6)`. As one policy

'researcher told us,' "It's hard to come right out and talk about the political

4'implications of information, so ourstuff tends to be fodder for a rational

deliberation that simply doesn't exist.'

Additionally; some policy issues may pe too.complex or difficult to

explain to nonspecialists and, "People are not going to take 4 lot of effort-
,

to make sense out of something difficult; they'll rely on their feelings

instead of the data;" we were told. Occasionally thermay be too.much

information available about an issue, or the issue is tindersfood quite ell

by_just ab-put everyone involved. In those cases'it is'difficult for new

information tobe "heard." A few of the respondents also mentioned that for

fsome
policy areas ("most,': according to one person) there is more unknown

than is known, and that "We don't even know what questions to'asic to get

infOrmation Wd ought to have."

TABLE' 6,

FOR SOME POLICY.ISSUES, POLITICAL FEASTBItITY -AND
VALUE PREFERENCES OUTWEIGH THE IMPOIZTANCE.'

OF RESEARCH INFORMATION

'How wa Policy Issue I \a Barrier

- Politics outweighs research

outweigh research

Igsues are too complex

,TO much information available

Issues tioo welldefined

Other
e

)MulEiple reslonses permitted

1(V

Number responding*

47.

36

A

27

15

13

3



More than half of the respondents believed that Aolicymakers are constrained

from acting_on the basis of information they receive. They may be unable to

act (because of political, institutional, cost or other reasons),.unwIlling

to act (due to personal predispositions or doubts about the reliability or

value of the information); or they may be uninterested in acting.(because the

4
information does not, support what they are already doing). (See Table 7.)

One person teld us that policy makers and their advisors "don't know hOw to

use the information they get, or they want too much inforamtion in too shoit
,--

time." Other people said that policymakers "have a limited time to find our

ne* information. They have too little-time to pay attention to researcn;"

"there are too many issues, too much irormation, and no enough time for

policymakers to use it all;" and "Policymakers would rather have verbal infor-

mation than written information."

TABLE 7

SOME POLICYMAKERS ARE UNABLE TO ACT ON
THE INFORMATION THEY RECEIVE:

OTHERS ONLY WANT SUPPORT FOg THEIR EXISTING POSITIONS

How Policymakers are a Barrier

Unable to act

Only want support existing position ;
.

Unwilling to accept information

Can't6understand information
f

'Unclear how policymakers ge t or use information

. Other

Number responding.*

46

32

24

14

,..

. *Multiple responses permitted ,

. 4,
)

.

1
q f , . .

The information disseminator's job-whether'a full or part time occupation,

/
whether performed by an individual or an organization--ideallY"is to Abe the

(

link between those who produce and those who use infornatlon.,
5),

Sometimes

1
ir
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that link is missing or ineffective. "We don't have any clear objectives for,.

dissemination," wer were told by one organization, "people get their work done

and dissemination is up to them." A university researcher said; "there are no

facility rewards given out for effective dissemination." The Public Information

Officer ofa nationally known consulting firm wrote, We I re not going to'gain

contracts from policymaking agencies'Because of our ability to disseminate

information."
4

Even when there is a formal link, dissemination management may be Lnadequate,

or the resources allocated to dissemination may be insufficrent to do the job

well. "There's no time or money for dissemination here," We were told by one

correspondent. Other corimInts included, "We can't do any follow-up to see if

(the,inforTation) had any effect (On the audience)." "We don'ehave the

resources to target audiences like we should." "We don't'have enough money

for production, postage or promotion." "Inadequate staff. Insufficienp interest."

But the response, cited most often in this category was the failure of anyone

.

. )

to translate informatiov into a form that could be used by pollicymakers (see

Table 8). Ideally, that 's a central task of'an information disseminator.

TABLE 8

SOMETIMES THERE IS A FAILURE TO TRANSLATE RESEARCH
AND OTHER INF(RMATION INTO A POLICY - RELEVANT FORM

How a Producer-User Link Is a Barrier Numt Responding*

Failure eo, translate,reseatch 38

Insuffient dis nation resources 32

No effective 1- 2

Inadequate dissemination manageMent

No concern for dissemination

Other

*Multiple responses permitted

17

15

7
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Respondents mentioned several'other barriers that inhibited effective

I C
dissemination, They were particularly notable: "We need a greatet,recog-

,

mition of the role that information Or in policy before we can expect

dissemination to get better." "We need professional disseiinators. The jgb

won't be done well 6ntil it is treated as something more than an afterthought."

"Dissemina4on will never be effective'on purpose. Nobody (except people who

do research on it) gets any benefit from dissemination . . Researchers . .

,get other bennies. Policymakers get all tie information they want whenever

they,need it . . Dissemination is its own barrier."
(5a)

Some Conclusions About Dissemination Barriers

Sevbral major conclusions about dissemination emerge from,this portion

of the study:

' 1. The way information is presented affects who wi1Z be aware of it

and who will understand it.
I.

2. Information is- neither the)only nor the most "important determinant
ti

of a policy decision.

3. People who produce infolmation and people whwuse it tend to

inhabit two worlds of different values, Priorities, and language.

If research --frnm basic through applied--is to b6' understood and

used, it has to either start out with that objective or be trans-

lated into a fora that is relevant to policymakers. Neither

academic or disciplinary-oriented researchers nor policymakkg have

much incentive V) do the translation..

Elements of an Effective Dissemination Program
1

Acc riding to the people who responded to our survey; an effective dis-

-

seminatio program consists of five basic elements: knowledge about the

audience, knowledge of the communications process, intelligible information,

01 -
$ e/ 4 UA.
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a

timeliness, 'and dissemination management (see Table 9). The moreimportant

dissemination 4s to an information prpducer, and\the more ambitious the

dissemination goals, the greater the attention and tbsou ( ces the-produter needs
. - (

o.devote to these five elements.
r

%
r

00 .

TABLE 9 .

EFFECTIVE DISSEMINATORS` KNOW THEIR AUDIENCE
UNDERSTAND THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS

AND HAVE A CLEAR MESSAGE TO DISSEMINATE'
11,

Elements of an Effective Dissemination program Number Responding*

Knowledge of audience 42

Understand communication process 35

Have an intelligible message .33

Dissemination management 22

I

Timeliness 13

Other 4

'the people who are to receive the information. The basic quetions the '

producer has to answer are:

*Multiple responses permitted:

Knowing the Audience
0 .

Effective dissemination requires that theyroducer know something about

1. Who are the potential and most appropriate.users of the information?

2. What do they want or need to know that we can tell them?

3. Hota best canf,they :'hear" the.message?

Audiences, whether composed of a few identifiable indivivals or an

unspecific mass of people, differ in their information preferenCes.
(6)

The

More a producer knows about his audiencejhe easier it is to tailor a

_message and use a communication mode that satisfies those preferences.

,
Survey respondents said that` disseminators have to find out what

47'



information is relevant,to.Potential user's. pis can be accomplished by
rr-\

establishingcloserelationship's with users, and by becoming a part of the

users information network. 'InvolvIng users in the planning and production

of information stimulates user interest and encourages a commitment'to use
1

.4
the information produced. Knowing how an

.

atulience.assipilates information,

who the gatekeepers, opiniOn leaders and early adopters are in a policy

arena can aSo be used to p n targeting strategies; the more experience a11
,

producer has in a,policy issue area, the easier it is to obtain this knowledge.

Knowing about Communication

Effective disseminition demands effective communication. Respondents

, identified same specific'elements of the communication process .that affect

dissemination. The produCer ought to have a deserved reputation for quality.

wqrk; he ought to sound authpritative, credible, and knowledgeable about the

iinformation being disseminated. The information has to be perceived as fair,
> 1,4

accurate and nontrivial. It.has 46be easy and inexpensive for the user to

\ obtain. The options for action stove to be immediately,apparent. .It helps

./2

also to presene' andiTcuss opposing arguments or alternative interpretations

of the data.

Producers should use morn than one method to disseminate particular items

of information, using different t niquessas appropriate to disseminate to

particular audiences. Multiple tion chanAels, redundancy, and dupli-

cation help to increase the likelihood that.the'mes.sage will get-thrbugh.

Feedback from the users is critical if the Producer wants. to make certain

( ,

that the mess e was understood.1
Information .

,e4

To disseminate effectively t is first important to have a clear idssa

about what is to be communicated. Once the producer kloWs what is to be

fe

4 :Y )

../
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disseminated (and who is to receivd it), the information has to be tailored to

'specific audignces. This means that the material has to be presented in'the

users language. For policymakers this generally means plain English, clearly

and well ritten or spoken, concise* attractively presented, well - organized,

and perhap above all, easy 'to understand. The, ideas have to be well

thought ou , yet presented at a level of sophistication appropriate to the

-audience/ he information has to be complete, but pot too detailed. It

has-to conta nqlleaningful data, yet it ought to include primarily only the

'main points n eded to understand the topic.

\

AlthOugh ome of the requirements for intelligible information suggested

% ,

by the respond is are paradoxical and conflictiing, knowing iillo the audience
. \ ,1

is and how 'torcocimunicate to them usually untangles"earadoXes and resol/es
s

conflicts. A cen ral point here is that there is no 'tone-best-way" to make ,
0

./

information-intellcgible'to an audience; ,but additionally, there is no way

..

to di:iminate eff ctively without payitig atteTition to intelligibility:
% ....-- .

Timeliness

Knowing when to disseminate for maximum impact is an important 9omponent

to an effeCtive dissemination program, particularly ifaction or affecting

public policy is the producer'i objective. Providing inforMation to users at

//the.right time in their planning, budgeting and decision-making cycles helps

to encqurage audjifnce receptivity and use. The keys ea providing timely

information are knowing the audience and its policy context, and Ocorporating

0 0
tihat Knowledge into the produNr's research plans.

DissLhation Ntanagement
, a

DiesemItion management refers to the link between information producers
. .

and information users. When the link is weak o'miiring, the organization has ., 1

r- . ,: -, ilk,

l

,,,

little influence over spat happens,to the 1,nformation once it's prOduced.
.

C --"

I
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Effective dissemination requires planningkand resources. Organizations have

.

to plan for dissemination by finding out about audiences: who they are,

what information they want and need, when they have. to hive Lt, and how they

;w- ant-orfcan receive'it. This information is not especially e9sy to come by

.

or to maintain. 4) be' done well,this.tyft of,planning requires resources.
1

. 1'.
.

_If an-organization wants dissemination to be something other 'than a'pro
.i,

forma exercise it must be willing to pay for it. Effective dissemination

requires money to hire writers, editors, administrators, publicists and

oth>4ttff; to purchase space and equipment; to monitor and evaluate

operation to refine traditional dissemination techniques;106 expeiiment

with new, possibly more effective techniques; and to reduce the costs to
4.,

policymakers of getting and using information.

SECTION IV: TO4ORMATION DISSEMINATION TECHNiQUES.

We will 'now describe the specific techniques used by the organizations

in ourEur-.:c7to disseminate inforMation., Oilr,primary intention here is to

make the reader aware of the techniques in use. MOst are quite well known

and require little discussion. References t o this paper will guide the

reader, to more tietailed information.

We asked.the organizations surveyed to describe any of their dissemination

4

activities tletthey thought were creative, successful or innovative. Table

10 shows the range of responses c received. Sixty-nine of the respondent

4

%-_-4cmentioned at leaat one forth of'wr ten 'dissemination technique; thirty-six

. ,mentioned what, we are calling "humandAssemination" (i.e., fdrms of face-to-

face interaction); and twelve Cited some type of audio, visual'or other

electronic technique;

/



TABLE 10

OST,'ORGANI2ATI0NS USE WRITTEN
--DISSEMINATION TECHNIQUES

Types of Dissemination-Techniques .

7,

Written

4
Human

Audio-Visual-Electronic

Ot

Number who Mentioned.at
Least One Technique

69'

36

12

A number of the people/ we talked with said there was nothing especially

innovative about the dissemination techniques they were using, but they did

get the job done. A,st te legislative research director, discpssing why

his office was not innovative, said, "I'm too busy just trying to keep

on top of what 1&'m responsible for now. I don't have time or the support

to do any of those 4so.teric things people talk about." This theme, little

time and support, surfaced several times as a major reason for the lack of

more creative techniques for disseminatift information to policymakers.

One other comment: the use of human dissemination is probably greater -

than is reported in thisjurvey. When w% spoke with the organizations, it

whs apparent that many did not nsider such "human" techniques as a re-

searcher discussing the findings'of her latest project with a friend in a3.

state office as dissemination. "We.do a lot of that, I'm sure," said one

university respondent, "but that's not a formal part of our ,.(dissemination)

program."

Writing. for Dissemination

Written disseminbtion is the easiest, most reliable and over time the

cheapest method of transmitting information to an alAience. The basic require-

ments of this technique are information, paper, a riter, a typewriter, a

Xerox machine and the post office. Written, insemination does not require

() ri
Li 0

r 0



the personal involvement Tequired for, say, testifying at a congressional
X

hearing; nor does it require the technical facilities needed for something

. like videotaping.

-'Writing can facilitate impersonalization, so the personality of the

researoher'does not obscure the message. Writing permits a message to be

several placeg at the same time; it allows ideas to be considered carefully,

reviewed, verified, stored and retrieved when necessary. Writing can also

be used as back-up for human and electronic dissemination.

The major disadvantage of written diss'mination is that hardly anyone

reads anymore. More books are sold today than ever before, and there are

new magazines, journals and newsletters appearing almost weekly.. Yet, .

national polls indicate that the average American adult is spending less._

time reading today (about 30 minutes) than in 1950 (50 minutes). There also
4.,

is more to read than anyone 'Can. In one survey of 180 corporate executives,
1 '.*

410

83% complained of a lack of.time to keep uR with necessary reading.
(7)

Policymakers do not escape the paper blizzard.-1, ,State legislative staff

1r* and researchers frequently told us how unusual it was when a legislator

actually read one of the documents prepared for him. A state legislator
,

said, "On my vacation I read four books. That was more reading than I had

4
done all year . . I get all these reports . . . I 4n't read most of'them

. . . I only read what fkhave to." A person from a legislative research

service said, "A committee member will ask us to do a report on waste water,

and we'll be lucky if one or two staff people read it. Unless it's contro-

versial; then .lot-of people will read it, most of them looking for flaws"

In 1979, one university group offered for free distribution the written pro-

ceedings of a conference on health care costs. All but ce of the twenty-

seven requests came from academic institutions, suggeiLng that researchers
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are primary audience for written policy re%earch, or that horizontal dissemi-

nation is more likely to take pl'ce than vertical dissemination.

-:.
- . ,

' A written product is evidence of a completed job. It is not proof that

anyone other, than the author (and perhaps the typist) will be aware that the

information,exists, or will understand what it means.

Some types of written informatpn-*such as budget allocation decisions

or grant formula--can be understood more easily than other types of data.
.40

Our' survey respondents, however, tended to discount the ability of the written

word to motivate people to action or to affect public p6licy.

'would-never make it today," we are told.

'Tom Paine

SurVey respondents mentioned more than two dozen written dissemination

techniques' Not-all Of the methods are used by policy researchers, but %

all of them have some potential value for transmitting policy infortation.

1. Botks .,.

Some'organizatioas disseminate the results
\
of their work in book form.

There are'-at.least three major formats for these books.

A. Single issue books are written typically by no more than one or two

authors about one particul subject,- like school vouchers or national health

insurance. The book presents research findings or advocates specific policy

positions°. -Single issue-books when well done are integrated works of scholar-

ship with each chapter relating directly to the topic.
(8)

b. 1-Theme books Are collections of original articles, conference papers

or other commissioned works. Typically, each article is written by a

different author. Th'articles ate connected, sometimes more clearly than

others, by a, sfngle theme. such as housing, education, etc.
(9)

c. Reprint books are collections of previously published articles. The

articles may or may not have an integrating theme.
(10)

.01-1
(3
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. Guidebooks

r "
Like the Baedecicers of old, guidebooks are designed to h elp the reader

find his. way through a new or an unfamiliar territory. One stake research

'bureau has published local goverment guides intended to help citizen's know

to whoM to go for'which services. 'One management ation annually.

published a guide to new researchlindings to help its members keep up with'

the management literature. Another state office offers legislators a book
4

ILEe'-describing the state's- economic profile, broken down by election districts.

Guidebooks can be used to provide summary information about policy issues

(e.g. legislative histories, new issues, projections about future concerns) .

Or information about policy, process (e.g. implementing a new law at the local

r.
level, influencing the regulatory process)'.

3. Journals

Policy information found in journals is typically of the academic or

research,variety, Journal articles can be used bypolicymakers as a source

of new ideas, or to support or refuteparticular policy positions. The lag

7
between the time an article is written and when it appears in print ma9 be

a year and a half or longer, thus restricting its immediate utility to

policymakers.

4. Table of Contents Journals

In response to the proliferation of information,

'V
nothing more than reprint iiiKe tables of contents from other jOurnals.

Typically, these are organized by discipline. The idea behind these publiL

some journals do

cations is to provide interested readers with a quick way to identify articles

that-might be of interest.
(11)

S. Other Scholarly Publications

Monographs, occasional papers and working papers are three names for
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research or think pieces-that may one day
,

ay become journal articles. They -
.

...

.

are frequently polished drafts (but may also be .finished wbrks) sent to

colleagu for commet o funding agencies, ag evidence of work in progress

.,
or completed, or to names on a mailing list. Because most of these papers

- . .

do not go through any formal review protess, they are more current than most

journal-articles. Soteoi-ganizations regularly send out announcements about

papers that are available. To receive others, ,p6ilidymakers have to be a

memberdirectly or indirectly--of the author's Own dissemination network.

6: Reports

Reports are the primary visible product of contract or legislative

research. Reports vary greatly in scope and quality. Theymi,ght be a one

or two page letter in response to an elected official's request for infor-'

...motion, or a multi- volume treatment of a complex policy issue, As a,tule

of thumb, the longer the reportpkthe fewer the number of people who will

read it.
(12).

The Utility of a report to a policymaker varies primarily as a function
a, it

of:who initiates'the research and for what reasons. Unlike applied or

action research (e.g. evaluation or investigativgkstudies), basic research

carried out by scholars in universities or think-tanks is rarely intended-to

have any immediate policy impact.

5ome,universities,.interested in improving the link between faculty

A -

research and legislative needs, have programs for funding policy-related

)/
research which requires the investigator to attend directly to the potential

pOlicy use of his work.(13)'

7. Issue Papers

yr2

Issue papers are one subspecies of report. Issue papers in the policy

arena include most current information available Obqut a single policy
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isslie,/such as taxation or school finance. They are intended primarily ts

brie.fing documents to provide a context for policy deliberation. They are

most often prepared by government staff or contract researchers. When done

well, they can be the best way for a policymaker to obtain a quick written

overview of an issue. Some national conferences also proviA issue papers"

for participants.
(14)

B. Memorandum

A memo is another variety of the report. Because a memo need only be

typed and distributed, it is one of'the quickest written ways to apprise a

policymaker of new ideas, research findings, etc. Memos are most frequently

used for interoffice or agency communications. --

9. Summary

, A summaryis intended to provide the reader with a quick overvi0 of the

information contained in the complete document. Readers use summaries to

decide whether to read the entire work, but more often to avoid having to

read the full report.

At itsits bes,t, a SAImary'is a complete micro version of its paTent document,

roughly 5 to 10% of the full text. At its worst, a summary is a few sentences

describing in general terms. the topic of the, report. A comprehensive sumvary

facilitates understanding; a briefer version does little more than make the A

,reader aware the document exists.

At least one state government research, bureauhas stopped its general

distribution of complete reports to policymakers. Instead, they have the

author of each report write a one page descriptive. and explanatory summary

4
that is distributed to interested parties. Requests for the complete report

are handled through a dist lb ution office which also disseminates

reports from other,state agencies.
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10. °Abstract

An abstra t is a skeletalaummary. Rarely more'than two or thre pare-

graphs, an abst act aims to distill a document into its most%essential

features, typically a few sentences about purp e and a few additional

sentences about findings. It is distinguishable' rom a summary by its
- .

brevity, althpugh the two tei-ms are used intertha geably in same settings.

There are several outstanding examples.=of howan abstract can be written to

(15)
trigger interest or convyy understanding.

11. Synoptics
4

A synoptic is a more utilitarian type of summary. As one person

described it, a synoptic is:

. . a co9cite presentation of key ideas and results
d'f a longer paper or 'report, in an easily grasped and
directly usable form. . . This requirement for direct
usability sets a synoptic apart, from an abstract

0 (16)
or the traditional conclusions section of a paper.

The synoptic might include a concept, table, foloula or a technique that

the' .readelcan use without having to go to the complete work. While the

,usual summary provides an overview, a synoptic provides an in-depth treat-

.ment of the meat of the document. Synoptics may be 20 to 40 percent the

length of the full work. Summaries and absttacts can be written by an

editor, but synoptics generally have to be written 1.3y. the'original author

to ensure that the ideas to be used are accurately presented.'.

11. Newsletter

Newsletters are the,fastesC.growing form of publication in the United

States, In 1979 there were more than 5500 Awsletters, four times more than

were around in 1969.
(17) The function of most newsletters is to provide

specialized, up-to-date information. in an easy-to-read format.' Good news-

letters (and not every publication, calling itself a newsletter is one),
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r I
are short, filled.with heidings, underlinings, bold type and other.visual

devic0 es; and are meant. to be read at 6ne sitting. As, the name implies,' they

are written as letters and are filled with news. There are several examples

of well-written,user-oriented newsletters, some of which actually are read

(18)
and cited by policymakersl There is usually a subscription charge for

f
newsletters.

r-'

12. Research Reports
4,-

These document (also called research bulletins, research up-dates or

other similar terms) re used primarily by university, think tanks .and other
4

research organization to proNiide summaries, abstracts .pr syrioptics of recent

studies. These.reports range from a one or two page flyer announcing a new

!publication, through a pmpilatiOn of abstracts,,.to a multi-page, detailed

'description of completed research work.
(15I

Some of these dgcueents are advertisements meant to sell products; some

are designed to build an organization's reputation; other research, reports

are intended specifically to dissetnate information to a wide.or-specialized.

audience., At least one consulting firm employs an artist to illustrate:its

reports.
(20) 'he information in research reports is generally. current

as that in newsletters. Research reports are usually sent free of char to

people on an organization's mailing list.

13. Feedback Sheets

A feedback sheet may be included with a newsletter, researc or other

report,: Its purpose is to provide the producer with information about the

\

reader and his reactions to the document. The information solicited ranges

from requests for comments about Zhe.Material to requests for more detailed

!data about the user's information preferences. Feedback sheets can be used

to revise an organization's publications, to expand or to better serve its



target population.
4

14. The Newsletter Quiz

0

One newsletter, The Harvard Me ical School Health Letter, occasionally

includes a one-page quiz (true-false) "designed primarily to lead you back

to material in the HMS Health Letter that you might have missed or forgot-

u20a
ten. This idea might also be used in research repor Questions whose

/

answers relate to key ideas or findings could be written for each report.

swers to the quiz ought to be included with the report,on the back of the

quiz, for example. This approach could be used to underscore th'e important

points of the articles, anduto increase the likelihood that the main message,

gets across, even if the qgiz is the only part of the document that is read.
.

15. Personal,tetter

7

Some researchers use perral correspondence to communicate informally

with colleagues and friends.- Following the 'tradition of the 19th century

scientific community, researchers report their latest findings or ideas to

a relatively small network of people who have an interest in an issue or,

in the case of policy research, whoare in a_position to act upon the ideas.

One nationally-known university researcher who is an active proponent of

"free-market" solutions to policy problems routinely sends copies cLf his
D

latest publications to key policymakers. *He sends a cover letter with the

ipublications describing briefly the main idea of the article. He addres

the recipient of the letter447irst name, and he signs the letter with his

own first name.

16. Mailing Lists

Most organizations with a publications program maintain, or purchase,

mailing lists. In its most rudimentary form, a mailing list is an indis-

criminate collection of names and addresses o' people who are to receive

01
NA_



publications. In a more refined form', the individuals on the mailing

1.
'list are profiled by'l set of characteristics that can be used to target

. .

particular information where it might,)ave the mogflimpact.

17. Information Transaction Bank _.

The information transaction bank was originally developed to help

professional societies process information about their constituents. It

is'a highly refined mailing list. The "bank" consists of an information

record for each person who participates.

Each person's record contains a number of itigims
of information- concerning him, such as educational
background, area of specialization, professional .

affiliation, work setting and address. In addition

it records all significant .(information) transactions

between the person and the (information) producer .(21)

.

'
An information bank might'also include such items as studies requested,

'format and mode preferences, telephone transactions with information

producers and so on: This information although costly to get and maintain,

would permit an organization to target information directly where it could

have the biggest impact. Individuals must participate voluntarily in such

a bank because of the society's sensitivity to dossiers and because of the

potential-for misuse. There are several cases in the literature of indi-

viduals and organizations using such information banks to affect the out-

comes of elections and policy deliberations.
(22)

18. Computer Data Banks

On7line data banks, where information is stored, processed and retrieved,

are another growth area in the information industry. There are presently

more than 450 'on-line data banks, with 50 new ones added during the last

.three months of 1979.
(23) The National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

is the primary informatiOn storage and dissemination system for U.S. Govern-

ment sponsored scientific research. Other data bases used by federal

-
A_
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legi.slative and executive branch policymakers include: New York Times

Information Bank, Lockheed's Dialog (which includes the Feder Index, NTIS,

Public Affairs Information system, Social Services Ciration Index, et al.),
0\

the Library of Congress' SCORPIO file, Index to GA0 reports, and others.

Some policy areas, mental health for instance, have a great deal of research
(

data on computer banks. ThereThere are some well documented problems,associated

with using computer data bases, including superfluous or irrelevant information,

.t

ihadequa?e abstracts, overload, and ignorance about how to use the. system.
26)

19. The Press Release

Some organizations routinely issue a press release to announce the

results of a major study. The release is intended to publicize any key

findings, or to stimulate additional interest in the completed work or in the

organization itself. NationaL, local and specialized written publications

are the primary direct audiences for press releases. There are a number of

written guides available about how to prepare a press release and what to do

with it once it's prepared.
(27)

20. Newspaper and Magazine Articles

On occasion an organization will use a study as the basis for'a news-

paper or (less frequently) a magazine article. One research unit in an

eastern urban university maintains a neighborhood news bureau whose purpose

is to identify campus and other research of tential interest to neighbor-

hood groups, and then to translate that information into articles published
114

in local newspapers. National periodicals, such as the Wall Street Journal

and the New York Times, routinely publish study results as news items or

offer "op-ed" space for brief, research-based articles.

In general, articles that are related to an issue of current public

interest have the best chance of being published. Drganizations who use
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articles to disseminate. their work typically employ'a professional writer

for the task. At least one university-based organization uses journalism

graduate students to produce theiro,articles. Some public relations firms

will help organizations get their work into popular print media. There'are

also several specialized periodicals devoted specifically to printing re=

search results in magazine fOrMat.
(28)

21. News Clippings

A clipping service is one device that people use to stay on top of

issues. For a fee, these services provide copies of article's on user-

-selected topics published in national, local or specialized media. A

typicki service charges a flat rate for the first, say 100 articles per
10.

month, with an.extra,charge for a tional articles. The user may specify

the range of'topics and the publications searched.' Because the service is

tailored to a specific client's interests, a research organization could

improve information targeting by channeling its products to these services.

22. Letters to the Editor

Sending a letter to the editor'of a peri9dicil read by policymakers is

another way to dissemigate informatiOn. This "target ot opportunity" style

of dissemination is most likely to work when the letter\comes from a well-
)

Sea

known person and is written it esponse to an editorial position taken by

the periodical or to arecent public event.

Before this device can be used in a Systematic way, someone in the

organization must be aware of both the contents of elevant Vublications

(perhaps through a clipping service, alit-lough most services have a lag time)

and the researclithat is going on in-house. Since letters over 300 words

(100 words is the norm) are rarely published, and sincemost letters are

edited down even further by the periodical, the letter writer must be able
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410r. .

les

a to put the key poidts in tie first paragraph of the correspondence.
(29)

23: Loose Deck Advertising

Market researchers concluded several_ years ago that people enjoy

t

getting mail with more `than osle item .inside each envelope. 'severdl,organi
' .

*h. -

zaEions "have extended this logic and now send post card sized decks oft
publication an.w.pffcements to people on their mailing sts. On the bacloof

each card (uivally two to three dozen.a.rds in :each deck) .there is a

descriptive abstract of the article or b6ok offered. If an-individual wises

to 'order thg item, she fills in her name and address, and drops the postage-

free business reply card into ca mail box. A majorplus for this type of

dissemination is that the cards are easy to read and, as a change of pace,

rather fun to go through. Since no stamp\is required, t may also increase

the chances 'that someone will order a do6ument: Obviously this device would

not be cost efficient for an organization with a small publication prOgram.

24. The Envelope Announcement

,. .

Frequently study annouCementd alle throtcn away without being opened.
\,....

Some organizations use the envelope to try to stimulate intgresm in its

contents.

1 -

* The "hot letter" announcement is a siggestion from one of4 our private

sector respondentst It was designed originally to encourage people to re=

subscribe to a newsletter. The words "A HOT LETTER" are printed in red on

the ouesid envelope. Inside is a folded piece of papa . 4k s ce

begins on the first fold, continues as the reader opens the second an the

third folds, and continues until the paper is cotpletelty opened revealing

44,the punchline of the message, written upside down.

.

Because it differs from most mailing tha icymakerg get from

1.

V

b.

.c-

4.
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information producers, an organization could use this technique to break
4

through the "noise" in the informition cluttered environment surrounding

policymakers to draw attention to paikticular study or research findings.

It can be used (once, anyway) to mark'an organization as different, perhaps

more creative than others. This gimmick obviously has limited uses, and

assumes that policy makers actually see their mail; but the idea behind it

is to break out of the traditional mode of mail communication.

.

There were some other ideas offered that used the envelop announcing

the research information. The II?" letter contains a large,red question mark

on the front of the envelope. The "to be continued" letter.starts a

provacative message adothe envelope in hopes that the reader will be

interested enough to open the letter, wherein he will find several,items

to sift through. The Mail order marketing literature discusses a number of

such devices.
(30)

0

25. The ReCommendltion Announcement

Imagine opening q letter Lo find a one-page article about anew book

-or study.. The article was torn by hand f om a newspaper. Scrawled in ball
.

point pen across the top, obviously written by a bilsy person, are the words:

"Hi. Just thought I'd Let you know about this. It's really worth reading.'

R." Who do you know whope name begins with the letter "R"? Perhaps its is

someone important whose recommendation. you ought to consider. At a minimum,

the A-cipient of sl.p getter is likely to read the newspaper article. For

some information producers, even that much is sufficieli
0

26: DELPHI as ADissemination Technique

'Delphi is a Arecasting technique based on sharing knowledge among

experts.
(31) A research organization that sponsored a delphi could use it

4

t/
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as an opportunity to disseminate current research on an issue ,to a select

audience of key policymakers who would riarticipate.in'the exercise. Partici-

pants could be paid for their time, and the exercise could continue until_it

44
became clear that the policymakers understood the significance of the dis-

seminated material. This costly and time-consuming device ought to be reserved

for important dissemination that cannot take place by some other mpans, al-

though it could also be used as a ,public relations device.

$

.ti

Human Dissemination ea

Human dissemination is any method of transmitting information that

o
involves the direct, face-to-face interaction of two or more people. Because

the people who send and receive the information are in the same physical

location, such as a room, they can experience both the cognitive and thee

affective components of the message. They can hear each other's words; they

can feel the intensity and the color of the emotions behind the words. They

can see nonverbal actions and reactions; they can ask questions, clarify or

debate in real time. Human dissemination is more than speaking; it involves

listening, sensing, feeling and intuiting the substance and the context of

the communication.

Human dissemination techniques are appropriate teuse-lheninliltmation

is immediately required, confidentiL, potentially controversial, easily

misunderstood, when the message is tentative or when Understanding is a must.

The face-to-face eiement permits the kint of interaction, fluidity of.expres-
o

sion, personalization and feedback required to ensure understanding or to

stimulate action.

Human dissemination As also appropriate to use when the speaker does

not have to be precise, when it is sufficient to sketch the outlines of the



message. Written products can be used to provide supporting data. Human

dissemination allows perSonality to influence the dissemination process more
k--

easily and directly than the writte rd. This means that dissemination

can be helped by certain personality traits: warmth, openness, authority or

trust. The risk, however, is that negative traits can, also influence the

way thel message is heard or understood.

Once- information is available, it is generally easier to talk to someone'

about it'than to write (less so the more complex the message); and it's often

4 t-
easier on the audience too. It requires less effort for most audiences to

a,
. -

1 listen to a well organized presentation than to read. Reading demands active 4.-
!

participation - -you cannot get thp message until you pick up the document and

work through the.words. Hearing is more passive and reactive. The audience

can be inattentive, but an effective experienced speaker can note this' and

make onthespot modifications in his.presentalion to bring the audience back.

- Human dissemination can also be timeconsuming, inefficient and ins

effective. It takes time to prepare oral presentation for a ,sophisticated

audience, time that might be better spent writing something for the audience to

read. Traveling around the country giving the same message to different

audiences uses time, money and other resources that might be employed in more
414*..

productive.activities. Speaking can also4be a quite ineffedtive way to trans

mit.a message, particularly if it is complicated. According to some estimates,

we retain between 20 and 40 percent of what we hear, making it difficult to

retrieve, verify or review the information we receive from a speaker.
(32)

Effective human dissemination ideally requirres that the audience and the

o speaker meet each other on a human as opposed to a role or organizational

basis. People, however, do not routinely open theMseIves up to others merely

to facilitate disse mination. The dissemination techniques des cribed in this



.section, then, are most effective when they involve people whose relation-

ships have persisted,over time (to permit the human dimension to emerge in

the communication), when the relationshtps.Albvide the participants with

social-psychological as well as with substantive benefits, and when the

participants have learned what they can and cannot reasonably expect from

each other.'

The capacity for using human dissemination techniques effectively has

tobe .built into an organization and nurtured. Once the basic mechanisms,

relaonships and structures are in place, the techniques can be used to

4 _

alert audiences to new information, to ensure understanding, to motivate

action and- -under some circumstances-:-to affect the direction of public

policy.
(33)

The people we spoke with during our survey were almost unanimous on one

point. In the words of a Washington, D.C. researcher, "If yoU want to make

sure someone truly understands what you have to say, you have to talk to them;

oycer,the phone if necessary, in person if at all possible . . . I don't know

of any...r better way (to disseminate information) . . . than one -to -one."

1,= Lobbying

A

a Lobbying is a 4me-honored and proven method for getting information to

policymakers. Traditionally, legislators and their staffi use byists as

,a primary information source. robbyists become more effectiv: as trust and

their reputations grow.

.A fe.W of the organizations we contacted viewed lobbying as "the'vo-nly

way to make sure (policymakers) at (on the information)." One public

interest research firm described for-us how an individual researcher's.

personal interest 14 returnable soft-drink bottles led, sequentially, to a



costbenefit analysis on the merits of returnable bottles-vs. non returnables,

to writing and introducing legislation, to lobbying for the bill and (when

the bill was narrowly defeated) to devising strategies to get the bill

through the next session.

Executive and legislative branch research units at the state and

federaflevel often are involved in lobbying, some more openly than b'thers.

Some organizations are prohibited from actively lobbying because of legal

or institutional constraints. Other organizations (in our survey, most) are

uninterested in trying to turn the fruits of research into policy action.

There are many consultants and a fairly substantial literature available

to guide organizations that want to increase their capacity for advocacy

dissemination.-
(34)

2, Testimony

Presenting information at a legislative or other public hearing is a

frequently,used dissemination\technique designed to influence the course of,

*puhli4 policy% Although some hearings are intended more for aymboliZ than

substantive purposes, this forum does offer producers the chance to present

a message directly to policymakers.

Giving clear and effective testimony differs from writing effectively,

but there have been numerous hearings where the speaker ignored the dif

ferences. Effective testimony is short, to the point, and involves the con

cerns of the key members of the audience (the ones one wishA to influence).
(35)

3. Briefings

A briefing is ano.ther common way to transmit information. A briefing

is intended to highlight what an audience needs to know to understand re

search or other data. It is sot of an oral synoptic. A briefing may be
N

as informal as In ad hoc report by a member of a study_team to a project *rector

j
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about work ih progress, or as formal as a multi-media presentation to a
A

top level poliaymaker.. Briefings may also be used to develop sUppott for

a particular policy.idea.
(36)

4. Consulting or Advising fi

Individuals who provide exprtise to others may use that relationship as

the vehicle for disseminating new pformation. Consultants and advisors

(such as legisfifive staff, policy analysts or planners) are employed be-
.

cause they have access to information needed by policymakers, or because
4

they know where to get it. They frequently act as the first step in the two-

step information funneling piocess. Several organizations we contacted

described how they routinely provide relevant information to key people on

legislative staff, rather than trying 'to get directly to .the law maker.

When the consultant is the person who generated information, through his

own research for instance, consulting is dissemination.,'

5. Networks

A network is a, persisting set of relationships among people with common

interests. 'Sometimes the members of a network meet frequently with each other

as a network. At other times, a network may not be called a network and its

members may not conscilUsly be aware that they area part of it. Instead,

the members may think of others as friends, colleagues, informal contacts or

pl-ofessional associates. Whether connected formally or informally, a net-
,

work is a device that transcends organizational, disciplinary and geographic

boundaries.

Most, but not alls, networkere14tionships can be m*intained by mail or.,

t

telephone. Howevet.::some personal contact among members appears to be

necessary to get the relationships .started or solidified. The people we spoke

with who talked about network dissemination said they usuallx.first met
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other members at a conference, field visit or in the course of some' additional

work-related activity.

Organizations use networks as a dissemination tec ique primarily by

becoming a part of the network, or secondarily by providing information to

individuals who are members Of the network.

6. Teaching'''.

People who t classes in graduate or professional schools and use

material based on their own research products are practicing oneof the

oldest forms of dissemination. spoke with several researchers who said

that their graduate students were among the'first to receive new information.

'This type of dissemination may be particularly (but not immediately) effective

1

when students who are not already in policy-related jobs go on to these

positions. OrganizatiOns doing policy research which .ere not presently

connected with professional policy schools, might consider creating more

direct information sharing relationships with those4stitutions as a long

term dissemination strategy.
,

7. Issue Seminars

These seminars or conferences are organized around a central policy theme,

such as school finance, drinking water quality;. etc. They are sponsored by

organizations in .the public and the private sectors, and may be non-profit

making' ventures. The primary informational function of these seminars is

to resent and diseliss research on current issues; typically.the sponsors

are not especially concerned with the diNct utility of these seminars to

policymaking. Issue seminars may take place as a part of prpfessional

meetings or may be called specifically to provide information about a topical

issue.

r)
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S. Policy Conferences

Policy conferences are-a relatively new variation of the traditional

conference format. They differ from an issue seminar by aiming to do more

than present information. Policy conferences are designed to generate"'

potential solutions to policy problems. The U.S. Environmental Protedtion

Agency recently completed a conference whose purpose was to come up with

new. drinking water standards. They brought together 80 representatives of

federal, state, local, public and private interests. The participants were

told to develop some goals and regulatory mechanisms. As one of the cony

ference organizers reported:

The idea was . . . to put them all in one Loom at
one time and let them yell at each other and try to
get something constructive out of it, to see if
they could develop any.po'sitlons of consensus.(37)

A policy conference is based on the premise that solutions to policy

problems must emerge from a process of conflict, cooperation and compromise.

There is no set format for a policy conference, but one common design is

first to bring together representatives from.the interest groups in the issue'

area. Next, either several of the participants or a formal speaker present

some preliminary background material on an issue: the participants present

the issue from their different points of view, or the formal speaker summarizes

each group's perspective. Participants are then divided into small groups,

each group containing a mix of the represented interests, and given a relevant

problem-to solve or task to complete, Group findings are then presented to the

entire conference and discussed.

p The preliminary presentations and the small group work appear to be

especially effective ways for information from many differen4 perspectives

to be shared.. One is continually surprised by the failure of groups in a



policy issue area even to be aware of how others see the world, let alone

understand those different perspectives.

We surfaced little evidence that policy conference actually resulted

in the adoption or implementation of new solutions.
(38)

The absence of follow-

up procedures andloithe,difficulty of getting key policymakers to attend the

conference were cited by two conference directors as reasons why the format

is not yet as useful as it might be.

"Policy decisions aren't made, in public," one director told . "Maybe
4

the most we can expect is that (participants) will know more after they leave

because they're exposed to a lot of different ideas." But policy conferences

must do more than that if they are to differ from the traditional conference.

The chief potential of policy conferences is in issue areas characterized
I

by many interest groups. The conference provides a forum for negotiation and
fi

compromise that could serve as the Iyasis for future legislative or administra-
L

tive action.

9. Workshops and Training Sessions

These seminars are.mostoppropriately used when there is a specific body

of information, skills or techniques thAt can be transmitted and assimilated

within a set period of time. The central focus of these sessions is utility.

Participants come to learn something of direct relevance to their jOb responsi-

bilities. These sessions are a form of continuing education{.

For-profit, and to lesser degree non-profit organizations are'parti-

cularly-actikie in this area. Some issues that have been covered in workshops

and training seminars include how to implement a new law, how to apply for

A grant, and how to influence the legislative process.

10. Orientation Seminars

sr

These seminars are designed to provide information to a well-defined

0 r) ,



target audience. They are one variety of the issue seminar. Legislative

t-orientation and media orientation seminars were mentioned by several organi-

zatiod§ we spoke with as techniques they used to disseminate information.

One university provides an annual briefing to interested legislators

and their staff about.emerging issues in their state's policy arenas. (The

seminar is held on a Friday afternoon and a Saturday morning in the autumn.

After the Saturday session, the participants attend a football game, courtesy

of the seminar sponsors. "It helps increase conference attendance," a member

of'the university's research staff told us., Other organizations provide

background briefings to reporters from newspapers and other media' about policy

issues, research findings or social trends.

These orientation sessions help the organization develop. contacts with

people who are influential!in policy circles, encourage shared views con-

cerning what is known and unknown about an issue, and provide participants

a quick way to find out about an issue.,

4 11. Speaker's Bureau

A public speech is another way to disseminate information. A few of the

organizations in our survey maintained lists of people who were.availableo

talk about certain policy tssue's. One private company routinely sends people

to community meetings, university classes and to service organizations. the

speakers are used primarily to give the company's perspective on topical

policy matters.

Sometimes the speaker's bureau is a much more informal activity. Some

researchers in universities, think -'tanks and in government agencies make

speeches as riirmal part of their job. These speeches provide the opportunity

to convey information about their current work and, depending on the audience,

influence poliicy.



12. Press Conference

so,

The press conference is a way to disseminate particularly "newsworthy"

information. These conferences/typically begin with someone reading a pre-
/

pared statement about the results of a study or investigation, or announcing

the start of a new activity. Then reporters have the opportunity to ask

questions.

N
Reporters look for a good piece of film for the television news or an

interesting story for the evening paper. The people who convene the news

conference are lookingAr publicity. Unless one has an especial hot story,

one does not simply announce that there will be a news confere ce and then

wait for reporters to appear. A successful news conference requires planning,

coordination and attention to the needs of the reporters. There are useful

guidebooks to help someone plan for a news conference.
(39)

13. 'Media-liaison

Organizations that have frequent dealings with the me often find it

useful to assign someone as a liaison between the media and the organization.

The liaison job is to know which media people would be most interested in a

piece of information, and_also to answer questions from reporters; the liaison

essentially acts as a bridge. Several of the larger organizations we spoke

with maintain lists of reporters in the major national, ewspaper and teleon

markets with interests ifs specific policy issues, to whom they provide infor-

rer:tion for wider dissemination.

14. Conference Participation

Earlier we described how organizations use conferences as a dissemination

technique. We also found a few organizations that send its members to

attend conferences, among other purposes, to present any relevant information

It might have,Ayout an issue. Most conferences usually,provide time for



audience discussion and questions. These opportunities are used by some

attendees to disseminate_ their own information. FOr instance, the president

of a bottled water company attended a conference about the quality of drinking

water and gave.a ZO minute presentation about the merits ofbottled water,

complete with slides.

15. Advisory Board Participation

Several organizations have built a dissemination component into their

advisory boards. Board members were selected not only because of the

guidance and prestige they can provide an organization, but also because they

were information channels to another arena. One community-oriented organization

had the president of a local television station, the managing editor of the

major local newspaper and the owner of a natioial magazine on its five'person

advisory hoard. They indicated they had no dissemination problems.

The information channel can work the other way ai well. We spoke with

an organization which encouraged its employees to join advisory and other

such boards in the community. Information obtained from board meetings could

be disseminated rapidly back to the emplOyees' organization when necessa ;y.

Within a certain context, this might also be called spying.

t

Audio, Visual and Electronic Dissemination

The phrase "audio, visual and elec-6C;nic" --aVE)disseminatiois used to

mean'any extra-human method of transmitting information . It is extra-human

in the sense that these methods extenda human's communication capability.

Yechnically, written'. dissemination is also ex.tre-human, but theofrequency of,,,
-. 1.0

.its use denfanded the separate discussion providedlatilier.

Audio techniques are addressed to an audience's hearing, visual techniques

to what an audience can see, and electronic techniques refer to a particular

"0
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and increasingly important method of communicating. The bulk of the tech-

niques described in this section depend in some part on electronics.

4
AVEs are appropriate to use whet( the communication situation is suf-

ficiently important to warrant t ingf the time and resources required to

prepare materiAs. AVEs can be used to direct or influence the perception

of audiences, to bridge distance apd time, to facilitate a standardized

presentation, to overcome audience apathy, fo provide dramatic impact, to

reinforce messages, and to provide clarity. AVEs canpe used by speAers

as notes for an oral presentation, and as.,.a. substitute for more expensive

human media (e.g., using an amplified telephone to transmit a well-known, or

high-priced person's speech to a local conference)f

AVEs can at times override and contradict intended messages. A graph

that is too complicated to understand, a table of numbers that is added

incorrectly, a harsh, grating voice on the telephone, or a hot personality

on a cool medium can speak louder and more persu sively than the desired

communication. As is true for any technological device, something can always

go wrong: a bulb burn out, promised equipment undelivered, or devices

employed that are too complicated to use without extensive training.

ill

To be effective, AVE co tent needs to be clearly audible or visible,

immediately intelligible, simple, and deal with something concrete. Most

AVEs are not appropriate vehicles foi transmitting complicated, detailed or

highly abstr t ideas. (Even though one picture may, be worth a thousand words,
.

not everythin that can be communicated-can be pictured.) Additionally, it is

4,
difficult to use AVEs to create trust or rapport with an audience, and AVEs

tend not to encourage'or permit audience feed - back.
.. 6

AVEs are a good way to provide 4... quick awareness of an issue, especially

C)')4



if that issue can be/oresented visually. They tend to be less successful in

providing understanding, provoking action, or in actually influencing public

policy. Here, as elsewhere, electronics-land visuals anti ineffective subAitutes

for human acti

Traditionally, AVEs have been used to supplerrt or,support oral and

written dissemination. There is clear evidence, however, that in the age of

video, computers and microchips, AVEs are starting to take a place as a primary

mode of disteminating information to general audiences. The evidence with

respect to disseminating information to policy audiences is_puerrMore sug-

gestive than conclusive, but the seeds for a transformation are apparent% The

effect on public policy of using AVEs as a substitute for more traditional

techniques'has yet to*be adequately assessed.
(40)

1. Telephone

Tile telephone is a major dissemination tool. It is fast, easy to use

and often cheaper that the price of preparing and mailing a written communi-

cation, A telephone call generally is not considered an appropriate way to
.40

make an initial contact /ith a, potential user of information. Information

transmitted by telephone ig-collored by the sound, rhythms, speech patterns

and pauses of the human voice. If people don't already know each other, t e r

telephone voice can give mislea

. 4 ,

accuracyppf the dissemination information. A phone call is an ideal way to

transmit ihrormation among people who have had prior dealings with e ch other.

lues about the value; purpose or

2. The Follow-Up Telephone Call
A

One legislative servic orgghization in our sdrvey made it standard 41

A
practice to telephone all recipients of their-reports torMake sure they

received the documents, and to solicit questions and comments. They also used

the follow-up call to repeat, ANIPhnderscoring, the main message of thAaport.



3. Toll-Free Telephone Number

0

As few organizations provide a toll-free "800" telephone umber that can

be,used to request information or rep4ts. One government agency wants to

establish a "dial-a-summary" line that would provide the callervith abstracts')

of recently completed word Organizations located in major -Cities may be able

to take advantage of lower cost long distance services offered by MC. e e-
q

communications, SP Communications, International Telephone and Telegra4 or
_ .

11other firms competiN with the Bell. System. .4

4. Conference Call-

' Although still in the experimental stage, theBell 3,sakc offifs a

Picture Phone Meeting Service in seleCted 1 tions. This service permits

the parties to a conversation to see as wel'as hear each othef. Presently,

the sjpvide is used primarily by international and other large corporations.

The service is expensive to use, and callers must all go to a central station

in their local area in order to use the picture phones.
'

7. Reference'and Referral Services

Several largeresearch organizations provide a free-of-charge, on-

'demand reference service to provide,clients with information within the

organization's research scope. Information may be provided to users in the

vr

410

3

form of'computer generated bibliogi-aphic abstracts, specially prepared reports,
, $

.

,.

or oral briefings (either over ,the telephone or in
.

person). Requests for

information Can be triggered by a telephone c41 or letter.
-

8. The Information Contact

We found two state government organizations thatassign s cific

1

individuals to be the central informatiqn contact for loc governments in
..

their sta When someone at the city or county level hats a question'about
.

% ....,

% . .

-..
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a state program, he or she can call one person in the state capital. who will

either. =vide the information or find out who has it. The contact is a bridge

betwe organizations with information.and potential users.

9. / Voice Mail

Voice mail is another technique used predominantly by private sector firm4 c:

Although there are several variations of this system, the simplest is for an
V

individual to have two telephone lines, one of which is attached to a telephone

answering device. The telephone number for the answering device is listed

separately from the other telephone. Someone who wishes to send a memo,

letter or other relatively short document telephones the message to the

answering device. The person to whom the message'is sent listens at his or

her own convenience.

10. Cassette Tapes'

Cassett tapes have long been used for training purposes. We found one

organization that used tapes to disseminate evaluation reports to legis-

lators and legislative staff.. The man respOnsible for this project recognized 41P

that top-level policymakers rarely read reports. So he had synoptic summaries

of five evaluation repofts taped professionally b a:public broadcasting

station., He then'provided key policymakers with tape ortable tape

recorders. He reported that the policymakers listened e reports while

they exercised or'arovp fo work. During legislative hearings, the policy-

takers who received the tape were able to ask "sharper and more informed

questions" about the evaluation projects than would normally have been expected.

itThey obviously had listened to the tapes," the project director told us. One

sidenote: the people whb objected the most tA.,using the tapes were the

analysts in the office.who prepared theeevaluations/./..The staff resisted

8
ate.
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having to prepare the broadcast scripts; they preferred to stay with written

reports.

__11: Video Tapes

The use of video taping has increased over the few years in bdsiness,

educational And other organizations., Primarily they have been used foi

training, rehearsing presentations, and for standardizing sales presentations.

They could also be used to disseminate briefings or other reports.
(41)

Although video tape equipment is available for less than $2,000, a polished

dissemination product requires professional preparation and equipment.
(42)

12. Public-Service Announcements

Radio and television public service announcements (PSAs) are brief--

10, to 60 seconds--messages from non-profit organizations. PSAs are typically

non-partisan and are related directly to the organization's work. Organizations

could use this device to r port research findings especially interesting to
9

a local community.
(43) \

13. Responses to TV or Radio Editorials

Organizations can also take advantage of the largely untapped editorial

response opportunities on radio and television to disseminate information.

This-format is more appropriate than PSAs for transmitting controversial or

..partisan information.

14: Television Visuals

Because television is a medium with a practically insatiablerappetite

for pictures, organizations can provide TV stations with film (16 MM optical

sound on film) or video tape (generally 2-inch-high band) clips to support or

reinforce PSAs editorial responses, or other stories about the work fhe

organization is involved in. Except for the largest organitions, the public

F) --
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computer -drawn pictiire of school expenditures, er district or health man-

power distribution is worth more than 1000 words of description. The impact

. is immediate, and with a properly designed chart title, the conclusion_ that

should be drawn from the graphic is obvious.
(47)

19. Other Graphic Dqvices

TranspayencillOopaque projectors, film strips, flannel and magnetic

boards"and blackboards are all common methods of presenting visual infor-

mation to an audience.

20. Public ,Affaird- Shows

Local radio and television stations produce public services or public

affaits.prograus such aa.talk shows,/debates, panel shows, interviews and

speci.a reports. 4ProAlu cers of these shows usually need peOple to talk about
bc'

theit;Wrk, especially if it is linked to a topic of current public interest.

.tx

Organizations might also consider sponsoring such shows. The American

Ente;prA4e.,Institutp, perhaps the most media-oriented policy research,

organization in nation, sponsorp its own "Public Policy Forum" teleVisioh

shoWS ae.yell as a syndicated radio program.

. :',.

21. 'tiViso Films and Documentaries

i ca pretty much anticipate the information requests I'll get1.

..,

f
,

,4

legisl#tors on Monday by watching '60 Minutes' or Stinday," a state legis-

!:

, ,

lativAaffairs,director told us. It is part of the conventiotal wisdom that

ir
4

peoplf, including top level policymakers, get most of their information, from

-e o television. (The television is'on about six hours Or day in the average U.S.

household.) The growth cif cable television (present state -of -the -art now

permitg 56 channels et. be transmitted into,a honie), the national television

news station , the projected a/cpanSibn 'of local and national news pro=

grams, the an ticipated Continued growth of home computer links and two -way,



"talk-back" cable television all portend an increased demand for visual

information to supplement a pure "talking head" approach to news and public

affairs features: :Television programs, -like local and national-ftewsmagazines,

are ideal opportunities for 5 to 20 minute feature 'i1ms about a particular

policy issue. As television increases its ability to target audiences the

way alagazines can at present, the opportunities for organizations to trans-

mit more sophisticated and detailed information to a well-defined audience

will also expand.

,

There are some types of'ihformation that tele ision cannot communicate,
(48)

and it is expensive to 'prepare material for and to use the medium. So its

use will probably be restricted to the largest and ii(ost econoticatly well-

off organizations, with a few smaller but innovative firms participating as

,Te.11. Since large organizations
r
in this country have remarkably similar

world views whether nominally members o4 the left or right; there is a

danger that economics will constrain the range of views included it tele-

vision policy materia± even more than such views are restricted presently by

economics Aldeological and other barriers. 'Today, however, television remains

a largely unexplored source for the purposive dissemination of public policy

information.
(49)

1

22. Computers and Computer Networks

The smaller apmputer promises to be the next major advance/in dissemi-

gation techniques. In the office of the -future, each person will have a

video terminal at his or her desk and will be Connected to several different

computer nett;orks. (50)

Thee are more than 800,000 computers in the world; 400,000 in the United

States; 16,000used by the federal government.
(51)

Every U.S. senator and
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half the members of the House of Representatives have a terminal in their .

offices. Executive branch agencies--the Executive Office of the President,

Defense, Health and Human Services for instance--are ung computers with

increasing frequency.' Today the computer is used mostly for fairly routine

information processing tasks, such as literature searches, billing and

4
mailing, and tecord keeping. Its promise to replace the printed page and to 44

change our lives more than any technological device since the automobile has

yet to be kept. When computers become as easy to use as the telephone,, they

can offer information producers a dissemination technique that can provide

instant written, visual and personal communication to policymakers.

The most advanced computer networks are used by large corporations

(such as Xerox and. Citibank) and government agencies (such as the DgTense

Department and the Departmnet of Energy). Access to most of these networks

is limited to a small population of users, but theise are the networks in

which most of the significant technological innovations occurj
52)

None of the organizations in our survey gre presently using computers

for more than routine information tasks. Apt several of those whom'e spoke

with talke# about the future dissemination possibilities of computer terminals.

One person wants each of the analysts in his office to work at home and

to communicate with colleagues via comPuter. . Another wants his office to be

able to provide same-day research services to clients throughout the state

using computer networks.

The hardware is available, and the costs are coming down.' But the

availability of tware and the problem of computer illiteracy are two
r.

major barriers to an expanded use of computers for interflive communi-

(53)
cations.



SECTION :1 SUMMARY! OF MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

.e identif'ed a number of factors that, when combined in apArganization's

disseminaiion rogram, virtually guarantee ineffectiveness. These Rules for

Ineffective Dissemination include:

Rule L. Don't try to influence public policy. An organization that does

not expect to influence public policy probably won't.

-Ride 2. Make sure your Information i$ communicated poorly. Do not make

an effort to translate Oolicy research into a policy relevant form.

Rule 3. Make sure the people who are doing the research don't care

about the policy implications of their work. Bettergyet, make

cj

sure the researchers don't understand the public policy process.

Rule 4. Have no idea who should receive oryho can benefit from.you

information.

Rule 5. Work on policy issues that are'heavily political, extremely

'complex and where there is a great abillunt of information already

available.

Rule 6. Make sure yodr orgenizatin allocates practically no resources

(like people and money) to dissemination activities.
4A

One might be tempted to argue that we ought not to expect too much'from

o,
dissemination. The worldof public policy is too complex, too irrational and

too overloaded with information to expect that purposive dissemination will

have much of an'impact. But our findings suggest that a great many nformation

producers are not colleCting the kinds of information that policy makers need

or want, or if they are, that the information is not being disseminated in a

format that policymakers can use. The reasons for this are many: inappro

priately conceived research, ignorance of policymakers' information needs,

reliance on written material in an increasingly electronic and visual world, .



sector rarely uses television visuals; they are generally expensive to

prepare and require professional equipment and staff

---J1 15. Slides

(44)

Slides are a proven communication device. Although the initial invest-

ment for well- prepared slides can be substantial, the investment pays off

if the presentation is important, if it's given several times at different

locations, or if appearance is a critical factor. Slides are easy to trans-
,

port and provide.aclear image. Practically no training is needed to learn

how to use a slide projector.
(45)

4fr

16. Flip Charts

Flip charts are another commonly used visual device for disseminating

information. These charts are mounted on a table-sized or free stakding

easel, and offer more flexibility than slides. With flip charts, it ins

relatively easy for a presepter to write on the charts during the presentation,

a shift the order of the chifts, and move backward or forward ,to emphasize.

'points as needed. Charts are awkward to transport.
(46)

17. Conference Displays

-

Some organizations use visual displays (charts, graphs, video-tapes,

etc.) at professional or trade conferences to bring attention to their products.

Although this device is used primarily by firms with something to sell, it

could also be used to bring research findings to the attention of conference

participants or to stimulate interest in the organization's work.

18. Computer Graphics
4

Computer graphics is oneof the fastest growing areas of applied computer

technology. It offers a great deal of promise As a partial remedy to infor-

mation overload and pollution, and a way to help sort out meaningful infor-

mation from among massive amounts of data. To seel4a thret dimensional,



lack of concern for dissemination, insufficient resources, inadequate manage-

,

ment, and an absence of strong_incentives to dieseMinate effectively.
4

Some students of dissemination maintain that dissemination can have its

greatest impact in "information poor" jurisdictions and in new policy issue

(54)
areas. But policy makers active in other jurisdictions and in other issue

areas also need help is, treating the omnipresent,uncertainty that characterizes

pract cally,every proposed policy action. If researchers get their rewards

for fi i g interesting insights and policymakers get theirs for finding

solutions, we need to find a way to reward people who can bridge the gap
c

between the two worlds. At present there are practically no extrinsic re-'

wards for serving the function. Professional policy analysts are likely

candidates for this bridging role since that is what they are trained to do,

at least.in part. But disseminators also need to recognize that their role

is as much to act as a "kidney" in the policy world--removing information

waste products from.the system--as it is to serve as the nerve system that

channels information where it ought to go.

But still we have to return to the theme thit a dissemination program

is unlikely to be effective in the absence of.a desire to do more than produce

information. Lobbyists and special interest associations active in policy-

making have an incentive *make sure their information is
(
used to facilitate

or prevent the adoption, of specific policies., Other Organizations typically

stand to lose little if their information is ignored by policymakers. Al-

though there is social and cultural justification for why tax money ought to

be used to support the production of information--e.g., we may hit upon

another polio vaccine, we can't always tell immediately about the importance
'Ye

or possible use of a new idea--the econNic and political climate in this ,

country isclearly in a state of flux.---As the country retools, yid as

) .1

.i.
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\-- as efforts are made t.o reduce government expenditures, funds for research
I

- ...,

. c..- .
,>

with little apparent utiliprian impact will make a ripe target for budget

cutters. One way for organizations to counter this trend is to pay more

attention to "effective dissemination " - -even if effectiveness is defined

by "awareness" or "understanding.." The five point program described in

this report--knowledge of audience, understanding the communications prOcess,
4

eo

intelligible information, effective dissemination management and appropriate

1--

8

timing--is one way research organizations can become more relevant to policy-

makers, and thus inckase the odds of their survival.

Although there are many techniques used to disseminate information (we

identified over 60), creativity in the dissemination of policy information

app-ears to be quite rare. We have attributed this to the absence of in-

centives for dissemination, and to all that contributes to and follows from

that. When incefttives are present, creativity is encouraged: recall the

university think-tank that wanted to build a reputation with state le3is-

lators--it tied together a conference with a football game to encourage

attendance;,or the analyst who put what he considered to be important evalu-

ations on cassettes for busy legislative officials. Creativity also requires

a discontent with existing routines, support and time for experimentatilft,

and the ability to escape from habit. 'But a precondition to all of this his

a concern for dissemination.

We indicated in the introduction that our survey raised more questions

than it answeretl. In addition to the issues raised earlier, there are a

number of topics that could be the subject for additional-research, such as:

1. The,relationship among types of information, dissemination strategies

and impacts.

2. The limits of dissemination: what realistically can we expect



dissemination to accomplish,-and under what conditions.

3. The costs 'of using different dissemination techniques--to both the

producer and the user--and what

these costs.

can be done to modify or redirect

4. The ethical implications'of purposive dissemination in public

policy.

5., Strategies to encourage experimental

6. Organizational rewards or penalities

dissemination.

We live in an age

dissemination efforts.

for effective or ineffective

of iycreasing uncertainty, of complexity and of

information.overload. Effective dissemination offers a promise of regaihing

control over the morass of information that engulfs the policy arena, so

that information can be used to untangle complexity and to

Today tiipm promise appears to be more of a longing than an

that condition needs to be turned around. Policy research

could be in the forefront of such a movement.

calm uncertainty.

expectancy,, and

organizations

SECTION VI: A CHECKLIST FOR INFORMATION DISSEMINATORS

This checklist is designed to be used by information producers to

stimulate thinking about dissemination strategies. We assume here that the

"information" (i.e., materiarlo be disseminated) is already available.

Even though the literature suggests that the best time to plan for dissemination

is during the initiation of a study-or other information-producing activity,

that is often not possible. Checklists are available to guide producers who

wish to incorporate dissemination concerns into research plans.
(55)

A. Thinking About Your Dissemination Goals

1. What do you want to disseminate?

a. Specify categories of information (e.g., concepts, formulae,

243
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problems, solutions, etc.)

b. Write a ()tie sentence description of the information you

want to disseminate.

2. What do you hoe to accomplish (Consider both long-run and

short-run objectives.)

a. Awareness 4

b. Understanding

c. Action

d. Policy impact

e. Other

1. How will you measure your accomplishments?

4. How will your organization (client, constituency, etc.) e helped

or harmed by dissemination?

5. How does this dissemination contribute to your ,Tganization's mission?

6. What else should you think about under this category?

(

B. Thinking About Your-Audience

l Who are the most appropriate users of this information

a. Primary audience

b- 'Secondary audience

2. For each different audience (primary and secondary) what information

is most relevant to them? Why?

3. Does the audience know you have the information?

4. Do you have information channels to the users? What are they?

5. Do you have an established upiltation with your audience?

2;14



c,
a. How can you take advantage of a good reputation?

b. How can you overcome a bad reputation?

c. How can you use this dissemination to create a good reputation?

6. How do the different audiences prefer to receive information?

7. When is the best time to disseminateto, ypur audience?

8. What don't you know about your audience that'you ought to know?r'
9. How can you find out more about your audience?

4 10. Is the information easy for your audience to obtain?

4X-

11. How can the audience benefit from the information (or be harmed by it)?

12. What costs will the audience incur receiving your information?

How can those costs be reduced or shifted?

13. What else should you think about undeethis category?

0

C. Thinking About the Information to Be Disseminated

1. What is the source of the information?

2. Was the information produced to be disseminated, or is dissemination

a second priority?

3. Is there something about the nature of the information that will

restrict or facilitate dissemination?

4. Is the importance of the information, indluding action options,

apparent?'

5. Are recommendations feasible and realistic?

6. What is the technical quality of the information?

7. Is the information sensitive to political, legal, economic and other

4Ye

social factors?

8. Are significant opposing arguments and interpretations included?

0
4 1JJ



9. What else should you think about under this category?

N

D. Thinking About Presentation

1. Is the information presented in language the audience can understand?

2. Are visuals clear and understandable?

3. Is there an abstract or summary of the key points?

4. Is the information presented in an attractive manner?

5. GIs the information well- organized?

6. Is the information easy to understand?

7. Is the information presented with an appropriate level of

sophistication, objectivity and scholarship?

8. Is the information presented with an appropriate amount of detail?

Is back-up documentation or material available?

What special materials, skills or people will you need to present

the information?

11. What else should ybu think about under this category?

E. Thinking About Disseminatibn Strategies

)1. What specific dissemi tion 1 chniques will you use?

a. Written

b. Human

'40

c. Audio-visual-electrnic

d. Other

2. How are the techniques sillected appropriate for the target audiences?

.et
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r 3. Are you ,using different dissemination techniqu es for difftrent

audiences?

Are you using multiple dissemination channels for an audience? \

tplication?, Redundancy?'

5. Are you taking advantage of informal as Fell as formal-.opportunities

6.

.
for dissemination?

es the dience have-the opportunity to provide feedback?

7. Is the audience encourage to provide feedback?

*13. What kind of feedback do y.0 want to get? What will you ith it?

9. How will you iilbfittor the effeCtiveness of youi dissemination strategies?
, .

10. .Are you experimenting with new dissemination techniques? Why?

.

Att.

11.4 What else should you think about under this category?

F. Thinking Abodt Dissedination%rilg ement

1. What resource$-do yoU need for dissemination?

11 a. Staff

4.

Time

c. Money'

d. Spate

e. Materials"

11

f. Other

Need

2. Who ilk'responsible forklanning
or- , it

.Task,

-

r

and managing diisemination act) ities?

Res onsib

145.-1
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3. How 1 the information be transleated into a policy, relevant format?

'Whq/will do it?

a. Written material

b. Ora'presentations

c. Audio-visual-electronic

d. Other

4. What else shbuld yo think aboutunder As category?

O

dr
G. What Can Go Wrong?

41.

0 el

4
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(1) The organizations mentioned most d ten were: American Enterprise

Institute, Brgokings, Rand, Urban Wititutp, Congressional Budget .

Office and the National Council of State Legislators' Council of
. .

State Government.

(2) This list of six categories was drawn from a review of the diaseMination
literature; we relied specifically on the articles in L. E. Lynn (Ed.):

Knowledge and Policy: The Uncertain Connection, Washington, D. C.:
National Academy of Science, 1978; and Mitchell, Social-Science Impact

dative Policy:' Theory and Research, Washington, D.C.: National

e of Education, December 1977, (NIE-G-76-0104).

"Improving.the Linkage Between Social Research and
in Lynn, Knowledge and Policy, p. 69.

A

. E. Salasin. "Strengthening the Contribution of Social
Making," in Lynn, Knowledge and Policy, p.

. "Research Brokerage: The, Weak Link," in Lynn, Knowledge

126ff.

(5a) For a discussion of this perspective, see J. Knott an . Wildausky.'

".If Dissemination is the Sollition, what is the Problem?" Knowledge,

Vol. 1, #4, June 1980.

Institu

(3) Weiss, Carol H.

Public Policy,"

(4), Davis, H. and S
R &,D to Policy

(5) Sundquist, J. L
and Policy, p.

. (6) See the studies accompanying this report by Wilson, Kirst, Bardach and

d..'4[eltsner for more information on this point..

(7) Robinson, J. 'The Changing Reading Habits of the American Public,"

Journal-76f Communications, 30:1, Winter 1980; Kobert, N; Managing

Time, New York: Boardroom Books, 1980, p. 63.

(8) For an example, see Schultze, C. L. The Public Use of the Private

Interest (Brookings, 1977).

.

(9) For an example, see Duignam, P. and A. Rabushna. The United Stares

in the 1980's (Hoover Institution, 1980).

(10) For examples, see one of the Policy Studies'Review Annuals; published

by Sage.

(11) See Current Contents: Social & Behavioral Scieuces;, Institute for

Scientific Information; Philadelphia, PA.

(12) Two interesting discussion of writing tech 'reports are contained

Ehrlich, E. and D. Murphy; The Art of.Te nical Writing, New York:

Cornell Company, 1964 and Morris, L. L. and C. T.`Fitz-Bibbon: How to

Present an Evaluati6n Report Beverly Hills:, Sage Publications, 1978:Agw Ask

See also Meltsner, A. J.: Policy Analysts in'the Bureaucracy; Berkeley

Univerpity of. California Press, 1976, p. 233-240.--
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(13), Handbook:for Authors of Comissioned Papers, Institute of Governmental
Studies, U..C. Berkeley, 19,79-198D, p. 2-3:

(14) For a discussiopollissue Paper contents; see Quade, E. S. Analysis fol.-

Public ecisons, New York: .Elgevier, 1975, p. 68-74.

(15) See "Th Future Survey," issued by the .World Future Society; Thal-.
Wilson Quarterly, ppblished by the Woodrow Wilson rAternational Center
for Scholars, orMedical Care Review; issued by the Michigan School of
Public Health.

(16) Capital Systems Group, Inc. Improving the Dissemination of Scientific
and Technical Information; Washington, D. C.: U.S: Department of
Commerce, 1975, p.,II. L. la ff.

(17) Wall Street Journal,'12/24/79, p. 1.

(18) ,FoOxample, McGraw- Hills weekly Washington Report on Medicine and
Health.

(19) For some examples, see "Monthly List, of GAO Reports," U.S. General
Accounting Office; "Recent Research Results," U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development, OffiCe of Policy Development and
Research; "Policy Research Report," The Urban Institute: "The MPR
Policy Newsletter," Mathematica Policy Research;- and "Pu is Affeirs

Report,". Univers'ity of'California,.Institute of Government Studies

(20) i"AbtBooks,' Cambridge, Mass.: Apt Associates.

(20a) Harvard Medical School Newsletter, April, 1980, p. 3.

(21) Capital Systems Group, Inc. Improving . . L.7.8.1.

(22) Haydon, W. .'How Congress' Computers Con the Public,",and Green, M. and
A. §uchsbaum, "How the Chamber's Computers Con Congress," both in the
Washington Monthly, Volume 12, #3,, May 1986, 1). 43-50.

(23) Kiethel, W. :'Everything You Always Wanted toiKnov May Soon Be On-Line."

Fortune, May 5, 19_80.

(24) Gregory, N. "The U.S. Congress - -On Line Users as Policymakers;" and
. Kadec, J. T. It'd R. ManCher, "en Line Services in the Executive Office
of the President;" both articles in On Line Review: Vol. 3, #4, 1979;.,

(25') Davis an Salasin, "SCrengthening the ContributJpn of Social R
Policy Making,"'in Lynn' Knowledge and Polile6y, p. 120-121.

(26) Ibid.

D to

(27) Cauble, M. Effective Promotion: A Guide to Low Cost Use of Media

for Community Organizations. Do it Now Foundation; Institute for

Chemical Survival; Phoehix,. AZ: 1977, p. 13-15.
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(28) Baus, H. M. "Publicity in Magazines," in Lesly, P. (Ed.): Lesly's

Public Relations Handbook, New Jersey: Prentice Hall; 1971, p. 378-389.

Davis and Salasin, "Strengthening and Contribution of Social R & D to
Policy Making," in Lynn, Knowledge and Policy, p. 122. Newsmaking
International Inc., with offices in Chicago, New York, San Francisco,
and elsewhere, is one of many publicity firms that specialize in
getting informgtion about an organization and its work published in
magazines and other written media.

(29) Caublet M. Effective Promotion, p. 20.

(30) Direct Marketing is one of several magazines specializing in this area.

(31) _DalkPy, N. C. The Delphi Method--A Experimental Study of Group Opinion,
Rand Corporation Memorandum RN- 5888 -PR, Santa Monica.: The Corporation,

June 1969 is the original Delphi article,

(32) Better Communication, #101 A; Information Plus, Inc., 1980, p. 2-3.

(33) The use of humAn media is scussed in Vardaman, G, T. Effective

Communication of Id -.s York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1970.

Our disOssion of human disseminated benefit greatly from this work

4and,from conversations with telephbne respondents.

(34) Alderson, G. and E. Sentman. How You Can Influence Congress, New York:

E. P. Dutton, 1979; Anderson, K. What Matters to You? Grassroots

Lobbying (mimeograph); Smith, D. In Our Own Interest, Seattle, WA:

Madrona Publishers, 1979.

(35) For one 'person's experience in,using,Congressional testimony as

dissemination, see Marmor,. T. "Politics of National Health Insurance,"

in Policy Analysis, Winter,-1977, p. 47-48. For haw-to-do-it

instruction on testimony, see Alderson and Sentman. How you can

Influence Congress, Chapter 14; Grimes, A. J. A Guide for Providing

Scientific Testimony, Washington, D.C.: American Institute of 'Biological

ScienCes, p. 21-24; and Smith, In Our Own Interest, Chapter 8.

(36). Meltsner, A. J. Policy Analysts in the Bureaucracy, Berkeley: 'University

of California Press, 1976, p. 230 -233,; and Morris and Fitz-Gibbon.

How to Present anrEvaluation Report, p. 38-44.

(36a), Sundquiit, J. L. "Research Brokerage: The Weak Link;" in Lynn,

Knowledge and Policy, p. 127ff describes a four step dissemination

'linkage process.

(37) Christian Science Monitor, July 15, 1980.

(38) For a conference that did affect policy, see Neustadt, R. E. and H. V.

Fineberg, The Swine Flu Affair, Washington,. D.C.: ,U. S. Department

of ealth, Education and Welfare, 1978, p. 77ff.
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Relations Handbook, p. 349-352.
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Summer, 19.79.
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prepared as a documentary film; see Meltsner, A. J. "Don't Slight

Communications," Policy Analysis, Summer 1979, p. 387. Video-tape

reportsmay be lev-expensive to'prepare.

=.(42) Focus III Broductionsc 121 iL. Robertson Blvd., Beverly.Hills; CA. is
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(43) Caubel, M. Eff,ective Promotion, p. 16-17.

(44) Ibid., p. 18-19.

(45) U.S. Civil Service Commission, Bureaus of Training. Visual Materials:

Guidelines for Selection and Use'in Training Situations, Government

Printing Office: Washington, D.C., December 1971.
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.
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